


36.20

14.95

43.45
15.95
1.95

6.15
50.00
15.00
2.50
6.55

29.95
28.95
29.95

1414

1413

1412

1411

1409

1420
1421
1430
1431
1440
1441

1417

1418

DESCRIPTION PRICE
Folding Chief Stock (Side

Folding as Illustrated) Blue $ 85.00
Folding Chief Stock (Side

Folding as Illustrated) Nitex 95.00
MK III Folding Stock (Clears

3D-rd. Magazine) 53.50
Folding Stock (Side Folding

Factory StYle w/Premium
Walnut) 99.00

Handguard Ventilated Steel 6.75
Handguard Ventilated Nickel 9.50
Plastic Handguard 9.45
Flashider (M-' Carbine Style,

Clamps Around Front
Sight) 11.25

1401 Choate

1402 Fed. Ord.

1460 Ram-line

STOCK
NO. MFG.
1400 Choate

1403 Fed.Ord.
1404 Fed.Ord.
1405 Choate
1407 Fed. Ord.

Mini-14 Parts and Accessories
("Mini-14" IS a Registered Trade-Mark of Strum, Ruger & Co.)

P.O. Box 550, Dept. AH
Cortland, N.Y. 13040
Information: (607) 753·8238

Jt iii! 0 Only (24·Hours a Day):

".. ....;:;.Lii'-_'-....;:_....;:=_=......'-....;:'-_~=~~-o~II-F~re~e-(e~OO-)-84-7 .....6_7_03..-
1442 Open Rear Sight 1.50

1408 Fed. Urd. Flashider IM-14 Style. Pins 1443 Plastic Handguard ICovers
Around Front Sight) 12.75 Action Rod) 7.50

Fed.Ord. 55 I-laSnl017' IM-14 Style, .1444 BearClaw Open Rear Sight White
Pins Around Front Sight) 14.50 Outline 2.55

Choate Flashider & Front Sight 1446 Ram-Line Clip Charger 4.15
(M·16 Cage Style as 1450 Fed.Ord. Scope Mount (No Drilling or
Illustrated) 30.00 Tapping, Replaces Rear

Choate 55 Flashider & Front Sight Sight)
(M-16 Cage Style as 1451 Feather Scope Mount See-Through
Illustrated! 33.00 (Complete with 1" Steel

Feather Flashider & Front Sight (M-14 Ringsl
Style, Fastens w/ Allen Set· 1452 Feather SS Scope Mount See-Through
Screw) 20.25 (Complete with 1" Steel

Feather SS Fleshider & Front Sight Rings)
(M-14 Style, Fastens 1453 Ram-line Sight Adjustment Kit
w/ Allen Set-Screw) 25.95 1456 Feather Hooded Rear Sight Aperture

Blk. Werr. Muzzle Brake/Flashider (Pins .1458 BearClaw Sight Adjustment Tool
Around Front Sight) 12.75 (Drilled for Keychain)

Blk. Warr. SS Muzzle Brake/Flashider .1461 Choate One Piece Stock
(Pins Around Front Sight) 13.75 .1465 Choate Extended Non-Slip Butt Plate

Fed.Ord. Magazine (20-rd) 7.25 1472 GI Sling Silent Black
Fed.Ord. Magazine Nickel (20-rd) 9.75 1474 GI Sling P,added
Fed.Ord. Magazine (30-rd) 9.25 1475 GI Shell Catcherw/Handguard
Fed.Ord. Magazine Nickel (3().rd) 11.50 (Velcro Bottom)
Fed.Ord. Magazine (40-rd) 19.60 1480 Feather Ventilated Barrel Shroud
Fed. Ord. Magazine Nickel (40-rd) 21.75 1481 Feather SS Ventilated Barrel Shroud

7.25

2.90

21.75
9.95

10.90
25.95

12.50

14.95

5.95
9.95

12.95

$ 69.95
53.50
81.20
16.45
11.50

4.00
.75
.75

18.15

8.70

19.95
11.60

6.15
10.15
11.60

9.95
7.95
4.95

12.95
5.95

10.90
8.70

PRICEDESCRIPTION
M-l022 Scout Folding Stock

(As Illustratedl
MK III Folding Stock
Walnut Folding Stock
Magazine w/ Adapter (30-rd)
Magazine Body only (30-rd)
Steel Flashider (Fastens

w/Set-Screwl
Steel Muzzle Brake/Flashider

(Fastens w/Set-Screw)
Steel Handguard (Drill

Provided)
Magazine (30-rd)
Magazine w/Window (30-rd)
Military Sighting System

(Replaces Front Sight, Rear
Sight Mounts on Supplied
Scope Base)

Plastic Handguard (Snaps on)
lightweight Flashider

(Fastens w/Set-Screw)
Magazine (5O-rd)
Snap (Extended) Magazine

Release
Standard MK I ;22 Magazine

(12-rd)

M-16 Firing Pin
M-16 Trigger Spring
M-16 Hammer Spring
Shell Catcher (Snaps-On,

Velcro Bottom)
M-16 Dust Cover with Pin

and Spring
Long Round Combat

Handguard
M-16 Barret Wrench
Sight Adjustment Tool

(Drilled for Keychain)
CAR-15 Gas Tube
AR-15 Gas Tube
Heavy Plastic Universal

Bi-Pod
Plastic Universal Bi-Pod
Conversion Pin
Lightweight Scope Mount
Plastic Scope Mount
See-Through Lightweight

Scope Mount
Rapidex/Windage Knob Kit

Mitchell
Ram-line

Ram-line

Ram-line
Ram-line
Feather

Blk.Warr.
BearClaw

Blk.Warr.

Feather

MFG.
Blk.Warr.

Fed.Ord.
Ram-line
Bingham
Bingham
Feather

Blk.Warr.

SGW
BearClaw

SGW

GI
GI
GI
GI

GI

Ram-Line
GI
Leathrwd.
Ram-Line
BearClaw

SGW
SGW
Feather

Ruger 1022 Auto
("1022" isa Registered Trade Mark of Strum, Ruger & Co.)

~~~
STOCK
NO.
1022

1023
1025
1026
1027
1030

1031

·1032

1033
1034
1035

1050
.,060

.1210

1036
111037

1575
1576
1581

.1594

1582
1585
1590
1592

.1593

154&
1550
1551
1555

1560

1565

1570
.1571

5.80

9.95

9.95

28.95
7.25

89.40

89.40

89.40
12.70
13.20
15.05
54.40
7.25
7.60

19.95
5.20'
7.25

89.40

PRICE

19.65

23.15
7.75

19.65

23.15

23.15
8.50

Delta Ring (Aluminuml
CAR-Style Flashider

(Threaded at End)
CAR-StYle Flashider (Slips

Over, Threaded at Center,
Adds 1/4" Overall)

AK74 Combat Muzzle Brake
(Russian Style)

AR-15 Trigger
AR-1520" Chrome Barrel

(1 :71 with Sight Threaded
AR-1520" Heavy Match

Chrome Barrel (1 :7) with
Sight Threaded

AR-1524" Heavy Match
Chrome Barret (1 :7) with
Sight Threaded

CAR·1516" Chrome Barrel
(1 :7) with Sight Threaded

Magazine (5-rd)
Magazine (20-rdl
Magazine (30-rdl
Bolt Carrier
Magazine (20-rdl
Magazine (30-rd)
Magazine (40-rd)
M-16 Safety Selector
M-16 Hammer

Ingram/RPB

MFG. DESC,RIPTION
Bingham Ingram/RPB MAC-11 .380

Magazina,l16-rd)
Bingham Ingram/RPB MAC-l1 .380

Magazine (32-rdl
Bingham Ingram/RPB MAC-l1 loader
Bingham Ingram/RPB MAC-10 .45

Magazine (30-rd)
Bingham Ingram/RPB MAC-l0 9mm

Magazine (32-rdl
Bingham Ingram/RPB MAC-l0 .45

Magazine (40-rd)
Bingham Ingram/RPB MAC-10 loader

Coronet

Coronet

Coronet

GI

GI
Coronet

Colt
Colt
Colt
Colt
Adventure
Adventure
Adventure
GI
GI

Sbvv
GI

GI

STOCK
NO.
616

632

650
e730

732

740

750

1518
1522

1523

6301
6210
6232
6224

.1520
1530
1540
1535
1543

.,529

.'527

.1528

1525
.1526

66.60
7.50
4.50

12.50

86.95
36.25

72.45

72.45

72.45

72.45

72.45

72.45

PRICE
$ 65.25

9.45
52.15

PRICE
$ 53.50

76.95
3.65

10.75

10.65
3.25
5.75

10.50
4.65

2.75

M-16 Parts & AccessoriesAR·15

DESCRIPTION
XM 15-A1 Lower Receiver
Receiver Extension
AR-15 Upper Receiver
M-16 Upper Receiver

(Forward Assist StYle)
Round Forward Assist Complete
Cam for Bolt
Tear-Drop Forward Assist

Complete
Shorty Front Section

(Complete)
Shorty Buttstock
AR-15 20" Standard 8arrel

(1 :7l with Sight Threaded
AR-1520" Heavy Match

Barrel (1 :7) with Sight
Threaded

AR-1524" Heavy Match
Barrel (1 :7) with Sight
Threaded

AR-1520" Standard Barrel
(1 :7) with Sight Crowned

AR-1520" Heavy Match
Barrel (1:7) with Sight
Crowned

.AR-15 24" Heavy Match
Barrel (1:7) with Sight
Crowned

DESCRIPTION
MK III Folding Stock
Folding Stock Walnut

Original M-l StYle
Magazine (5-rd)
Flashider (Clamps-on Around

Front Sight)
Munle Brake (Clamps-on,
Around Front Sight)
Magazine (15-rd)
Steel Handguard
Scope Mount (No Drilling or

Tapping Required)
Magazine (30-rd)
Jungle Clip for 30-rd Carbine

Magazines

MFG.
Sendra
GI •
Colt
Colt

Drasen

Drasen
Coronet

Coronet

Coronet

Coronet

Coronet

Coronet

GI
GI
GI

M-1 Carbine

Bingham
Fed.Ord.

Bingham
Fed.Ord.
Fed.Ord.

Fed.Ord.

MFG.
Fed.Ord.
Bingham

Bingham
Fed.Ord.

1515

1516

1514

1500
1502
1503

1505

1507
1512

1513

1517

STOCK
NO.
8000
8020
6300
6227

1311

1315
1320
1325

1330
1350

STOCK
NO.
1300
1301

1305
1310

19.95

11.60
11.95
18.65
29.95

PRICE
$ 24.95

25.40

UZI

910 Bingham

VValther'~
STOCK
NO. MFG. DESCRIPTION
1650 Coronet Barrel 10-1/4"
1651 Coronet Barrel 9-1/4' , Threaded

STOCK 1654 Fed. Ord. Barrel Shroud 16" (Comes
NO. MFG. DESCRIPTION PRICE With Barrel Nut Welded
900 Bingham PP or PPK/S .32 or .380 On)

Magazine w/finger exten· 1660 Feather Flashider (Fastens w/
sion (post-war only) $ 14.95 Set-Screw)

PPK .320r .380 Magazine w/ .1625 Bingham Magazine (25-rd)
finger extension (post-war 1632 Bingham Magazine (32-rd)

onlyl 14.95 1640 Bingham Magazine (40·rdl

~¥...........

32.00
32.00

32.00

32.00

PRICE
$129.95

129.95
129.95
129.95
11.60
2.90
2.90

PRICE

$ 39.95

DESCRIPTION
Vindicator Fore-end & Pistol

Grip Rem. 870
Fore·end & Pistol Grip Rem.

B70
Fore-end & Pistol Grip Win

1200
Fore-end & Pistol Grip Ithaca

37
Fore-end & Pistol Grip

Mossburg 5-600 Series

Ben Pearson Crossbows

~_l
DESCRIPTION
Walnut Crossbow (l50-lbl
Walnut Crossbow (175-lb.)
Camo Crossbow (150-lb)
Camo Crossbow (ll5-lb.)
Cedar Bolts (6 pack)
Stringer
Replacement Strings

1613 Choate

1611 Choate

1612 Choate

1610 Choate

Shotguns
STOCK
NO. MFG.
489 Pachmayr

'STOCK
NO.

.3001

.3002

.3003

.3004

.,005

.3010
·3015



AUGUST 1983

"The RL-450 is an easy machine to use ... is
simple and fast. Ammunition reloaded on the RL-450

gave uniform results, functional reliability, and good accuracy."

JANUARY/FEBRUARY 1983

AMERICAN HANDGUNNER Phil Briggs says

... this reloader is the one to have if you'd rather shoot than reload.
There's no penalty for the speed ...

FEBRUARY 1983

&U_IO Art Blatt says

The Dillon RL-450 actually surpasses the
manufacturer's claims. Its most desirable fea
ture is its versatility. Dillon's newest creation re
duces reloading time and produces a high qual
ity reloaded metallic cartridge.

7755 E. Gelding Dr.
Scottsdale, AZ. 85260

FACTORY DIRECT
If you want the best, there is no reason to

look elsewhere. But don't just take our word
for it. Try a Dillon RL·450 for 30 days, put it
on your bench and load on it. If you're not
absolutely satisfied, we'll refund your purchase
price and pay for the return postage. There is
no way you can lose. The Dillon RL-450 is sold
factory direct, so knowledgeable support and
professional service are only a phone call
away. Order today and let a Dillon RL-450 load
that "one good bullet" for you forever.

DO IT TODAY
Ordering a Dillon RL-450 is simple by phone

or mail.
By phone: Call us toll free. A member of our

sales staff will be glad to answer any questions
and take your order. Please have your Visa or
Master Card handy when you CALL TOLL
FREE 1-800-421-7632. In AZ. 948-8009.

By Mail: We'll need to know your name, ad
dress, daytime phone number and what caliber
you will want to load. Please enclose a bank
check, money order or card number and ex
piration date from your Visa or Master Card.

The Dillon RL-450 delivered complete in cal
iber of your choice (less dies) for $185.00.

Note: This $185.00 price now includes the
shell plate, powder funnel AND both large and
small powder bars and large and small primer
systems.

Quick Conversion Kit for other calibers
$21.00.

Write or call for the new factory direct pricing
on all Dillon Products.

Arizona Residents add 6% sales tax.
Business or personal checks require addi

tional 18 days for shipping.

SIMPLE DESIGN &
REASONABLE PRICE

The hardest thing about designing a machine
to do a job is to keep it simple. The engineers
refer ~o it as KISS (Keep It Simple Stupid). Several
other progressive loaders came before the Dillon
450 but they were all so complicated and expen
sive that few shooters could afford them and even
fewer could make the damn things work.

The Dillon 450 was a major breakthrough. The
450 was not only efficient, it was simple. As the
450's four position shell plate rotates, the cartridge
cases are carried around first to the size and de
cap die, second to the powder and expand die

Rotary, sequential method of cartridge han
dling makes rapid consistent ammunition as
sembly a snap.

SYMBOL OF EXCELLENCE &
STANDARD OF THE INDUSTRY

Last year more than one hundred million rounds
of ammunition were loaded on Dillon machines.
That's probably more ammunition than was loaded
on all other loading presses put together. As the
stainless steel Dillon RL-1000 became the stan
dard of excellence among commercial loaders,
the Dillon RL-450 has become the standard of the
industry among serious shooters. How could a
small company like Dillon claim such a large part
of the ammunition market in such a short time?

\\~The Dillon RL·450 $j~fF.~?~~:mPlele
EVEN BIGGER SURPRISE that factory ammunition was better than any re- and then to bullet seat die and finally to the crimp

Those of you who have been following the mag- loads. Well, when the smoke cleared at the three die. A loaded round is removed after each stroke
azine reviews already know that Dillon Precision's biggest matches of 1983, not one of the winners and an empty case fed in. This means it only takes
RL-450 has done more to bring down the price of had shot factory ammo - all of the winners had 50 strokes to make fifty rounds, or about eight
progressive reloading than any other machine loaded their ammo on Dillon 450 Progressive minutes. The 450 comes with an easy to use
ever manufactured. Shooters who have used the Machines. primer system and match accurate powder mea-
450 were immediately surprised that they could TRUTH IN OLD SAYINGS sure. The rotary, sequential method of cartridge
assemble 400 rounds in a single hour. Now Dillon There are some sayings that have been around handling makes rapid, consistent ammunition as-
has an even bigger surprise. By marketing our so long that their truth and wisdom is sometimes sembly a snap.
products direct to our customers we can now sell . M f The machine's massive structure and hardenedmissed. y avorite is, "When you want something
you a complete RL-450 for only $185.00 instead done right, do it yourself." steel parts assures you that the positive stop ad-
of $365.00. This new price even includes both In these days of government interference, large justments will not change. This high quality struc-
large and small powder bars. corporations are no longer free to hire who they ture gives you confidence in still another way.

SPEED & ACCURACY want or fire those who don't give a damn about LIFETIME GUARANTEE
World combat pistol champion Rob Leatham the quality of their work. So if the quality of your The Dillon 450 carries a guarantee that is un-

says, "I soon realized the accuracy and consis- ammunition is important to you, load it yourself. precedented in the reloading industry.
tency of the ammo assembled on the Dillon 450 If you are a serious match shooter, or if you're Our experience with the first 20,000 Dillon RL-
was better than the ammo I had loaded on my loading ammo for resale or if you're loading that 450s produced has shown us that it will cost al-
single stage press. Not only was I spending less "one good bullet" that you may someday have to most nothing to guarantee these machines for-
time reloading _ I was getting better ammunition. use "to shoot for your life," do it yourself. ever. We have had so few problems that this guar-
Each time I stepped to the line I had the necessary antee has always been in effect although until now
confidence in my ammo to allow me to concen- it has been unwritten.
trate totally on the targets." No one has ever been charged for repair or

ONE GOOD BULLET replacement of a Dillon RL-450.

Rob Leatham knew that one good bullet could
make the difference between winning or being
dead last. He also knew that it takes a lot of ammo
to shoot a match and that every bullet has to be
good because you never know which bullet will
make the big difference.

In much the same way, Brian Enos, winner of
the 1983 Bianchi Cup Match had no way of know
ing that he would have to shoot more than 311
straight plates to win the shoot off. He shot an
incredible 505 straight and came away a winner.

A PLAN
We at Dillon Precision Products had a plan to

mak~ shooting easier for everyone. We wanted
to create a progressive loading machine that
would be versatile enough to load both rifle & pistol
calibers. It had to be easy to operate. It had to
out-perform, out-produce and out-class the com
petition. Most of all it had to fit within the budget
of any serious shooter. Now, by factory direct
sales we are able to realize that goal.

HAPPY ACCIDENT
We're not going to pretend that we set out to

create a match accurate reloader but that's what
we came up with. We were as impressed as any
one when match after match was won by shooters
who were loading their ammo on Dillon Presses.

Rob Leatham won the IPSC Nationals and then
two months later went on to win the coveted
WORLD IPSC Championship. Both wins were
shot with 45ACP ammo loaded on a Dillon 450.

Match after match, ammunition assembled on
Dillon progressive machines was outperforming
factory loaded ammunition.

TWIN MYTHS EXPLODED
For years gun writers had advanced the notion

that progressive loading machines did not pro
duce ammunition as accurate as that loaded on
a single station press.

At the same time the factories were telling us
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Announcing ... al*horized Gold on Silver Proofs of

The Official Duck Stamps ofAmerica
Gold on sterling silver Duck Stamps shown actual size. approximately 25% the size of the paper stamps

'lA1l-.•)i
•• •••• • •••••• ••

The 1950 "Trumpeter Swails" by Walter
Weber is a majestic design by an artist
whose work for the National Geographic
Society has delighted millions.

Thl' /97/ "Cinnamon Teal" by Maynard
Reece is popular not only for its design but
also because this artist has created an un
precedented five Duck Stamps.

The /979 "Green- Wing Teal" by Ken Mi
chaelsen shows the artist at the height of
his powers. It established him as one of
the most gifted wildlife artists of our time.

The /940 "Black Ducks" by Francis L.
Jaques is among the rarest issues in the
senes. Its design is regarded as one of
the most powerful on any Duck Stamp.

Ti,e /934 "Mallards Dropping In"by Jay N.
Darling is the historic first Duck Stamp
issue. designed by the legendary artist
who originated the Duck Stamp idea.

The /960 "Redheads' by John A. Ruthven
is a favorite of sportsmen and collectors,
who admire it both for its artistic merit and
for its mood of tranquility.

•
From "American Go/del/eyes": Photo-
graphically enlarged to show the excep
tional detail of each gold on sterling Proof
in the collection.

The /949 "American Co/deneyes" by Roger
Preuss, who has earned world-wide crit
ical acclaim. He was the youngest artist
ever chosen to design a Duck Stamp.

For the first time ever-the complete collection of
the 50 United States Duck Stamps, authenticially re-created
in 24 karat gold on sterling silver as officially authorized by
the award-winning wildlife artists who created them.

First Edition Proofs to 'be issued in limited edition.

Advance subscription deadline: February 29, 1984.

It was half a century ago that the United
States Government issued the first official
Duck Stamp in support of its new national
wildlife conservation program. It bore .an
original work by one of America's most fa
mous artists. And it opened a new chapter
in collecting history -inaugurating a series
of annual wildlife stamps that soon became
the most admired and eagerly collected
works of their kind in the world.

Today, these American Duck Stamps are
treasured for their extraordinary beauty
and historical impo'rtance, as well as their
rarity. Unblemished specimens of many is
sues are in fact so difficult to find that one
of the few complete collections in existence
has been entrusted to the Smithsonian Insti
tution, where it is on permanent display.

And now, to commemorate the issuance
by our Government of the historic 50th
Duck Stamp, the world-famous American
artists whose works have appeared in the
series have-for the first time ever-au
thorized the re-creation of the complete col
lection in precious metal. In the enduring
beauty of 24 karat gold electroplate on solid
sterling silver.

Working from the actual Duck Stamp
designs, the sculptors and engravers of The
Franklin Mint will painstakingly recapture
each magnificent stamp in all its distinctive
detail. Then, the mint's master craftsmen
will strike every 24 karat gold on sterling
silver stamp in flawless Proofquality - with

the same dramatic frosted-on-mirror finish
that distinguishes the world's finest medals
and coins.

The result will be a breathtakingly beau
tiful collection. Officially authorized rep
licas of fine art stamps that are among the
most cherished and coveted in the world.

This historic First Edition of The Official
Duck Stamps of America is being made
available solely by direct subscription. It
will be permanently limited to the number
of subscriptions entered by midnight, June
30, 1984-exactly 50 years from the day
Congress authorized the first Duck Stamp.
Thereafter, it will never be offered again.

As a subscriber, you will be able to build
the collection at the convenient rate of one
gold on silver stamp per month. The issue
price of$14.50 per stamp will be guaranteed
to you for the entire series. Each stamp will
be accompanied by an informative com
mentary discussing both the bird depicted
on that stamp and the wildlife artist who
created its design. A Certificate of Authen
ticity and a custom-designed presentation
case will also be provided.

Official authorization assured rarity
... historical importance superb design

Each subscriber will receive a handsome
presentation case to house the complete collection.

... and the enduring beauty of gold on sil
ver. These are the features that collectors
value most highly. And all are a part of The
Official Duck Stamps ofAmerica in 24 karat
gold on sterling silver.

It is not necessary to send any payment at
this time. But to subscribe, be sure to mail
the accompanying application to The
Franklin Mint, Franklin Center, PA 19091
by the advance subscription deadline of
February 29, 1984.

© 1984 FM

r --- - ADVANCE SUBSCRIPTION APPLICATION -.,

The Official
Duck Stamps ofAmerica
Valid only if postmarked by February 29, /984.

Limit: One Proof Set per subscriber.
65

The Franklin Mint
Franklin Center, Pennsylvania 19091
Please enter my subscription for a First
Edition Proof Set of The Official Duck
Stamps of America, consisting of fifty
24kt gold electroplate on sterling silver
stamps, to be issued to me at the rate of
one per month and at the guaranteed is
sue price of $14.50* each. 1 need send
no payment now. 1 will be billed for each
new issue in advance of its shipment. A
custom-designed presentation case, and
informative reference literature, will be
provided without additional charge.

*Pfus my stale safes tax and
$/. for shipping and handling.

Mr.
Mrs.
Miss---p:CL-=EA"'s-=E-=P-=.''''N=-T"'CL-=E"'A.:cL-,'-----

Address

City _

State, Zip---",---- _
The Franklin Mint is the world·s largest private mint. It is not
affiliated with the U.S. Mini or any other government agency.L _
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MICKEY FOWLER

COM8Ar SHOOrlNG

FOWLER COVERS OPTICAL SIGHTS AND
TELLS HOW THEY SHOULD BE MOUNTED
Editor's note: Mickey answers one question
here, received from a regular reader of his
column in this magazine. If you have any
questions you would like him to field, send
them along and we'll forward to him. (L.D.)

Q. I recently read results from the
Bianchi Cup match and NRA bullseye
handgun competitions, which show the win
ners used optical sights on their pistols and
revolvers. Please explain the differences
between the electronic models and scopes.
How should they be mounted on pistols and
revolvers? Will these devices replace
conventional iron sights?

A. Until recently, optical sights on hand
guns have been used almost exclusively for
hunting. In 1980, at the Camp Perry NRA
National Pistol Championships, Joe Pas
carell of Las Cruces, New Mexico sur
prised many shooters by winning the NRA
Championship match using an optical
sight on his 2700 aggregate pistols.

In 1981, Pascarella proved his previous

year's victory at Camp Perry was no fluke,
by winning again. This win was accom
plished with an Aimpoint Mark II elec
tronic sight. The rush was on to try these
sights; now, at bullseye matches, you see as
many pistols equipped with these devices
as with conventional iron sights.

In 1982, optical sights were introduced
on a competitive level at the Bianchi Cup
match. Many people thought the short
time limits and quick-shooting require
ments would make the use of optical sights
at the "Cup" difficult.

This was proven incorrect by Brian Enos
of Mesa, Arizona. Enos and his Aimpoint
Mark II-equipped, highly-modified
Smith & Wesson revolver captured second
place. His score of 1902, only one point be
hind the winner, showed that in skilled
hands optical sights can be an advantage
on certain stages of the match. Gunsmith
Bill Wilson finished in the top five that
same year, using a scope on his .45 auto.

At the 1983 Bianchi Cup match, Enos
finished first with his Aimpoint-equipped
revolver; four out of the top five finishers
used optical sights.

Let's examine the two most popular
forms of handgun optics for competition.
The Aimpoint electronic sight comes in
two models. Both are battery-operated
and have a red dot reticle that is adjustable
for intensity and size.

The Mark II, used by Enos to win the
1983 Bianchi Cup match, has no magni
fication and gives a good view of both tar
get and reticle. This is the model I prefer in
the Aimpoint line.

The Mark III is similar to the Mark 11,
but has slight milgnification and is some
what bulkier. It also has internal adjust
ments, which differ from the Mark II. The
Mark II is easier for me to use while keep
ing both eyes open.

One advantage of the Aimpoint sight is
its adjustable dot reticle, which can be tai
lored to prevailing light conditions by use
of an external adjustment knob. These
sights are parallax free, which means that
no matter where the eye sees the dot in its
field of view, the bullet will strike whatever
object the dot is on. This is important when
shooting moving targets with a handgun.
Competitors with failing eyesight get a
new lease on life with these sights. Both the
target and dot are in sharp focus. Sight
alignment, which must be near-perfect
when using iron sights, is no longer a prob-

OWN THE
THAT OFFICIALLY GU

Model9ZSB
9mm Parabellum

Double Action Semi-Auto

1S-Round Staggered
Magazine

Monday through Friday. 8 AM to 4:30 PM. Eastern Time.
Maryland residents. call 301-283-2191.



lem. The shooter just places the red dot on
the target he wants to shoot and squeezes
the trigger.

SOME DRAWBACKS
Unfortunately, these sights have some

drawbacks. Batteries must be constantly
checked. I generally take them out when
I'm through shooting. There are more
parts in electronic sights than in scopes, es
pecially in the on/off switch. Competitors
sometimes forget to turn their sights on be
fore a string of fire.

These devices add considerable weight
to the top half of a handgun, which transl
ates into awkward balance for most guns.
These drawbacks are minor when com
pared to the good results possible when
such sights are used properly.

Scopes mounted on handguns are relia
ble and simple to use. No on/off switch or
batteries to think about. And there are
fewer parts to break. Lightness of weight is
another bonus.

For competition use I prefer IX or 1.5X
magnification. Cross-hair reticles with a
small dot work best for me. The crosshairs
quarter the buff-colored Bianchi targets
and make for a more precise point of aim.
This is especially important when lighting
conditions make seeing the scoring rings
impossible. The horizonal crosshair is use
ful in indexing elevation in the Bianchi
moving target match.

Bullet velocity of850 fps or less requires

holding your sight off the target's leading
edge at 25 yards. Even though the scope's
dot reticle is not actually on the target the
crosshairs are. This makes for more consis
tent center hits.

Unfortunately, parallax is a big problem
when using scopes on competition hand
guns. Any inconsistency in hand-eye posi
tioning as the gun comes down from recoil
can cause the scope to blacken out. The
cr03shairs will not reappear to the shooter
until the proper hand-eye relationship has
been achieved. This isn't a problem when
time limits are generous, but when time
limits are tight it can be disastrous.

PROPER GRIP IS VITAL
In order to successfully use a scope, the

shooter must develop a consistent grip and
head position, so when multiple shot
strings are fired the handgun comes back
from recoil with a clear view of the target
and crosshairs. The problems ofparallax is
the main reason Aimpoints outnumber
scopes at the Bianchi Cup match, for
example.

Mounting optical sights on the Govern
ment Model.45 Colt auto must be done by
attaching the mount to the pistol frame.
Most mounts use the gun's grip screws to
position and hold the mount in place. If
the scope or Aimpoint sight were to be
mounted to the slide, the constant batter
ing of opening and closing would quickly
loosen any mount, and damage the sight.

I use the mount manufactured by Jim
Clark. It is made of aluminum casting, fin
ished in flat black, and replaces the left
side grip panel; it is held in place by the
grip screws. Two extra holes are provided
in the grip area for small, flathead Allen
machine screws, which are installed by
drilling and tapping two holes in the grilJ
frame. After this is done, the inside of the
mount and cutout portion of the grip are
filled with an epoxy resin, which completes
the job. Once mounted in this manner, my
com petition pistols have never changed
zero, even after thousands of rounds of
shooting.

The Clark Aimpoint mount also fea
tures an angled section above the pistol's
ejection port, which helps direct ejected
cases out and to the side as the pistol cy
cles. This helps to avoid jams caused by
empty cases contacting the bottom of the
mount, and falling back into the ejection
port.

Most mounts for automatics allow use of
the pistol's iron sights, too.

Optical sight mounts used on PPC and
Bianchi-type revolvers usually are custom
made by the man who builds the gun. Re
volvers have a cylinder and do not need
clearance for ejection ofempty cases, as do
automatic pistols. The sight can be
mounted almost as low as the conventional
iron sights-a definite advantage.

Optical sights are not only good in cer
Continued on page 18

HANDGUN
ARDS CONNECTICUl:

The Connecticut State Police put the Beretta
92SB through the Third Degree before selecting
it as the firearm to protect its officers. Gruelling
tests for firepower, reliability, safety, accuracy
and reloadability got it on the job. And switching
law enforcement handguns isn't done casually.
This 15-round 9mm semi-automatic proves out
just plain better than its competition.

Ask a friend in law enforcement, where
their lives are on the line day in, day out. Or trot
down to your Beretta dealer.

The superb, affordable Beretta 92SB. Now a
law unto itself.



Arm yourself
...with a complete arsenal

of firearms information

591 Camino de la Reina-Dept. 119
San Diego, California 92108

To aim for the latest, most accurate informa
tion, you need GUNS MAGAZINE. It's the one
that the experts read-the winning
competitors, the collectors, the gunsmiths,
the real gun biJffs. The very next issue may
include just the article that could save you
many times the cost of a subscription. Can
you afford to be without it?
GUNS MAGAZINE gives you the most com
plete coverage ever assembled. You'll never
miss with GUNS. DON'T SETTLE FOR LESS.
SUBSCRIBE NOW AND SAVE UP TO 53%. And what's more,
if you order now, you'll receive the GUNS MAGAZINE TEAM
MEMBER patch-a $3.50 value-FREE!

Use the adjoining postage paid order card or write to:

Be onTargetOne year $14.95 (you save $9.05)
Two years $24.85 (you save $23.15)
Three years $33.45 (you save $38.55)
Foreign subscribers add $6.00 per year.

Allow 4 to 6 weeks for delivery

For express service call
TOLL FREE

800/824-7888
Operator 40

In California only call
800/852-7777, Operator 40
Charge your subscription to your
Visa/BAC or MasterCard

Send for your
personal

subscription
NOWl

FREE!
This all fabric GUNS TEAM MEMBER PATCH
(a $3.50 value) with each paid subscription.

THIS OFFER IS VALID for only 3 months from the cover date.



PHILIP C. BRIGGS

SI1UErAS

$14.95
Hard cover

$19.95 Hard,
autographed
and numbered

S9.95
Soft cover

• DRY-FIRE KITS
PRACTICE AT HOME
IMPROVE YOUR SKILLS

lSI LOGO PRODUCTS
Dry Fire Kit 3.95
Hat Pins 4.00
Hats (Baseball Type) 6.00
T-Shirts 7.00
Belt Buckles

Gun Belt 13/4 - 2" 12.95
Dress Belt 1-1W' 12.95

lSI Patches 2.00

2 day and 5 day courses in self-defense or
competition available. These international
experts and combat masters will teach you to
fire fast controlled shots, with the mental
conditioning to obtain pin-point accuracy, and
fulfill your personal goals!

Send $2.00 for complete BPage
Brochure and Information Packet

to

CLASSES FORMING

Add $2.00 per book or$1.00 per item for
postage and handling on all lSI logo
products. Money order, Visa, and Master
Card, (send number and expiration date)
shipped immediately. Personal checks
allow 3 weeks for delivery. Ca. residents
add 6%% sales tax.

World champion handgun shooters
Mickey Fowler and Mike Dalton teach
you how and when to shoot. Enhance your
ability to survive. Areas covere~: safety
• marksmanship • tactics • legal. it
women • technique • crime • guns and
equipment. ammuniti.on • 150 photos.

,~~.",...~.,~",m,",
DEPARTMENT A.H.

P.O. BOX 5254, MISSION HillS, CA. 91345

We've discussed cast bullets for sil
houette before, in this column, so you
should be aware of my thoughts on the
subject: use them in your revolver, and
consider them for use in your production
gun.

A couple ofyears back, fellow silhouette
shooter and friend Jim Betush and I
carried this concept a step further with a
project to determine how well cast bullets
would work in unlimited guns. Jim's a ded
icated bullet caster and a meticulous ex
perimenter, so after rounding up some
moulds and a pistol or two I turned the
project over to him. Jim demonstrated
what a lot of others have found-that cast
bullets are suitable for unlimiteds, with
some reservations.

CONSIDER THESE FACTS
His work planted an idea in my mind,

one that the recent availability of revolvers
chambered for a new cartridge brought
into the realm of probability. Let me try it
out on you. Consider these facts; I think
you'll agree that the idea has a lot going
for it.

(1) Cast bullets are less expensive than
jacketed.

(2) It's easier to cast bullets of accept
able quality in large diameter than it is in
small.

(3) Adequate knockdown (momentum)
can be attained at lower velocities with
heavier bullets.

(4) Cast bullets deliver their best ac
curacy at moderate velocities.

(5) The fewer the cartridges or bullets
you have to load, the easier and faster it is
to keep your ammo boxes full.

(6) The fewer bullets you cast and size
the easier and faster it is to fill your bullet
boxes.

(7) Sometimes you'll find a bullet that
shoots well in just any gun.

Sort through all this, keep in mind
what's available in cartridges and guns,
and you'll end up where I did: knowing it's
not only possible, but desirable, to cast just
one bullet and use it to compete in allfour
classes using the three traditional guns: the
revolver, single-shot and unlimited.

, Follow these basic concepts to their con
clusion, and you'll end up with that bullet
being in .35 caliber and weighing at least
180 grains, with 200 grains being prefera
ble, and 250 grains acceptable. Cast bullets
of this diameter, of 200 grains or so, don't
have to be shot fast to achieve ample

Continued on page 16

He didn't like the gun's pretty pearl
grips, which he felt were too bulky and
"not much good in a sweaty hand;' so
he separated them from their base layer
and glued on two panels of Ping-Pong
paddle material.

Porterfield used the same material on
the front of the grip and a triggerguard
piece, which he attached to the forward
end of the gun by setting it into the
frame and securing it to the guard with
a flush bolt.

A Tampa, Florida pistolsmith has
.L\.. come up with a real oddball that
does the trick-as a self-defense gun.

J ames Porterfield took a Bauer .25
stainless steel auto and did a bit of off
the~wall customizing.

Ping-Pong paddle
pistolsmith purrs

Continued on page 11

There's no doubt about it, long range
handgun silhouette shooting has be

come more expensive with time. The costs
are still not as bad as those for the claybird
games or a round ofgolfat a posh club, but
they are enough to make shooters cut out a
gun or two, or find some other way to re
duce their costs.

Once equipped, the shooter's main costs
are entry fees and components for reload
ing all that ammo. Other than patronizing
a club that doesn't value it's services so
highly, the only area where a competitor
can cut costs is components. Bullets are the
biggest part of these costs, a fact that is
leading a lot of shooters to cast them.

Cast bullets are not without costs or
problems, but they are less expensive than
jacketed ones-by a significant amount
and if a suitable bullet is selected, and a
moderate amount of care given to casting
and loading, it will shoot as well as most of
us can manage with iron sights and free
style holds.

METALLIC SILHOUEnE SHOOTERS CAN
SAVE MONEY BY USING CAST BULLETS
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The Gun that Shoots Evervthing*

357/9 Ultra

from which X = 19 (255) = 12.75

380

"So I loaded 12.8 grains of 2400. My
RCBS rotor 16 enables the 'Little Dandy'
to throw this charge. The load shoots five
shot groups of 1.5 inches to 2 inches at 25
yards, and shows no pressure signs. I tried
the next size rotor, which throws 13.6
grains. Still no pressure signs; bu t the ac
curacy is not as good.

"The round takes on a different look
with the 457483 bullet seated with all
grooves in the case. One is tempted to dub
it the .45-70 Short:' .

Terry Murbach of Maumee, Ohio be
lieves that the volume of information
being submitted for use in this column
warrants publication of a newsletter on
handloading. He also says, "My reason for
writing concerns the stunning ballistic data
I've obtained shooting my new S&W M24,
044 Special with a 6Y2 inch barrel. This is
one of the new series, and I lucked out get
ting the first one in this neck of the woods.
If they all shoot like this one, all I can say is
wow!

ote that a .38 Special 97-grain SS bul
let, with an assigned f-factor of .72, ranks
second only to a 200-grain JHP from a .44
Magnum. Note also that said 97-grainer in
.38 Special also outranks a 21O-grain SWC
from the Al Magnum, a 158-grain SWC
from the .357 Magnum, and so on.

Powley placed considerable emphasis
on bullet tumble (the buzzsaw effect) in es
tablishing these values. Their via\:>ility, in
terms of showdown performance, remains
questionable.

An old .45 Colt fan, S,S. Millwright,
of Lu bbock, Texas also admits to being
"... an incurable fan of the .45-70:' He's
heavy on using .45-70 bullets in his bull
barreled TIC Contender.

"My favorite 045-70 ball," he said, "is
Lyman's 457483 gas check, which casts 380
grains. I sized a small quantity down to
.454 inch. With rare exception, .454 inch
diameter bullets are more accurate in .45
Colt guns than the usually recommended
.452 inch bullets. (The maximum diameter
bullet for the .45 Colt is .456 inch.)

"Having no data for such a heavy ball, I
had to estimate. I used 19 grains of 2400
behind the Lyman 255-grain 454424 in a
Ruger single-action for several years.
Using this as a guide, I formed the follow
ing inverse proportion:

255 X
380 19

Ballistician Homer S. Powley's method
for determining the relative inca

pacitation potential of handgun bullets is
best known as stopping power.

In determining stopping power, we in
variably have the problem of finding the
right method for testing. Cadavers and
clay blocks, being what they are; and real
life situations, being rare and highly
variable, we often defer to arithmetic
and theory. That's where we mayor may
not succeed in formulating realistic
projections.

Powley's idea involves calculating what
he calls the Relative IncapaCitation Indices
for handgun bullets, reached by multiply
ing a bullet "shape factor" (f) by the prod
uct of muzzle energy and sectional density.
He explains, in his Technical Memoran
dum ED-35: "After impact in the target,
the effective area will increase if the bullet
turns sideways or deforms, thereby in
creasing the energy transfer. This effect is
determined by the bullet construction,
hence the need for a bullet factor.

"Round-nose and wadcutter bullets
have centers of gravity, just close behind or
just forward of the geometric center.
Forces during impact on the nose will start
to turn the bullet around its center ofgrav
ity, well behind the geometric center so
they turn and deform sooner, calling for a
larger bullet factor."

Lacking anything beyond a quite gen
eral explanation of how one determines a
bullet's f-factor, we are unable to work out
an incapacitation value for the bullets.

Powley has provided a table that may
with the exception of the 37-grain .22
LRHP-provide some performance hints.

INFO 'QUICKIE'
It is unlikely that the word "pistol"

derived, in 1540, from Pistoia, Italy.
Sh~)ft firearms of the "pistol" type ex
isted about 20 years before 1540. The
Chronicles ofModena, Italy, in 1364, for
example, lists "four little scioppi for the
hand" as part of the town's inventory.
"Scioppi" evolved from the Latin
"sciopetum;' the Latin word for pistol.
Hundreds of similar records in various
European centers show that the one-

, hand small firearm was in use long
before Pistoia ever heard of it. Some
say ~he word derived from the fact that
early pistols were I,lsed by mounted
soldiers, who carried their holsters on
the "pistallo;' or pommel, of their sad
dles. Henry II of France named such
troops "pistoleers."

AUTHOR QUOTES NOTED BALLISTICIAN
ON HANDGUN BULLET STOPPING POWER

DAN CGnERMAN

HAND10ADING

$529
$279

Retail Prices

New S&W 19 con
verted to 357/9 Ultra

Customer's S&W 19
converted

Custom Conversion of S&W 19
4" or 6" blue has special cylinder with
unique chamber design and pat pending
extraction system. No half-moon clips. ex
tra cylinders. or extra barrels needed. Pho
tos show conversion parts in white for
clarity. Finish is blue:

Any c~rtridge can be fired' in any chamber.
Extractor lips position rimless cases. Note
fully recessed chambers and unf,luted cyl
inder.

Chambers, Fires, Extracts
380, 9mm, 38 Super, 9mlT) Win Mag.
38 S&W, 38 Special. 357 Magnum,
and other similar cartridges.

Available
NOW

Sold only through retail gun stores.
If your favorite dealer doesn't have
info, give us his name and we'll send
details to both of you.

r/Pm©o Phillips & Bailey, Inc.
P.O. Box 219253

Houston. TX 77218
713-392-0207

•Actually, only about 15 different cartridges.
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listics affect silholiette knock
down. Among other things, it
shows that "striking momen
tum" (a combination of bullet
weight and velocity) is most
critical to target knockdown.
Write for your copy today and
we'll include information on
the knockdown capabilities of
the bullets shown here, using
various popular loads. We're
serious - about making silhou
ette shooting more fun for you.

"The only .44 Special ammo I had on
hand consisted of 429421 bullets sized .430
inch over 8.0 grains of Unique, with CCI
300 primers in R.P. brass on its fifth load
ing. All brass was trimmed to minimum
and an even, hard crimp applied. I fired
eight five-shot groups over the Ohler M33
chronograph. Four of the eight groups reg
istered identical velocities of 927 fps, with
a standard deviation of6 fps. Averaging all
eight together brought velocities down to
924 fps, with a standard deviation of 12.

ONE-HOLE GROUPS
Nothing I've ever loaded and shot ap

proaches this for uniformity. The groups
were beautiful-one holers, mostly, at 25
yards. The ammo had been loaded for
double-action shooting in a S&W M29 and
a Ruger Redhawk. The odd part is that the
velocities were higher in the Redhawk,
with its longer chambers and slightly big
ger chamber throats. But the standard de
viation was three times higher.

More comments on the M24 in .44
Special:

"This new M24 .44 Special has the
smoothest barrel I've ever seen on any
handgun. I shot it continuously for an en
tire afternoon. There was absolutely no
lead fouling. Outside of a bit of powder
residue, the barrel appeared unfired. I
wonder whether these are old barrels left
over from a bygone era, when quality was
counted above all else."

Continued on poge 21

PING-PONG
Continuedfrom poge 9

Here at Hornady
we're just as serious as you are
about silhouette shooting. In
fact, ten members of our man
agement and research staff are
active competitors in local and
national matches. We thought
you'd like to see some of the
Hornady bullets they recom
mend after testing them per
sonally.

Recently we also helped bal
listics expert William C. Davis,
Jr., develop the most compre
hensive study yet on how bal-

There are 23 Homad, Silhouette bullets to choose from...

, . ~ [ ~ .
_ • _ IL I .... " _ot .. ... '1 '_ ....

NAME _

ADDRESS, _

CITY STATE ZIP _

11

41 cal.
210 gr. JTC/Sii
44 cal.
240 gr. HP
240 gr. JTC/Sii

Hornady Mfg. Co.,
Box 1848, Dept. AH1034
Grand Island, NE 68802

Please send me the complete
Hornady Bullet List and my
copy of the new Silhouette
Loading Data Booklet.

38 cal.
158 gr. FP
160 gr. JTC/SII
180 gr. JTC/Sii

Write for the
complete Hornady Bullet

List and your own copy
ofthe new Silhouette

Loading Data Booklet.

35 cal.
200 gr. SP
200 gr. RN

30 cal.
150 gr. SP
150 gr. FMJ-BT
165 gr. SP
165 gr. BTSP
168 gr. BTHP
190 gr. BTHP
190 gr. BTSP.

7mm
139 gr. SP
139 gr. BTSP
154 gr. SP
162 gr. BTHP
162 gr. BTSP
175 gr. SP

6.5mm
129 gr. SP
140 gr. SP

H Team up with

lllor:nady
, for the fun ofa gun!

"It has tightened up my shot group
considerably and feels right;' he told
the American Handgunner.

Since the Bauer .25 auto is not a
doubleaction gun and has a coil spring
firing pin assembly, he devised a unique
method to get the first round into the
chamber.

"I filed a thumbnail notch just
behind the front sight that permits fast,
one-hand loading.

"With my trigger finger inside the
guard, I have only to 'drop' the gun.
The weight of the stock moves the
muzzle upward; by placing my ring fin
ger where the web ofmy hand normally
falls, a quick push with my thumb
moves the slide back. The recoil spring
does the rest.

"Closing my hand brings the gun to
the firing position;' he continued. "It's
quite safe, because the trigger finger is
always forced against the guard, away
from the trigger:'

Porterfield said the gun fits perfectly
in a sunglass case, with room for two
extra clips.

Continued on poge 27
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MASSAD AYOOB

coprAUC

nation of violent encounters.
Next, you want neoprene on the guns.

Only grips like the Pachmayr will both ab
sorb recoil and reduce slippage of the gun
in the shooting hand between shots. A set
·of Pachmayr Presentations, or Grippers
or Mustang Rangefields-are the quickest
fix available for Magnum recoil. Many de
partments today are ordering them as stan
dard equipment on new service revolvers,
which is definitely the way to go.

Police training officers must tighten
down. With .38s, it was fine for a lazy
rangeGlaster to say, "Shoot any way it feels
comfortable." But when it's Magnum
Qualification Day, both recruits and in
service officers will benefit greatly from a
re-briefing on solid holds and solid stances.
The officer should be taught to lean into
his gun, so his upper body weight helps
snap the muzzle back on target for fast fol
lOW-Up shots after the .357's recoil.

M ore policemen carry .357 Magnums
today than ever, far more than

those who've gone to the loudly heralded
semiautomatic pistols. One sees problems
cropping up in training.

Many cops want to pack Magnum force
on their hips, but just aren't up to the train
ing that goes with controlling this powerful
gun. For civil liability reasons, more de
partments than ever are forcing their of
ficers to qualify with Magnum loads. Each
time that happens, there is a precipitous
drop in range scores.

"I've seen a lot of departments back off
from .357 Magnum ammo and issue + P
.38 Special loads;' says Ray Chapman of
the Chapman Academy, "and in many
ways, they're doing the right thing. A hit
with a .38 beats the hell out of a miss with a
.357!"

Chapman has a good point. When you
load up with Magnums, you're gaining
power, but at the expense of control
lability. A guy who shoots Expert with a
Magnum will probably shoot Master with
+ P; I shoot Master with Magnum, but
won't deny that I can shoot Master faster
with hot .38s.

Raw stopping power is the reason for the
.357; so your first priority when you issue it
to cops is to make sure they have a load
that will do the job. Softpoint and semi
wadcutter bullets don't cut it in the .357, as
an anti-personnel weapon; they look great
in gelatin tests and on ballistic pendulums;
but read a few shooting reports and autop
sies and you'll see something quite
different. Any .357; other than a hollow
point, tends to go in one side, out the other
side, and just bump the guy on the way
through, unless heavy bone is hit. The
overpenetration also creates grave danger
to bystanders. For this you're lowering
your rate of accurate, delivered rapid fire?

IT REQUIRES MOTIVATION TO TRAIN
COPS TO SHOOT .357 MAG LOADS

SHOOTING AT NIGHT
Night firing with Magnums can get in

teresting. My assisting instructors love to
watch the faces of the first-time Magnum
shooters on the LFI ranges: illuminated in
the orange flash is the specter of a fright
ened man with his mouth open.

Actually, even the bright-flaring 125
grain .357 Magnum won't blind you in the
dark; the flash is of too short a duration. It
won't dazzle you and hurt your eyes, like a
full load .44 Magnum out of my 2V2 inch
MagnaPort Custom Second Chance Com
memorative Model 29.

To train cops to be proficient with Mag
nums, you must motivate them. On myoid
police department, I worked through the
Patrolmen's Association. A new chief had
come in and stated that if everyone didn't
qualify with 125-grain Remington Mags
on the new, fast course I'd set up, they
would all carry 158-grain round nose lead

INSTANT STOPPING POWER .38s.
I'll take the Magnum's shortcomings of I did an impressive range demonstration

blast and recoil if the ammo is 125-grain of Magnum Force and told the assembled
hollowpoint. I've studied 40 documented cops, "If y~:)U don't work to train with it,
shootings with that round; in virtually all you'll wind up carrying inferior ammuni
of them, stopping power was instant and tion to protect your lives."
awesome-beyond the .45 auto. The better The Association itself bought the ammo
.38 hotloads-the 158-grain all-lead and sponsored additional training days.
semiwadcutter hollowpoint in + P, and the When qualification time came, every of
1l0-grain semi-jacketed hollowpoint at· ficer passed, firing Magnums. That depart
+ P+ velocity-are good, a decided mentonly had 20 swomofficers; but larger
improvement over other .38 Specials, and agencies-such as the Kentucky State
close to .45 hardball in stopping power; Police and Indianapolis PD-routinely
but they still don't touch that 125-grain qualify with l25-grain Mag ~

JHP Magnum for instantly decisive termi- loads. It can be done. ~
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blue boxes for the air yellow boxes for the air
pistol competitor. rifle competitor.

See your local dealer today. RWS
Meisterkugeln Pellets for Match Rifle
or Match Pistol are available in parti·
tioned plastic containers. (Cal. .177)
and bulk packed in round tins (Cal.
.177 & .22).

MEISTERKUGELN
"MATCH" PELLETS

More than the choice
of Champions . . .
they're a winning

tradition!
The results of the 4th Airgun
World Championships held Sept.
22, 1983 in Innsbruck, Austria
... demonstrates once again that
the RWS Meisterkugeln Match
Pellet is clearly the choice of
Champions. Medal winners using
Meisterkugeln Pellets captured

7 out of 8 Gold Medals
5 out of 8 Silver Medals
6 out of 8 Bronze Medals
A closer look at the results of the
first 4 Airgun World Champion·
ships (1980- 1983), proves that
Meisterkugeln Pellets are not only
the choice of champions ...
they're a winning tradition.

• 1st, Seoul, Korea 1980
16 out of 24 Medals

• 2nd, Santo Domingo, 1981
20 out of 24 Medals

• 3rd, Caracas, Venz. 1982
20 out of 24 Medals

• 4th, Innsbruck, Austria 1983
18 out of 24 Medals

74 out of 96 Total Medals

DYNAMIT NOBEL OF AMERICA INC
105 Slonehursl Court. Northvale, New Jersey 07647

Phone (201) 767 -1660
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JOHN G. LAWSON

PIST01SMlrHING

AUTHOR CITES QUESTIONS OFTEN
ASKED BY POLICE ABOUT 'SMITHS

13

See Your Local Gun Dealer

HKS Products, Inc.
7841 Foundation Drive
Florence, Ky. 41042

Leather Cases
Single, Double and Triple genuine
leather cases available for all HKS
Speed loaders. Black, Brown or Tan.
No. 105 Single $13.95
No. 103 Double $18.95
No. 102 Triple $18.95 (No Flap)

••

sear into the hammer notch, too heavy a
trigger (it should be skeletonized to reduce
its weight/inertial strike) or improper
engagement angles.

A combat trigger pull is entirely different
from a bullseye trigger pull. In combat
shooting, you do not squeeze the trigger. You
require a trigger that is sensitive to light
taps, one that has quick recovery without
excessive fore and aft overtravel. You want a
minimum ofside and vertical play, certainty
ofspring return and lack offriction. But
above all, you want reliability for thousands
and thousands of rounds fired, a pull that
will not get lighter or heavier and one that
does not require special lubricants.

Q. I had a special front sight silver-sol
dered to my slide, because I have heard that
no other mounting will hold for long. Is this
true? (I had to have the pistol reblued and I
am wondering if this was all necessary.)

A. Silver solder requires a dull red heat,
using the best currently available.spelter and
flux combination, to make a good bond.

Pistolsmiths quite often apply heat just
until the spelter liquifies, in order not to dis
color the blueing; but this merely makes a
knot on the sight mounting tab that is less
secure than a proper mechanical mounting.

Here's a rough rule ofthumb to follow: If
the front sight blade is not too heavy for the
inertia ofthe slide, considering the weight of
recoil spring and the added mass ofa heavy
rear sight, a proper swaging of the front
Sight will hold it permanently. It is usually
knocked loose through abuse, not from
inertia.

There is a great advantage in having a
swaged sight ifyou ever have to have it re
placed. It will take only a replacement part
swaged into position, whereas a silver
soldered part must first be heated, the old
spelter cleaned out, re-fluxed and heat ap
plied to mount the new part. The blueing
may have to be replaced. 1 have removed
many silver-solderedfront blades by the nor
mal method, showing that the spelter did not
bond when it was mounted. 1 like the mili
tary armorer's method ofsight attachment,
unless large-mass front blades are used. 1
recommend silver-soldering the big ones,
unless a Millett double-rivet sight is
,specified. .

Q. In pistol accuracy work, how much
(what percentage) does a tight bushing
contribute?

A. If you have a properly fitted barrel
say a National Match barrel and matching
bushing-then wallow out the hole in the

Continued on page 14

M assad Ayoob recently asked me to
talk to a class he was giving on the

subject why you need a custom pistolsmith.
The class was made up mostly of police
firearms instructors; their questions were
typical of those asked by many police
officers:

Q. Why do I need the services of a
custom pistolsmith? Why can't I just buy a
pistol and use it?

A. First is the reliability factor. Out-of
the-box pistols are an unknown quantity.
They usually need many small modifications
overlooked by the factory, in order to func
tion reliably.

Some of these problems would be burrs,
rough machine marks or incompletely ma
chined parts that could have an effect on
functioning.

Next is the accuracy factor. The man
ufacturer builds in, through engineering,
what he considers to be a suitable ratio of
accuracy, taking into account manufactur
ing time, cost ofraw materials and produc
tion techniques. It is one thing to build one
reliable, accurate pistol; quite another to
build a thousand.

Finally, there is the· individual preference
factor. You may be left-handed. You may
have short fingers. You may be subject to
"web bite" from a hammer-and-safeiy com
bination that does not prove compatible with
your hand. So you may require options not
offered by the factory, such as an ambidex
trous safety, long slide lock, oversize maga
zine catch, special grip and sights compati
ble with your individual eyesight.

Going to a custom pistolsmith is like
going to a jobbing machine shop: You pres
ent your problems and ideas and they are
incorporated into your individual pistol, re
volver, shotgun or rifle.

You aren't making these sometimes dras
tic alterations to be different, but rather to
have a gun that suits your individual needs;
thus the term "custom pistolsmith."

Q. What weight of trigger pull should I
have on my street pistol? (This department
allowed Government Model .45's to be
carried; the officer was so armed.)

A. A good street pull should be between
334 and 4pounds, 1 usually tryfor the lighter
end of the range.

Q. Yes, but what about "hammer follow
down" from a light trigger pull?

A. If your custom pistolsmith under
stands his craft, he will not produce a trigger
pull that "follows through" as the slide
slams forward into battery. This condition is
caused by too shallow an engagement ofthe
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Attention!
(C:(()M[]I~AT

SJH[(()(()TEI~S

Forward Correct remittance in
cash. check or M.a. along

with 10% or $2.50 postage to:
FREE CATALOG UPON REQUEST!

Dealers please inquire

SJf.I[(()r(()Tli§ T
S[JI))PLY

Kings Extended Safties 18.50
Ambidextrous Safties-M-S Safari 34.50

Colt 49.95
Extended Slide Release 19.50
Wilson Shok-buff 6.35
Wilson-Dwyer Group Gripper Govt. 22.95

Comm. 27.95
Wolff 18 y, lb. recoil spring 4.50
MK IV recoil spring 1.50
Extended Magazine Release 17.50
Micro adjustable sights 31.50
Wichita adjustable sights 49.95
King-Tappar fixed sights 29.00
MMC 8ar Cross fixed sights 26.00
Mellett fixed sights 26.00
Beavertail grip safties-M-S Safari 19.00

Colt 23.00
Long Match Triggers 10.40

31ightening holes 17.50
Magazines- Colt. blue 16.00

Devel, 8 rds 17.95
Flat Mainspring housing- Colt, eked. 23.00

Colt. serrated 23.00
Pachmayr 9.95

Colt Barrell and Bushing sets 49.95
Colt Commander Hammers 16.50
Micro Bushing 9.50
Bianchi' Askins Avenger" 35.00
Bianchi "Chapman Hi-Ride" 40.95
Blocker "Security" (teflon lined) 35.95
Blocker "X-16" 26.95
Rogers "Idaho Reloader" pouch 6,35
Rogers E-Z load 6,35
Bianchi "clip grip" 19.00
Blocker "double clip" 21.00
Rogers PPS Grips 22.95
Bianchi "Lightning" grips 21.00
Pachmavr "combat" grips 17.50
Detonics Extended Recoil

Spring Guide 28.00
IPSC Hat Pins 6.75

6225th
Belle Fourche, SO 57717

C.O.D. 's Welcome
or LaB your Visa and Mastercharge

oreers to
(605) 892-2822

Now you can .purchase the
accessories you need in one
convenient ;Jlace. We offer:

We have considerable experience
in IJerforming IPSC style modifica
tions. Inquire for details.

We are a Colt's Warranty Repair
Station and carry a wide variety
of Colt Parts. I~~.u.i~; for details.

We offer a complete money back
guarantee --

bushing so that you have no barrel contact;
the horizontal accuracy is not changed. The
vertical dispersion may be up to about 2\-2
feet in a string, and quite random in disper
sal. The bushing only tightens the vertical
dispersion, ifthe other parts ofthe fitting are
as they should be.

Q. I like the ballistics of the .38 Super
pistol, since it is similar to that of the .357
Magnum revolver. I have heard, however,
that factory barrels are not reliable. What
should I do, buy a special custom barrel?

A. I have found this to be a greater prob
lem with the Government Model Auto than
with the Combat Commander, of current
production. The semi-rim headspacing al
lows certain shapes ofbullet to slip the rim
past the litle headspacing shelf Conse
quently, I installed a Bar-Sto barrel in my
.38 Super GM, with excellent results.

Given the high intensity cartridge and the
shape of the barrel mouth, you must com
promise on feed ramp shape; don't change it
from factory configuration. A light polish is
sometimes necessary.

Load to sensible levels and keep a close
lookout for stray cases. I usually buy a large
lot ofcases and stick to these, loadingfor the
one brand and one lot. A brittle case, or one
with smaller water capacity, or a bullet of
larger diameter would put you into the
"snowball" pressure zone and could cause a
bad accident.

A nother thing to bear in mind is that the
Super is a true 9mm. Many 9mm pistols to
day are .357's, and handloaders size bullets
accordingly. The .355 bullets should be used
in the Super. I have seen two pistols that
"disincorporated" because the larger-sized
bullets were used.

Q. I would like to carry a tiny .22 pistol
in an ankle holster. This would be used as a
last resort. I am concerned about re
liability. Please comment.

A. Most small .22 pistols will malfunc
tion occasionally. The malfunction is usu
ally in the nature ofa stem, or feed failure,
due to the soft bullet snubbing on the cham
ber top. In my tests, even well broken-in
pistols malfunctioned once in 25 rounds.
Best go to a .25 autoloader, in which the
reliability ratio is more in favor ofthe shoot
er than the felon.

Q. What do you think about stainless
steel as a building material for pistols and
revolvers?

A. It has the peculiar property (I'm
speaking of the ferritic stainless alloys used
in 'handguns) of heating up faster, and re
taining more of the heat than a chrome
moly steel alloy. On the plus side, you could
probably stand out in the rain with water
fairly pouring into your holster all day and
be able to dry it offwithout any visible dam
age, where a blued revolver could be in

PISTOLSMITHING
Continuedfrom page 13

• Perfect for
Duty Issue

• Control Inventory
Costs

• Easy to Distribute
• Low Cost

18 Round Duty Box
By Super Ve\®

Trust Your Life to
Super Vel"

Minimum Order One Case. Freight Prepaid.

How to Order: Send FFL or Dept.
Order Form with Check to:

Super Vel"
P.O. Box 757, Salem, NH 03079

l-S00-432-8800
or Call 603-898-9372

Cartridge Bullet $180x $ICase

38 T P 110JHP '5.45 '109.00

38 + P 125JHP '5.45 '109.00

357 MAG 125JHP '5.95 '119.00

357 MAG 150JHP '5.95 '119.00

NEW!
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serious trouble internally-and externally.
There is no perfect steel for handgun use.

You just have to weigh the advantages
and disadvantages, based on your own
experience.

Q. What do you thing ofthe Lewis Lead
Remover for revolvers?

A. I like the Lewis design, which uses the
abrasion of a fine mesh brass screen to re
move deposits oflead at the leed. I have used
one for 30 years, with good results.

Q. What about lead-removing rags?
A. The" Wipe A way" gun cleaning cloth

is excellent for a quick clean up. It will dis
solve lead build-up and carbon with just a
few wipes. I keep one in my shooting kit, and
loan it to other shooters I meet on the range
when they start to get cylinder malfunctions,
because of cylinder face buildup.

Q. What do you think about the various
bore cleaning solvents for removing leading
from a revolver or pistol barrel?

A. They must be used with abrasion.
Douse the barrel with a saturated patch and
let it sit for afew minutes. Then wet a bronze
br..ush with the solve'nt and scrub the barrel.
Make certain that the brush passes all the
way into the cylinder mortise of a revolver.
Never reverse the direction ofa metal brush
in your revolver barrel, or impingement
marks will form. This is especiaJly true of
the stainless steel bore brushes.

Q. What are the advantages of hard
chrome and nickel as a finish on a pistol or
revolver?

A. They are similar to the advantages oj
stainless steel. Take the case of water pour
ing into your holster all day when you are
out in the rain; you can dry the piece out and
clean it, usually without oxidation damage.
A bluedfinish, however, might be blemished
by day's end. The harder, smoother surfaces
have obvious advantages in ease-of-func
tioning. It's all a matter ofpersonal prefer
ence. You must determine what is best for
your own situation.

Q. What do you think of ultrasonic
cleaners for handguns? . .

A. I use one, but for parts only. They
work well with the proper prescribed sol
vents. The larger models are suitable for
cleaning a complete gun; but the price is
high.

Q. Is there anything else that will loosen
lead deposits in a revolver barrel? I have
heard of a common chemical being used.

A. We used to saturate a patch with Blue
Ointment (mercury ointment) and swab the
barrel ofour .22 pistols with it to loosen the
leading. It's available at drug stores. The
pharmacist probably will give you a strange
look when you ask for it; it is .....
sold as a remedy for crabs. ~

INFO 'QUICKIE'
The British Enfield revolver saw

some service in the early days of the
Royal Canadian Northwest Mounted
Police. It was replaced by Colts. Today,
the organization-now the Royal
Canadian Mounted Police-is armed
with Smith & Wesson revolvers.

LASTING VALUE...
A BY PRODUCT OF QUALITY

ENGINEERING AND INNOVATIVE
DESIGN

HOLSTER Silicone treated
suede in every holster to repel
moisture and protect your
handgun. Removable safety strap..
Available for O.A., S.A., and all
Automatics. Also scoped handguns
- including Aimpoint!

HARNESS Perforated for "cool comfort" Six
way fully adjustable for a perfect fit. Silicone
treated S oz. suede ... water rolls off harness.

OFFSIDE AMMO CARRIER
Interchangeable ammo loops and clip pouches.
Snaps to belt for "balanced comfort"

S.A. or D.A. REVOLVERS 4"·5y," $7S.95 .6"·SY,"
$S2.50· JY,"·S·3/S" $S6.50· 10"·15" $94.95

AUTOMATICS 4"·5" $7S.95· 5Y,"·7·31S" $S1.50

SCOPED HANDGUNS add moo .,.
EXTRA CARTRIDGE LOOPS $695

EXTRA CLIP POUCH $995 I.....:e-j
$3.00 postage & handling

Send check or money order. • Allow 4 to 6 weeks delivery.

For free catalog. complete coupon and mail to:

Buffaloe Leather Goods, Inc.
417W.Main

Magnolia, Arkansas 71753

(800) 643-8661 (toll-free)

Name _

Address _

CitY State__ Zip _

DEPT.AH·3
------------.---~
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knockdown; the velocities necessary are
well within cast bullet capabilities.

S'LUETAS
Continuedfrom page 9

SSK Industries bffers moulds that cast
180-and 200-grain truncated cone pistol
bullets.

Lyman, the long-time mould supplier,
has a couple of .35 caliber rifle bullets in
the 200-to 250-grain weight range.

Preferred cartridges for the one bullet
battery come immediately to mind for two
of the three pistols.

The .357 Magnum or its recent update,
the .357 Maximum, are the choice for re
volvers. The Mag does surprisingly well
with heavyweight cast bullets in revolvers
that handle the additional length (limited
to those .357 Mags, such as the Seville, that
are built on .44 Magnum frames with a
long cylinder).

PREFERRED PISTOLS
The obvious choice is the .357 Maxium,

where the additional powder capacity can
be used to toss heavy bullets at even higher
velocities, while reducing pressure levels
that reduce or eliminate the gas cutting/
erosion problem. (Preferred pistols are
those with long cylinders, such as the
Seville or Dan Wesson, which were de
signed for use with longer, heavier bullets.)
If you have a SRM you're trying to pre
serve, you'll have to trim the cases, or go to
Mag brass, to get the heavy cast bullet
loads in the pistol. The Max has the edge
here, because the extra velocity is needed
to bring the .35 caliber into the maximum
range for revolvers.

In the single-shots, either of these two
are again the choice, with the Mag doing
surprisingly well in closed-breeched guns.
The Max, when loaded to it's potential
with heavy bullets, kicks the recoil into the
serious level. I'm getting 1,600 fps at the
muzzle of my .357 Mag Merrill with the
200-grain RCBS; and that's plenty of re
coil. The load has beeri reliable. So I'll stay
with the Mag. But if I were starting from
scra~ch I'd pick the Max to match the re
volver, and maybe do two loads for the two
guns.

Unlimited shooting is more open. The
.35 IHMSA cartridge is built with a cham
bered, contoured barrel (from IHMSA)
headquarters) and a 7 mm BR XP. We get
good results with the gun I built. But our
tests demonstrated that the case has more
capacity than needed on the range.

Moderate loads will drive the 200-grain
RCBS over 2,000 fps, and that puts recoil
into the serious category. The cartridge

'hits on both ends, so it should be consid
ered if the ranges you frequent have hard
to-dump rams. Jim developed loads of
1,900 fps that were pleasant to shoot, and
amply accurate; but he eventually backed
down to 1,600-1,700 fps for competition
loads that still retained sufficient accuracy.

SHORTER WILDCATS
Other choices for the bolt gun are

shorter wildcats,Terry Walker of Gryphon
Gunworks (6515 N. 12th Street, Phoenix,
AZ 85014) built a .35 BR that has more
than enough capacity to get into the 1,700-
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.45 cal.
200 gr.

FPJMatch
Tournament

Master
Handgun

38 cal.
180 gr.

FPJMatch
Tournament

Master
Handgun

read y suspected that a .35 caliber un
limited gun would be best suited for cast
bullets, for the above reasons.) There are
several other .35 caliber bullet moulds
available that you might try, depending
upon your battery.
SA~CO makes a similar 200-grainer

and an even longer (but below the crimp
groove) 250-grainer, as well as a couple of
180's, one of which is a more typical re
volver bullet, with a shorter, truncated
cone nose and lots of bullet below the
crimp groove. (SAECO is now owned by
John Adams, whQ has been involved in
handgun silhouette shooting since the be
ginning. John is interested in meeting the
needs of the cast bullet handgun silhouette
shooter.)

Sierra
lhe BUUetsmlthS™

9mm
115 gr.

FMJ
Tournament

Master
Handgun
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OTHER .35 MOULDS
Many of the cast bullet shooters I've

talked with around the West have settled
on the gas-checked RCBS # 35-200-FN
for their revolvers and single-shots which,
coincidentally, is the one Jim found
worked well in his .35 IHMSA unlimited
gun I had had built for our tests. (I'd al-



L-PA 6% x 9"
Any small Frame
Auto 32, 380
Colt, Mausers, PPK
Beretta, Browning
2" Bbl. Rev.

, Colt, Smith

The ~~,c~~E Co.
at .

1530 Pheasant Ridge, Dept..AH-3 Ellisville, MO 63011

1000/0 LEATHER

ANY

3 FOR

$i8GO

17

$2250

L-8% 7 x 17"
For-
8%" Bbl. Mags.
Rugers
Long Bbl. Lugers
Broomhandles

L-6% 7 x 14%"
For-
6%" Bbl. Mags.
Up to 6%" Bbl. 38
22 Auto's Long Bbl.
Single Six
5%" SA

L-45 6% x 12V."
45·38 Auto's
Lugers, Model 39
59, P-38 H.P.
Any Large Frame
Auto
4%" Bbl. Mags.

SAMPLE PACK
5 CASES, ONE OF

EACH

L-.254 x 6%"
22 Auto
25 Auto
O/U Derr.

ALL TOP GRAIN LEATHER.
ALL AMERICAN MADE.
EARTH TONE COLORS.
FULL % FOAM INNER FILLER.
PLUSH LINING.
All Cases Shipped UPS Frt. Collect. FOB St. Louis, Mo.

, 1000/c Money Back Guarantee if You Are Not° Satisfied For Any Reason.i_COD Phone Orders Accepted. 314·394- i
. ,.' 1700 10 AM-6 PM No Collect Calls Ac- I VISA

cepted. 1-
Charge Card Customers Give Card
No. & Exp. Date When Ordering by
Phone or Mail. Thank You.

RCBS 2OO-GRAINER
Lots of talk about possibilities, but what

can be done? Can one bullet do well in
three cartridges/pistois? Let me conclude
by sharing with you some of our results
all with the RCBS 200-grain bullet.

The .357 Mag Seville: 12.0 grains IMR
4759, Federal 205 M primer; the average
spread of three five-shot 50 yard groups
was 1.32 inches, Muzzle velocity from a 10
inch barrel was 1,180 fps,

The .357 Mag Merrill: 17.0 grains 296
(not a recommended load, it's hot, but
okay in this pistol), Federal 205 M primer;
the average spread of three five-shot 50
yard groups was 1.05 inches. Muzzle ve
locity from a Im~-inch barrel was 1,600 fps.

The .35 lHMSA XP-100: 24.0 grains
IMR 4759, CCI 200 primer; the average
spread of three five-shot 50 yard groups
was 1.02 inches, Muzzle velocity from a 15
inch barrel was 1,735 fps.

The first two pistols were fired from a
Ransom rest; the last was hand-held, fired
from sandbags with an 8X scope. Remem
ber, these loads are for illustrative pur
poses only, and are not recommended for
your use.

It's an intriguing concept. A cast bullet
to lower your costs, one bullet to simplify
casting, sizing and stocking, no more than
three cartridges to load (and maybe only
one). It worked for Jim and me; I see no
reason why some similar combination
wouldn't work for you.

Let me know how it turns out. Write
POB 22074, Phoenix, ~

AZ 85028. '
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1,800 fps range; this would be the cartridge
to select if you don't mind the brass-form
ing hassle. I do, and for that reason I have
deisgned a cartridge that is not too small,
not too large and simple to form. It's a .35
caliber on the .45 Winche'ster Mag. With a
case capacity greater than the .357 Mag
and the right powders it should get into the
1,700-1,800 fps range, which makes for a
nice balance ofacceptable knockdown and
recoil.

For those who want to move into un
limited with their single-shot frame, there
is the .357 Herrett (plan on loading it
down) and the .357 Max (one-bullet one
cartridge battery is possible). But don't ex
pect to be able to hang a long barrel on
your single-shot production pistol frame
and keep up with the bolt guns in the top
classes.

My choice? Both Jim and I decided that
the .35 IHMSA was too much for comfort
able shooting, unless loaded down. (It's
now set up as an elk gun, with silhouettes a
secondary choiq:.) Brass is ea'sy to form for
this cartridge, with IMR 4759, loading
density and accuracy is maintained in re
duced loads. Jim's been shooting Terry's
.35 BR with reasonable success. We've yet
to build a .35/.45 Winchester Mag; still it
should be the best bet for hassle-free load
ing in the boltguns.



You will solve the problems of slippage and inconsistant hold by simply installing a pair of Bullshooters
Fingergroove Grips on your gun,

Your scores will improve automatically as the fingergrooves insure proper hand placement and totally
eliminate shifting of the weapon especially during rapid fire,'

These features, combined with the natural pointing and handling characteristics give the advantage you
need in hunting or competitive shooting,

NEW800KS

COMBAT SHOOTING
Continuedfrom page 7

tain specialized matches, but are also good
training aids. Serious competitors will ben
efit by mounting a scope or Aimpoint sight
and dry-firing their guns. Errors in trigger
manipulation show up clearly, and can be
corrected.

Undoubtedly, optical sights take some
measure of skill out ofthese contests. Since
sight alignment no longer is part of the
problem, it becomes strictly a matter of
trigger squeeze and self-control. Shooters
with poor eyesight benefit by using optics.
Competitors with superior eyesight lose
some of their edge.

So far, optics have not been successfully
used at the Steel Challenge match, or in
IPSC National and World matches.

Close to mid-range fast shooting, which
makes up most ofthese matches, favor iron
sights as of this writing. As technology ad
vances, however, we may see optical sights
that are no larger than conventional iron
sights. This would be a real advance in
handgun development and do much to im
prove scores and hit-probability -M
in real combat situations. ~

M assad Ayoob has hit the jackpot with
his new book: The Truth About

Self-Protection-The Only Complete Guide
to Total Self-Protection in any Situation: At
Home, In Your Car, On the Streets.

Published by Bantam Books, Ayoob's
4l7-page paperback has few illustrations,
but it's loaded-from cover to cover-with
well-written copy that details a total sys
tem of protection against crime.

His "system" is based on the fact that
no one product or method will make a per
son safe. Personal safety is a multi-dimen
sional discipline. To be safe, you first need
an awareness of the potential danger, and a.
healthy level of common sense.· Then you
need an overall system of protection tai
lored to your individual needs.

And that's what Ayoob gives the read
ers in well-defined chapters that cover such
subjects a~ common sense about locks,
burglar alarms, attack dogs, pickpockets
and purse-snatchers, the martial arts, tear
gas sprays and what guns (both handguns
and long arms) to select for home
protection.

Quite simply, this book is a must for
everyone to read.

If you can't find a copy in your local
bookstore, send $4.95 (plus $1.25 for
postage and handling) to Bantam Books,
Dept. DR-16 (AH), 666 Fifth Avenue, New
York, NY 10103.
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Detonics
$24.95
$35.00
$85.00

CALL TOLL FREE
1-800-528-1142
ORDERS ONLY

Copyright, © 1983 BEWB CORP,

BULLSHOOTERS' new FLUORESCENT
Sight Insert Kit ... An acrylic resin with
5 fluorescent colors; red, yellow, orange,
blue, green, and opaque white, A liquid
that hardens in 10 minutes, without heat,
Inserts won't fall out, withstand hot
bluing, Our Fluorescent kit includes side
forms, mixing bowl, and complete, illus
trated instructions on Ironlend rur sight
inserts, Immediate shipment, satisfaction guaranteed,

20 INSERT 1COLOR KIT (ANY COLOR) """" $B,95
20 INSERT FLUROESCENT 6 COLOR KIT" $16,95 Ppd,
150 INSERT FLUORSCENT 7 COLOR KIT .. 538,50 Ppd.
300 INSERT FLUROESCENT 7 COLOR KIT , 559,00 Ppd,
LUMINOUS PIGMENT (FOR 20 INSERTS) "",515,00

RUORESCENT COLORS!

BEAUTIFUL CONTROL
NOW AVAILABLE FOR COLT PYTHON,·

S&W, N, L&KFRAME REVOLVERS
AS WELL AS AUTOMATICS

"100% PROFESSIONAL" , .. Shooting Industry, Sept. 1980
"IF YOU WANT TO INSTALL INSERTS,., WITH PROFESSIONAL LOOKING RESULTS",
THE BULLSHOOTERS' INSERT KIT IS WHAT YOU'RE LOOKING FOR." 1981 American
HandgunnerAnnual

GENUINE BULLSEYE SPRING KITS
Ruger d/a Revolvers (.357 & ,44) "., $8,60 Colt Automatic Pistols ,.,.".,." $14,45
Dan Wesson (,357 & ,44) ",., .. " $8.60 Browning Hi-Powers .. "."."., $13,50
Smitti & Wesson J Frame ",."." $8.60 Smith & Wesson Mod. 39 & 59 "., $13,50
Smith & Wesson N, K, & L Frame " $11.50 Ruger New Model Single Actions ,,$11,50
Colt Python & Old Style Trooper ." $11.50

BULLSHOOTERS' SUPPLY =
1241 East Prince Road/P.O. Box 13446 - VISA
Tucson, Arizona 85732/602-298-6924

Bullshooters' Supply is a division ilf the B.E. W.B. Corp.

NEW! BULLSHOOTERS
White Outline Rear Sight Blades
Fit: Galt, Micro, Ruger, Virginian Dragoon

$4.95 Each
Only $3,50 ea. when ordered with any insert
kit. .

Also Available with a Luminous Outline,
same prices,

Colt
Walnut $24.95
Standard Grade Exotics $39.95
Exhibition Grade Exotics $85.QO
Send $1.00 for our complete brochure, Dealer inquiries welcome,

Now you can have beautiful control in Cocobolo, Zebrawood, Rosewood, or other unusual exotic woods,
like the exhibition grade Bocote illustrated above, Quality engineered, finely finished, your new Bull-
shooters' Fingergroove Grips will give you positive, beautiful control. Revolvers

Hi-Powers
S&W 39 & 59

$33.00
$45.00
$85.00

) .

SUPERIOR CONTROL
DOESN'T HAVE TO BE UGLY.
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I HATE YOU!

HIT MAN
A Tec:hnlcol M.nuol for

Ind.,pendent Contrilcton
Rex Feral kills for hire. Now he
dares to tell his secrets. Learn how
a pro makes a living at hi"s craft

. without landing behind bars. Find
out how he gets assignments,
creates a false identify, makes a
disposable ·silencer and more.
Feral reveals how to get in, do the
job and get out alive. 51> x 81>, soft
cover. illus.. 144 pp. $10.00

An Angry Man's Guide to Revenge by M. Nelson Chunder

Make fun where there is none, and get your revenge at the same time. Dirty trickster M.
Nelson Chunder tells you how. If moochers. pious bigots. talk mongers and neighbors
irk you. you can be sure they get their just desserts. Author Chunder spares no victim
from his vengeance. No possession is safe from the long arm of this true revenge
tactician-be it an answering machine. computer, electrical appliance. swimming pool
or anything. I Hate You! has over one hundred sixty delightfully devilish schemes
designed to destroy your mark or reduce him to quivering gelatin. Humorous. yet
deviously effective. the revenge techniques are alphabetically categorized for easy
reference. Written in the same genre as Get Even and Up Your.l, I Hate YouI is offered for
entertainment purposes only! 5'h x 8'h. hardcover. 182 pp. $12.95

HOW TO GET ANYTHING ON ANYBODY
by Lee Lapin

Get the goods on others like they're getting the goods on
you with this encyclopedia of advanced investigative and
surveillance techniques. Called "possibly the most dan
gerous book," this book tells how to get any info you·want
about whomever you want-and how they (including Big
Bro) are getting into your private info. Here are expert ways
to secretly bug any target, over 100 sources for equipment
and superspy systems, loekpiek technology, how poly
grap,hs and voice lie detectors can be tricked, counter
measure equipment, and much, much more. Your peace of
mind is worth the price of this book! 81/2 x 11, softcover,
iIIus., 264 pp. $30.00

THE COMPLETE BOOK OF
INTERNATIONAL SMUGGLING

Smuggling. The word smacks of
easy money and adventure. The
trick is staying free to spend the
cash. M. C. Finn reveals how to get
goods (gold. weapons, designer
jeans, watches. glasses), transport
them, sell them to a buyer, pass off
imitation watches. use surveillance
tools and more. Finn makes smug
gling mean success. 5'12 x 8'12,
hardcover, photos, 168 pp. $12.95

THE AR-7 EXOTIC WEAPONS SYSTEM
A cOf'!1prehensive home workshop guide forthe gun buff
and hobbyist machinist. Over fifty working maChinist's
drawings, photos, and full-scale templates show exactly
how to convert the AR-7 .22 survival rifle into a full-auto
silenced machine pistol or rifle. Step-by-step instruc
tions detail how tomodify the weapon's original receiver,
fabricate new sear and safety, as well as make a simple,
efficient silencer group assembly. 9 x 12, softcover,
machinist's drawings. photos, full-scale templates,
n~ ~~

REMINGTON 1100 EXOTIC WEAPON SYSTEM
Need more firepower? How does a twelve-gauge
machine gun sound? Now you can convert your Reming
ton 1100 semiauto into a selective~fire assault shotgun
that will blow any other small arm off the map! This
detailed manual has over lOclose-up photos, machinist's
drawings and full-scale templates. The conversion pro
cess retains all original parts (except for safety) and can
be accomplished with hand tools. Only 11 new parts are
required. Equipped with a ten-shot magazine and assault
stock, your full auto 1100 will be a survivalist's shotgun
without peer. 9 x 12. illus.. softeover. 88 pp. $12.00

THE MINI-14 EXOTIC WEAPONS SYSTEM

Use this new home workshop guide to convert your Mini
into a selective-fire, silenced, SWAT-type weapon! Pro
vides complete workshop plans, 50 close-up photos,
and full-scale templates. This conversion process re
quires no machining or special tools. Once completed, it
takes just five minutes to drop in the Automatic Connec
tor (the book's secret!) or remove it as needed. Also
includes detailed plans for a quick-and-easy caliber .223
silencer. The finest selective-fire conversion manual
Paladin has ever published! 9 x 12, softcover, photos,
templates. 72 pp. $12.00

HOME WORKSHOP SILENCERS I

Fantastic, large-format gu1de to making an smg or pistol
silencer in the home workshop. Over 50 9" x 12" working
machinists drawings are presented. all of superb quality.
Shows step-by-step construction for three different fire
arm silencers. all of very advanced design. Improvised
materials and machining techniques are suggested, and
the text is written clearly and concisely. An excellent
addition to your silencer bookshelf! Note: Home Work·
shop Silencers I is for entertainment and historical pur
poses only 9 x 12. softeover, illus.. 72 pp. $12.00

YOU CAN'T MISS
by John Shaw and Michael Bane

Regardless of your level of shoot
ing skill, you can benefit from
competition-winner John Shaw's
instructions. For beginners and ad
vanced shooters, Shaw teaches
trigger control, stance, drawing,
speed loading, weak-hand shooting,
jam clearing and night shooting.
Also includes tips on guns, holsters,
ammo and practice targets. 51/2 x 81/2,
softeover, illus., 152 pp. $8.95

SILENCERS IN THE 1_
Crell D~isns,Crell Desisners

by /. D••ld Truby
Now, an in-depth, fully illustrated report on the newest
developments in suppressor technology. J. David Truby
provides all-new info on the innovative designs of today's
suppressor designers, plus explosive data on those who
use them. His investigative research gives definitive
comparisons of models, prices, features, kits, indepen
dent manufacturers, and silencer technology. You'll not
read this privy info anywhere else! 8'hx 11, softcover, 132
photos. 120 pp. $12.00

QUICK OR DEAD
by William Cassidy

The most important book on com
bat handgunnin~ of the decade!
Discusses the contributions and
techniques of every modern mas
ter of the handgun, such as Apple
gate, Fairbairn, Cooper, FitzGe
rald, and many more. Also pro
vides a complete training course
for combat handgunners. 5'h x 8lf.!,
hardcover, illustrations. 180 pp.

$12.95

p------------------I t
Send Sl for I..es.

PALADIN PRESS PALADIN

I PO BOX 1307-KPC CATALOG.

I
BOULDER, CO 80306 ~~
Phone (303) 443-7250 iIiiiiiIII~

THE RUGER 1022 EXOTIC WEAPONS SYSTEM
Here is a conversion system you can bet your life on!
Now you can transform your Ruge.r 1022 into a selective
fire, close-combat gun you can trust. With simple hand
tools, you can build the parts that will convert your trusty
Ruger 1022 into a selective-fire weapon that can fire over
1,000 rounds per minute on full auto-all without modify
ing the receiver or trigger housing in any way. Just drop
in the conversion parts, and you're ready for whatever
or whomever-comes. Over 60 explicit photos, machin
ist's drawings and full-scale templates accompany the
detailed instructions for making this conversion fool
proof. 9 x 12. soHeover. illus.. 9.6 pp. $12.00

GET EVEN:
The Complete Book of Dirly Tricks
A hilanous overview of the meth*
ods people use to get even with bIg
business. government. and ene*
mies. More sophisticated and in·
volved tricks are included, such as
ones devised by CIA and Mafia
members and political dirty tricks*
ters. Over 80 sections present dIrty
tricks ranging from simple to elab
orate In nature 5'h x 8'..... , hard
cover. 180 pp $11.95

OTHER FASCINATING TITLES

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

SECRETS OF THE NINJA $16.85 TWO COMPONENT HIGH
NINJA DEATH TOUCH $10.00 EXPLOSIVE MIXTURES AND
NINJA SECRETS OF IMPROVISED SHAPED
INVISIBILITY. .. $10.00 CHARGES.. $10.00
SPECIAL FORCES HOW TO AVOID ELECTRONIC

MEDICAL HANDBOOK ..... $14.15 EAVESDROPPING $12.95
SUPPRESSORS VOL. I DEATH DEALER'S

RUGER MKI $ 4.15 MANUAL $10.00
VOL. II RUGER 10/22 $ 4.15 SPECIAL FORCES FOREIGN

YOL III AR-7 ..... : :::: N~~~?I~S.r~~~~r>K.:::: ~~~:~~
~g~ ~I~~RA'M" S.W.A.T. TEAM MANU~L ..... $12.00
MAC 10/11 $ 4.15' BLACK MEDICINE, VOL. I . $10.00
YOlo VI KG-9, KG-gg $ 4.85 U.S. ARMY SNIPER TRAINING

COMBAT SURViVAL $14.15 MANUAL.. $14.95

I Call TOU FREE for credit card orders: 1-800-824-7888;I Ask for Operator #249. Alaska & Hawaii, 1-800-824-7919.

I PI.,..., s.,nd me the following titles:

I -------.--------

1 ----- --------.

I
Bill my: 0 VISA 0 MasterCard Exp. Date --- ----------------.

SUBTOTAL _
Card No.____________________ Please include I
NAME S2 pOSlage

• ADDRESS and handling. •

I CITY STATE .ZIP___ TOTAL _I._-------------------------_....._------------------_..
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TWO to-LB. LEE PRODUCTION POTS AT $45.98 each.

TWO MELTERS AREBETI'ER THAN ONE.

Announcing
ALOW PRICED 2O-L8. MELTER.

ONLY $9196

Royce L. Weddle
4111 24th Avenue
Norman, OK 73069

Other voting members are:
James Arbes
309 Cook Avenue
Scotch Plains, NJ 07076
Francis R. Brown
24 Davis' Street
Springfield, MA 01104
J. D. Jones
Route I
Della Drive
Bloomingdale, OH 43910
Larry Kelly
30016 South River Road
Mt. Clemens, MI 48045
Kenneth Leonard
3353 SE 13th Avenue
Portland, OR 97202
George E. Long
1821 Beaver Creek Lane
Frederick, MD 21701
Carl Mustra
145 Second Street
Dunellen, NJ 08812
Friederich Schmidt
5904 Signal Hill Road
Mechanicsville, VA 23111
Lucien Y. Serandour
1432 Rougemont
Chambly, Quebec
BL 2LB Canada
George C. Wessinger
691 Brandy Lane
Westminster, MD 21157
Associate members are:
Les Dees
Publisher
Police Marksmanship
Louise Ciamillo

.Maryland Gun Works, Ltd.
Jerry Rakusan
Editorial Direc'tor
American Handgunner
Bob Brownell
Brownells, Inc.
Gil Hebard
Gil Hebard Guns
Kenneth S. Peach
Supervisor
Armory Unit
Baltimore (MD) Police Dept.
John Contro
Instructor/Armorer
Smith & Wesson

Established in 1978, the guild was
formed to promote quality worksmanship,
and exchange ideas and information.

The requirements for membership in
the guild are strict,' and only experienced
and talented pistolsmiths are considered.

Pistolsmiths who apply to the guild for
membership are screened by current guild
members as tq reputation, quality of
worksmanship, experience and the man
ner in which the applicant conducts his
business.

Send 50~for a I2-page catalog
jammed tun with the latest

LEE products!

LEE PRECISION, INC.
4275 HIGHWAY U HARTFORD WI 53027

Joe Kassay
500 High Street
Perth Amboy, NJ 08861

Jerry Moran
2275 East Farrand Road
Clio, MI 48420

Ron Power
POB 1604
Independence, MO 64055

Greg Roberts
2145 Delaware Avenue
Santa Cruz, CA 95060

Travis R. Strahan
Route 7
Townsend Circle
Ringgold, GA 30736

I"I'IWO lO-LB. Lee Production Pots cost less than half of
.Lsome other 20-lb. melters. It makes a lot of sense to have
2 smaller melters, rather than one large one. For small jobs,
it uses less energy and melts quicker. You can have differ
ent alloys in each, or you can keep them both full-use one
for casting while melting a new batch of alloy in the other.
And if for any reason one should fail; you always have a
backup. Ifyou do not need 2Q-Ib. capacity, buy only one
and save a bundle.

After all, a 20-lb. melter costs 4 times more.,

'SMITHS GUILD
NAMES MEMBERS

T he American Pistolsmiths Guild, Inc.
has announced its officers and mem

bers for 1984.
Officers are James E. Clark. (Rt. 2/Box

22A, Keithville, LA 71047), president;
Alan C. Marvel (3922 Madonna Road, Jar
rettsville, MD 21804), secretary, and Louis
P. Ciamillo (26200 Frederick Road,
Hyattstown, MD 20871), treasurer.

Clark and Ciamillo are both charter
members of the ~uild; others are:

Ken Eversull
POB 1766
Alexandria, LA 71301

THE INNOVATIVE LEADER
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Bullet! Velocity Energy Sectional Relative
Cartridge graif's . f fps ft.lbs. density effectiveness

.22 LR 37 LHP .32 900 66 .106 2.3

.380 Auto 95FMJ .17 950 190 .107 3.5

.38 Spec. 158 LRN .17 750 197 .178 6.0

.44 Spec. 246 LRN .17 650 231 .190 7.4
9mm 115 FMJ .17 1175 352 .130 7.8

.38 Spec. 200 LRN .17 700 218 .225 8.3

.38 Spec. 148WC .32 700 161 .167 8.6

.45Auto 230FMJ .17 790 319 .161 8.7

.45 Colt 255 LRN .17 820 380 .175 11.3

.38 Spec. 158 SWC .26 925 300 .178 13.9

.357 Mag. 158 LRN .17 1200 505 .178 15.3

.357 Mag. 158 SWC .26 1000 351 .178 16.2

.38 Spec. 110JHP .45 1I50 323 .124 18.0

.45 Auto 185 JHP .45 900 333 .129 19.3

.41 Mag. 210SWC .26 950 421 .178 19.5
9mm 115 JHp. .45 1190 367 .130 21.1
.38 Spec. 97SS .72 1500 480 .108 37.4
.44 Mag. 200JHP .45 1275 722 .154 50.2

Each member is required by guild by
laws to give an unconditional guarantee on
all his work. Failure to comply with this
provision, or any other provision ofthe by
laws, could result in a membership vote to
expell the delinquent member from the or
ganization.

There are many reputable pistolsmiths
in the United States who are not members
of the guild.

For information on guild membership,
write to Marvel, secretary of the group.

HANDLOADING
Continued from page 10

"There were a couple of problems that
bordered on the ridiculous;' Murbach con
cludes. "The action was full of metal dust,
and the barrel lacked .025 inch or so of
being screwed into the frame far enough to
align the front sight straight up and down
with the frame.

"The double-action pull was so far
above 20 pounds that I couldn't measure
it, and the single-action pull had the worst
creep I've ever seen in a S&W revolver.

"I cleaned the gun and doctored both
trigger pulls. It's now back in Springfield
for the barrel alignment problem."

Now, a letter from Steve Veltrie of Mil-

waukte, Oregon. An apartment-dweller,
he has been handloading for 16 years..
Veltrie has discovered that the B&D
Workmate makes an ideal loading bench
in situations where space is limited and
portability is essential.

His wife shoots a .45 auto, and he's de
termined that, "... she can recover faster,
and shoot better, using the 225 to 230-grain
bullets, than she can by using 185- to 200
grain bullets.

"Some of your readers could try what I
did. Load up a magazine with 185-grain
bullets, another with 200-grain bullets. Let

somebody else load the weapon, and you
shoot it without knowing which bullet
weight you are using. You might find that
one (the heavier) bullet weight is easier to
control than the other;'

Send me information on a good hand
load, a helpful tip, or your experiences
with a particular handloading product or
handgun. If you have something worth
while to share with fellow handloaders,
I'll do my best to include it in one of
my columns ..Write to Handloading,
Box 222, Pinon Hills, ......
CA 92372. ~

P4X28

Apair ofTasco's matchless pistol scopes to add
scope and accuracy to your pistol! Great for
tournaments ... hunters, too, will be amazed
with their pin-point accuracy. They are

.Ii-) fogproof, shockproof and waterproof. The
"'~ P4X28 has full 4 power, fUlly coated optics,

30/30 range finding reticle, 1/4 minute
positive click stops and a non-removable
eyebell. The BOl XCFV includes Tasco's
advanced Battery Dot System, adjustable
rheostat, polarized for improved image
contrast, and 1/2 minute positive click stops.
Both models come with built-in success and
reliability for the marksman and hu .ter!

NTARGET
D1X~=AC·.btJRACY

/ "\ \'.

" \ \\ \
\ \
\

\

Tasca Sales, Inc. PO. 520060, Mlam\. Florida 33152-0800 U.S.A.
In Canada - Contact Oplax Corp., 52 Lesmill Rood, Don Mills, Ontario, Canada M3B 2T5

© 1984 Tasca Sales, Inc. TAD-120B-1083-SG.
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H·andgunning hunting is on the rise
in the United States, according to

a recent Interior Department survey.
The federal survey shows that it has

surpassed hunting with blackpowder
guns, and Senator Ted Stevens (Alaska)
told the U. S. Senate "it is expected to
surpass archery before long:'

The survey also debunks the anti
gun lie that "handguns aren't sporting
arms:'

Many sportsmen now agree that at
least one-third of all hunters use hand
guns at least part ofthe time in the field.

Clearly, handgun hunters
1,441,000-are on a roll. Most of them
(827,000) hunted small game, but
402,000 hunted big game, and 212,000
hunted varmints according to the sur
vey.

Most of the blackpowder hunters
(666,000) hunted big game, 217,000
hunted small game, 40,000 sought mi
gratory birds, and 47,000 hunted var
mints, according to the survey.

Their number totaled 970,000, com
pared with 1,441,000 handgun hunters.

The survey shows that the 169.4 mil
lion days spent hunting in 1955 rose to
387.3 million days in 1980, and that the
number of licensed hunters jumped 42
percent between 1955 and 1980, the
most recent year for which national sta
tistics have been compiled.

Who says hunting is a dying
sport?

HANDGUN HUNTING
IS ON THE UPSWING

THE 'K' IN PPK
STAND FOR 'KURZ'
By A I Pickles

T wo famous handguns are the Walther
PP and the smaller version of the same

gun, the Walther PPK.
Their fame was established long before

James Bond (007) was "ordered" to get rid
of his Beretta ,25 ACP (6.35mm) in favor
of a Walther PPK in .32 ACP (7.65mm)
caliber.

The Model PP, meaning Polizei Pistole
(Police Pistol), was introduced in 1929; the
PPK was introduced two years later,

At one time or another both were cham
bered for the .22 Long Rifle, .25 ACp, .32
ACp, and .380 ACP cartridges. Two mod
ern variations on this gun are the Walther
PP Super, chambered for the 9 x 18 Ultra
cartridge, and the Walther PPK/s-a
bastard gun designed solely for qualifica
tion under the ridiculous BATF Import
Point System.

If you pull out almost any reference text
on the original two guns you will be ad
vised that the shorter and lighter Walther
PPK was designed as a police gun for de
tectives, and almost any 0ther official who
works in street clothes and desires better

L

G

For more information
ask your dealer or write:

41302 Executive Dr.
Mt. Clemens, MI48045
or call (313) 469-7534

Q

,

your order as personal cneckS must clear before
order is sent.

If amount for shipping and handling is not ade
quate, the balance will be sent COD (Cash Only).

o

E

(U.S. Patent No. 3808943)

The Original Mag-Na-Port Process ...
The patented Mag-Na-Port® process assures
the gun owner of a smooth incision of exact
dimension. There is no damage to the metal
surrounding the ports; no machine marks, as
would be the case subsequent to a drilling
operation. The finish is similarly protected,
as it is blended into the metal exposed by the
erosion process during the EDM operation.

INSIST ON THE ORIGINAL

CUSTOM
~tNG'~u;"~~~!~

Micro, Bomar front sights. 18.95
B. King's Bushing Wrench 3.00
C. King's White Outline Blade will fit Ruger, Colt,

Micro sights. 5.50
D. King's Recoil Buffer & Heavy Duty Plug Set for

Colt 45 Auto; 416 stainless steel, RC 30-35 (spec-
ify Government or Commander) . 26.50

E. Magazine Base Pad 1.25
F. King's Wide Combat Grip Safety-no alteration to

frame (specify Gov't or Commander) 26.00
G. King's Recoil Spring Guides; 416 stainless steel,

ground, heat treated finish (specify Government
or Commander) . 26.00

H. King's Trigger Boot for Colt 45 Auto, acts as stop,
Gold Cup Width 12.50

I. King's Target Bushing (blued), 45', 38, 9mm 9.95
J. King's N.M. Bushing; 416 stainless steel RC30-35;

45,38, 9mm . 16.50
K. King-Tappan Combat Sight, the famous original

for Colt 45 Auto
Set 29.95
L. King Hard Ball Sight Set 20.00

King's Hard Ball w/white Outline Set 23.00
M. King's Combat Speed Safety. 19.00
N. King's Extended Slide Stop . 30.00
O. King's Recoil Compensator-with National Match

Bushing, machined from one piece .416 stainless
RC30-35 for 45 Autos.
Must be fitted 34.00

P. Kit will do 50/60 inserts, glass mixing bowls,
dropper, and detailed instructions included

13.50
Q. King's Custom Narrow Slot Grips Screws .416

stainless . 1.35
(Also available In blue finish)

Gunsmiths inquire about quantity prices

Gunsmithing 8t the flnestt Have your Colt Auto or
ours customized as only King's can do it! We've been
satisfying our customers nationwide for over 30
years! Inquire for prices.

Please give street address for shipping as we pre
fer to ship UPS although we will ship by U.S. Postal
Service if necessary.

A cashier's check or money order will speed up

M

For Inquiries, send self-addressed stamped envelope to:

KING'S GUN WORKS AH-1, 1837 W. Glenoaks Blvd. Glendale,
CA 92101 (213) 956-6010

COD (Cash Only), MASTER' CARD, VISA ACCEPTED.
*CA. RESIDENTS ADD 6%. SHIPPING & HANDLING 1.50.
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LYMAN PRODUCT REPORT

WORLD CLASS OPTICS®
The IR39X40WA riflescope is on important member of Tasco's
superior line of World Class Optics® ... precision optics for outstand
ing performance and dependable use in the Great Outdoors. This
wide angle scope zooms from 3 to 9 power, and its illuminated
reticle promotes shooting expertise in low-level lighting
conditions, such as dusk, dawn, dark or cloudy days, by
providing super sharp contrast between reticle and
target Has a 25% larger field of view than
standard view scopes, plus Tasco's
exclusive Supercon® coated
lenses for maximum light
transmission. Waterproof,
shockproof, fog proof.
Comes with Tasco's
unique World Class
Lifetime Warranty!

Tasca Sales, Inc. PO. 520080, Miami, Flarido 33152·0800 U.S.A.
In Canada - Contact Optex Carp

52 Lesmill Rood, Don Mills, Ontario, Canada M3B 2T5.
© 1984 Tasca Sales, Inc. TAD-121C3-1083-SG.

Now Lyman's popular Orange
Crusher and T-Mag press sets
include carbide Multi Delm:e dies at no extra
cost. No case lubricating means faster, easier
sizing - from the company that pioneered the
carbide sizing die. Why pay extra when Lyman
gives you carbide at no extra cost in these calibers:
9mm Luger, .38/.357 Mag. & Max., .41 Mag.,
.44 Mag.l.44 Spl., .45 ACP, and .45 Colt.
New ideas, proven performance, and solid
reloading value - that's Lyman.

~n®
Write for free catalog.

Lyman Products Corporation
Dept. AH-7093
Rte. 147, Middlefield, CT 06455

ExtraValue
atMa

ExtraCastENTER CAPTAIN DOKTER
This long-standing definition has really

bugged a German correspondent friend of
mine-Captain Peter Dokter, an avid
readeroftheAmerican Handgunner, along
with the many excellent German maga
zines and books on firearms.

Dokter knows guns and has been inter
ested in handguns since he was a child. He
can remember his father referring to the
Walther PPK as the Polizei Pistole Kurz.

In a letter to me, he said even German
texts were calling the smaller Walther Pol
izei Pistole Kriminal. That frustrated him
all the more, for he knew he was right.

Well, Dokter is right, and so was his dad.
Enclosed with his letter to me was one
from the Walther Sportwaffenfabrik (Sport
Weapon Factory), which states, in part:

"Es kann aber wohl mit an Sicherheit
grenzender Wahrscheinlichkeit davon aus
gegangen werden, daB der Buchstable 'K'
fur 'kurz' steht:' Translated, that means:
"But it can be said in extremely high prob
ability that the letter 'K' stands for 'kurz: "

That, my fellow gun enthusiasts, is good
enough for me; the "K" originally stood
for KUTZ. The letter goes on to speculate
that it later took on the kriminal designa
tion through common usage.

In the name of accuracy in writing about
historical German guns, I couldn't have a
better friend than Captain Peter Dokter.
Those from other nations who would like
to aid this writer in accurate reporting on
older guns from their own country are en-
couraged to write to me c/o .....
the American Handgunner. ~

concealment than is obtainable with the
Walther PP

It is theorized by some and stated as fact
by others that the "K," as used in PPK,
means Knminal (criminal) because inves
tigations' units, or kriminal units, were is
sued the smaller gun. Few authors of gun
texts will speculate that there may be a re
mote possibility that "K" could mean
kurz, German for "shorC' American gun
writers, however, have settled on
kriminal-perhaps because it denotes a
little more glamor than "shorC'

INFO 'QUICKIE'
The first automatic pistol that was

truly successful commercially was of
German manufacture and American
design. The 7.63mm Borchardt (mar
keted in 1893) was invented by Hugh
Borchardt who, early in life, worked for
the Winchester Repeating Arms Com
pany in Connecticut. He was unable to
interest U.S. manufacturers in it, so he
went to Berlin, where it was made by
Ludwig Loewe and Company. One of
Borchardt's assistants at the Loewe
plant was Georg Luger, who redesigned
the gun's mechanism and produced the
first model of the world-famous Luger
pistol. From 1908 to 1938 it was the
official sidearm of the German military
forces.
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Comin'at~
STRONG· ~~

ASSAULT
SYSTEms

SuperGear
Ballistic'

NyIonHoisters
They're strong ... stronger than leather, yet allow guns
to breathe. Lightweight and flexible too ... for utmost
comfort. Washable- no mildew. Hook & Loop closures
for weapon security and easy access. Black only,
with military spec. hardware. When ordering, specify
weapon and whether right or left-handed.

WBB Web Be~ with Fastex buckle, black $16.75
MP Dual Mag. Pouch-specify .45 or 9mm $10.00
MPU-holds 2 Speed Loaders or Handcuffs $10.00

ShouIcIer Holsters

$uper-conceairnent and comfOrt. \,I1lraJ1ght~ \1!Ilb-
bing and ballistic nylorl. Built·in J\Jbbe{ pad(IiIlg over

wankte.
AHA lor IVIII:Ilwrs ,......... •$30
AHA lor auto's " , $30
.AHO lor 3" and 4" rewIwnl and large autos ....• SSO
Also available: SP8 ankle pouch lor 1TlOJleY. Cledit
cards,·etc. $Z4.5O

Send $1.00 for
complete Assault
Systems catalog

free with order.

: SUBSIDIARY OF COMSEC INTERNATIONAL. INC
: 869 HORAN DRIVE. ST.' LOUIS, MO 63026-2478

: TOLL FREE ORDER LINE: 1-800-325-3049
• IN MISSOURI '.314·343·3575 TWX'9'0760'429

Plus $3 per ~rder for postage Please send me Ihe follOWIng Dept. AH-3
(Canada and HawaII $5).

Or~:'~~~~~~dorVC"~.~~~e~cohne~eld \ --------
for clearance of checks not certified. Bill my 0 Master Card 0 V,sa 0 AmEx

Send Dealer FFL or Exp. Date Card # ----.---t::JI....
Law Enforcemenf Dept. le"erhead.

LAW ENFORCEMENT & Name . ~=_

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED Address -:-__--,-.,...,..-:-...,....,-:---,-.,...,..,...,...,~
~~~~~~~..~~~ .
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PISTOL BULLET SWAGING DIES
AND COMPONENTS

Swage half jacket and zinc base bullets in caliber 30, 9mm,
357,44 and 45. Zinc base bullets may be fired at Jacketed
bullet velocities and at a fraction of the COST. .

For information and prices contact SPORT FLITE MFG., INC.
2520 INDUSTRIAL ROW, TROY, MI 48084

13131 280-0648.

Sugg. Retail $799 (right), $849 (left). Ask for them at your aeeman Dealer.

t:.flA(lI'lQCh:-:\PH ~"ODfl" ~,

Atop-notch pistol scope to add scope and precision to your
pistol! Great for competition, and hunters, too, will be amazed
with its pin-point accuracy. The BDl XCFV includes Tasca's
advanced Battery Dot System, , ,the bright red electronically
illuminated aiming point vividly stands out against your target,
thereby promoting shooting accuracy. This vertical style scope
has an adjustable built-in mount, adjustable rheostat, polarizer
to further improve image contrast, and 1/2 minute positive click
stops. It comes with built-in success and reliability for both the
marksman and hunter!

PRECISION OPTICS for
the GREAT OUTDOORS

Beeman Precision Arm~, Inc., 47-HG3 Paul Drive, San Rafael, Calif, 94903, U.S.A.
(415) 472-7121 - 24 hours, 7 days

01 course, Beeman still has the I,nesl preCision adult airguns available. Send lor 92-pg Adult Airgun Catalog/Guide,
regularly $2. FREE with mention 01 code HG3. Ask for new Precision Firearms Guide, 100. Add $1 per guide for lasll st class
mail; add $3 for overseas delivery

New! Beeman/Unique 69 Semi-Auto Target Pistol
Target shooters who demand total devotion to accurate fire will appreciate the Beeman/ Unique 69.
Fqremost among its features is an outstandingly responsive trigger. It lets off with such precise ease

that the pistol seems
to fire by your men
tal command rather
than your trigger
finger l

Other features:
• dry fire safety mechanism. adjustable,

French walnut grips. multiple position trigger
• exceptional feel and balance. meets UIT standards

Specifications: .22LR, 5-shot magazine, 8.7" sight radius,
10.5" overall, 35.3 oz. (optional counterweights available).

Comes in a fitted hard case with spare magazine,
cleaning rod, tools, proof certificates and test targets.

Tasca Sales, Inc., PO. Box 520080, 'Miami, Flarido 33152-0080 U.S.A.
In Canada - Cantacl Oplex Carp

52 Lesmill Road, Don Mills, Ontoria, Canada M38 2T5
©1984 Tasca Sales, Inc. TAD-l 29C-1083-SG.

.VELOCITY TEST
YOUR RELOADS

·FROM $79 !
WRITE FOR FREE

TEST REPORTS:

CUSTOM CHR. Co. BOX 1061-A, BREWSTER, WA 98812

BULLET SPEED METER

INFO 'QUICKIE'
During World War II the Germans

made a unique belt buckle pistol. A
rarity, it worked by pressing a catch on
the face of the buckle, which sprung
away and enabled the barrels to emerge
and fire; a dangeroqs close quarters
gadget for use on the unsuspecting.

Marine ofRcer
builds range
By Len Davis

T he Marines have landed and have
the situation well in hand in Pala,

California, a dot on the map a few miles
southeast of John Bianchi's holster
plant in Temecula (which is about 60
miles north of San Diego).

Here, on a two-acre tract three miles
east of Interstate 15 on Route 76, Bob
Embesi has constructed a pistol range
for shooters who want to practice over
such courses as the Bianchi Cup, Steel
Challenge and Second Chance-three of
the nation's maj OJ matches fo r
handgunners.

Embesi is a retired Marine Corps
warrant officer, who holds Distin
guished badges with both rifle and
pistol.

Every third Saturday ofthe month he
holds a match for area shooters; both
police and civilian. Normally about 40
or 50 pistoleers show up to shoot falling
plates, moving targets, silhouettes and
bowling pins. There are even facilities
for bullseye shooters, and barricades
for combat and PPC shooters.

Embesi runs the firing line like he did
when he was a range officer at nearby
Camp Pendleton, the big Marine Corps
base: the personification of safety and
discipline. .

Shooters pay a range fee of$2 (which
includes free coffee and hamburgers
served by his wife, Mary).

"This makes the range a non-profit
operation:' he said, "when you con
sider the cost of targets and overall
range maintenance:'

Embesi, who owns the property, told
.the American Handgunner he built the
range-named Wild River-"to help fill
the ne~d for places to shoot.

"Like most metropolitan areas in the
United States, there is a dearth of range
facilities in and around San Diego.

"This situation, coupled with the
ever-increasing pressure by anti-gun
lobbyists and their supporters, makes it
difficult to interest new people in hand
gun shooting sports.

"And that's what we must do, all over
the nation;' he added. "Otherwise, we
will find ourselves at the mercy of those
wild-eyed liberals who associate gun
ownership with criminal activities."
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C.arence M. Kelley, former fSI Director, left, presents to Lee E. Echols, National
Pistol Champion ('94'), a stainless steel Detonics .45 semiautomatic pistol, the
latest in the Seattle-based company's line of fine handguns. Presentation took
place October '4 in San Diego. Kelley was police chief in Kansas City and a firearms
instructor at the fSI Academy in Quantico, Virginia. Nichols, a former sheriH in
Yuma County, Arizona, is a former Central Intelligence Agency undercover agent.

'",0" tty c. WaI'oce Drlv., ASM~'

DAVIS RESIGNS
AN EDITORSHIP
En Davis, editor of the American

Handgunner, has resigned,
effective December 1.
. In his letter of resignation to Jerry

Rakusan, editorial director, and'
George von Rosen, publisher, Davis
announced he is forming U. S. Firearms
Industry WritinglEditing Service out of
Milledgeville, Georgia.

National in scope, services will in-
clude magazine stories, news releases,
trade shows, sales brochures, editing in-
house copy, consultation, direct mail,
press kits, corporate histories, open
house programs, sales promotion, man-
uscript editing, newsletters, training
manuals, exhibits, product evaluation,
speeches and profiles.

Davis is a veteran newspaperman,
former state trooper and nationally
syndicated gun columnist. He is a po-
lice markmanship instructor and was a
member of the Marine Corps Rifle and
Pistol Team.

INFO 'QUICKIE'
The .45 ammunition used in the Colt

Peacemaker (adopted for U.S. Army
use in 1873) and the Smith & Wesson
Schofield (introduced in 1873) was not
interchangeable.

IF YOU'RE SERIOUS ABOUT HANDGUNNING write for our new
free, 34 page catalog. One glance through the Contender section and you'll

see why Contender is the leader in down range performance.

THE 'HANDGUN
THAT ALTERED
THE GAME!

CONTENDER
Pistol Shootin' wai; once a close-up thing. Way down range was fifty yards and most
handgun cartridges had lost their "zap" by the time they made the journey. Designed

specifically for hunting, Contender has totally altered the history of handgunning.
Its superb accuracy, coupled with its unique interchangeable barrel system and

wide selection of meaningful calibers has extended the range of the hunting hand-
gun to over 200 yards. Whitetails, Mule Deer, Antelope, Grizzly, Elk, you name

the North American big game animal and Contender has the trophy to show for it.

The first "out of the box" production pistol to shoot a perfect score in Metallic
Silhouette, Contender Is now available In .357 Rem. Maximum.

".~......-.:.....
THOMPSON/CENTER ARMS Farmington Road, P.O. Box 2426, Dept. TAH3

. Rochester, New Hampshire 03867
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FREE
Shooters
Catalog

AJAX CUSTOM GRIP$, INC.
12229 Cox Lane

Dallas, Texas 75234
214·241-6302

Oe.'er Inqalne. Invltef/
$end $2 for catalog. Refundable with filS! purcheae

1-8~ 27-7 7

All items $1.00 each or 7 for $5.00 or 15 for $10.00.
All orders under $10.00, include $1.00 for postage
and handling. Miniq1Um order $2.00.
A. Montgomery
1057 E. Loma Vista
Tempe, Az. 85282

y-; Literature $1.00

. High Quality Contemporary
Styled Inline Action Muzzle
loading Rifles & Pistols

~~~m~~ 'Prr~~!;l':;~!Ij'JJ m!i.
1449H Blue Crest lane San Antonio. Texas 78232

1-512-494-3063

GOVERNMENT MODEL BUSHING WRENCH
Pocket size, molded in tough plastic,
prevents scratching that valuable
finish. For all Government model
autos. Fits on your key ring and $1 00
has a handy bore reflector tab. each

BULLET MOULDS

If you like to shoot or hunt, this catalog is
for you. Contains a wide variety of unique,
shooting-related products, all fully tested
and guaranteed to please.

Write Today and we'll send you the DWG
Shooters Catalog and our exclusive
"Shooters Enquirer" newspaper. U.S.A.
Only. DWG Enterprises, Dept. H , P.O.
Box 2540, Evansville, IN 47714-0540.

2207 BORDER AVENUE. TORRANCE, CALIFORNIA 90501
TELEPHONE; (213) 320·6973

GOLD CUP REAR SIGHT SUPPORT
Tired of your rear sight getting 0
"bumped around"? This item can be
installed out of sight in minutes ~
with no alteration and leaves your _-'Y~'I__
sight adjustable but firm. $1 o~ach

RUBBER "COMBAT" SLAM PADS
Heavy black neoprene rubber, die~
cut to fit the bottom of your
magaZines for those fast sure
combat reloads. Specify Government
model, High Power or S&W model 59. $1 o~ach

GOVERNMENT MODEL RECOIL BUMPER
Die cut neoprene pad slips onto your @)
recoil spring guide to prevent the ([)
"slide slap" which can damage your
guns close fits. For best results - $1 00 -
use Vo{ith a stout recoil spring. each

AYOOB TO SPEAK
AT POLICE MEET

INFO 'QUICKIE'
In 1859, Smith & Wesson introduced

'its seven-shot .22 caliber rimfire re
volver with its hinged barrel, remova
ble cylinder and single-action lock
work. It became the most sought after
sidearm of both Union and Confeder
ate officers during the Civil War.

M assad Ayoob, a regular contribu
tor to the American Handgun

ner, is scheduled to conduct a police
survival seminar at Ordnance Expo '84
set for January 24-26 at the Los Angeles
Police Department Academy.

Other police survival seminar leaders
are Jeff Cooper, progenitor of practical
pistol shooting and Bill Jordan, former
U. S. Border Patrol firearms instructor
and noted author.

Guest speakers will be Brigadier
General James Dozier, a victim ofltal
ian terrorism, and former hostages of
the American Embassy in Iran. They
will be joined by directors of security
for the Olympic games in Munich,
Montreal and Los Angeles.

LAPD Sgt. Dick Newell, Expo coor
dinator, told the American Handgunner
that more than 5,000 lawmen and ex
hibitors are scheduled to attend the
1984 event, at which 41 states and 30
foreign countries will be represented.

N ewell said provisions are being
made for Expo attendees to tour the
various sites selected for the 1984 Olym
pics competition.

On display at Expo '84 will be the
newest in ordnance-related products,
including handguns, ammunition, re
loading su pplies, leather goods, gun
cleaning gear, body armor, com
puterized target systems, laser devices,
low-level optical equipment and a vari
ety of targets for police marksmanship
training. Many of the products will be
demonstrated, on Academy ranges.

PING-PONG
Continuedfrom page 11

This helps break up the gun's outline.
"Or, you can carry it boldly in your

shirt pocket;' he added.
If you want to know more about this

oddball job of customizing, drop a note
to Porterfield at 3914 McKay Ave.,
Tampa, FL 33609.

He may even have some other off-
the-wall ideas to share with ~
you. Quien sabe? ""

Most durable grips made, precision-fitted for
foreign and domestic handguns. Conven
tional, ConverSion, and Target styles. Four
lustrous colors, plus Staqhorn.

~,,- "AST DRAW
2r FOR THE BEGINNER

A complete instruction book detailed with
illustrations on FAST DRAW, gun conver
sions and safety procedures written by three
time world FAST DRAW champion BOB
GRAHAM. Learn the secrets and tips of the
professionals so you can practice with fun
and safety. Send $7.95 to:

TIiE WESI'ERNER COMPANY
P.O. Box 3394 Conroe, Texas 77305

ALLOW 12 TO 16 WEEKS FOR OELIVERY

SPORTS, INC.
PO Box 683-AHA, Park Ridge, IL 60068

Gun refinishing supplies. for the hobbiest
or the professional. Largest supplier in
the Southwest of buffing wheels, abra
sives, buffing machinery, Foredom tools
and accessories, Dremel accessories,
Cratex accessories, and bluing supplies
and equipment. Send $2.00 for catalog.

********
P.O. Box 13522, Arlington, TX. 76013

Dept. AH Phone 817-261-0569

BUY RIGHT WITH
FRANZIIE

·11~1~~~:G•
WORLD'S LARGEST SUPPLIER

OF GUN PARTS
BIGGEST NEW - up to date - ISSUE
EVER LISTS & PRICES the 200 million

items we stack. GUN PARTS
FLINTLOCK to MODERN - U.S.

Foreign· Commercial 
Military - MACHINE GUNS

1000's ofIllustrations
Helpful Schematics

OVER 425 pgs.
Used by Gunsmiths,
Shooters, Collectors,

Militaries the world over.
Surfln Flrel,1 $7.15 U.S.

AIIIIIII Flrel,1 - wrtt. fer •••t.

KNIFE & GUN FINISHING SUPPLIES

*Specialists in metal finishing*
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Send for free catalog 39-H

Note to U.S.
Range oHicers:

Officials of the Escondido (Califor
. nia) Fish and Game Associa
tion-and other range officers through
out the United States-take note.

Hardball .45 loads fired at the steel
silhouette targets produced by Target
Masters of Canoga Park (California) do
NOT ricochet; rather, they flatten and
drop straight down to the ground upon
impact.

After a brief range session with our
Detonics and Randall .45 autos-I say
"brief' because we were warned of
ricochets and ordered to stop shooting
by the Escondido club officials-we
went forward and collected the samples
shown in the accompanying photo.

All were picked up within inches of
the steel targets. No bullet fragments
were found elsewhere: total safety.

The targets used included the com
pany's scaled-down chicken, pig, tur
key and ram "swingers" (25 yards) and
the company's unique "torso swinger"
(35 yards).

For more information on the Target
Master line, write to the company at
8341 Canoga Ave. (Dept. AH), Canoga
Park, CA 91304.

INFO 'QUICKIE'
The firsts,,:ing-out cylinder systems

on revolvers appeared as early as 1892
in France and the United States.

Pocket-size cleaning
kits are introduced

Pocket-size handgun cleaning kits have
been introduced by Pachmayr.

Each kit comes with a seven-inch, two
piece brass cleaning rod, an oil mop, a
brass wire brush, a soft bristl~ brush, an
oil vial, a brass jag tip and an adapter
tiJat fits all popular makes of brushes.

The kits come in three calibers-.22
(PPS-I), .38/.357/9mm (PPS-2) and
.41/.44/.45 (PPS-3).

Suggested retail price for each kit is
$15.95.

For more information, write to
Pachmayr, POB 15053 (Dept. AH),
Los Angeles, CA 90015.

ROG ERS PLAXCO
HOLSTER

$40.45

NEW!
SAW COM!3AT SIGHTS
~ 3 Dot
..... Night Sights

$:34.95 set
Without Sights

$24.95 set

BUEHLER PISTOL MOUNT

Introducing a different BUEHLER MOUNT-M83. In
stalls without drilling or tapping. For calibers up
through .357 Mag. Available in silver or black finish.
M83 will fit Smith & Wesson, Dan Wesson, Colt and
Ruger.

DISCOUNTS!
ON ALL PRODUCTS

Aimpoint Auto Ordance
Gerber Choate
HKS Bushnell
MGW Sights B-Square
MTM Selenta
Norton Roge~

Combat PPC Guns
.45 Custom Pachmayr

Work

300f00FF SAW
GALCO LEATHER "INe.

(formerly Jackass) 5511

For.45 Autos & r.J P.o. BOX 140845 I I
M R I 141 DONELSON PIKE Vi'IrA ", CATALOG

ost eva vers .... O' NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE 372141 .-.
~55.95 SHOP: (615)889'0862 . . I $1.00

INFORMATION (615)889-0862 - ORDERS ONL 'y (T?" Free) 1-800-251-6007
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TRY ROUND LEAD BALLS
FOR WEEKEND PLINKING

Cannon.
A safe buy
for the Dloney.

Lyman makes single-, double-, and In the .45 Long Colt, three to 3.3
four-cavity moulds for casting round grains of Red Dot will give the 135- to
balls in .358-, .360-, .429-, .451-, and 143-grain .454-inch ball about 500-575
.454-inch diameters, which pretty well. fps., while three grains of Bullseye pro-
blankets the field of popular handgun duces about 500 fps, and 3.5 to 4.5
calibers. grains Unique about 500-625 fps. A

RCBS makes round ball moulds in reasonably accurate load is 4.1 grains of
.451- and .454-inch for the .45-calibers. SR-7625 for about 500 fps. This powder
Handloaders can vary the hardness ac- can be taken up to 5.5 grains for a ve-
cording to their own delights. Those locity of more than 600 fps.
who buy ready-cast balls will find that Although round balls can be driven
Speer and Hornady swage them as to much higher velocities in any of the
commercial offerings, and some dealers modern handguns, accuracy generally
buy them from local casters. suffers when one goes beyond 555 fps.

Powder charges for round ball re- The balls are deformed and stripped in
loads incenterfire cartridges are light the rifling by high pressures and speeds,
and easy on the wallet. In the .44 and they fly crazily when they encoun-
Special, for example, one can start as ter air resistance. Thus, it is best to hold
low as two grains of Bullseye for about down loads and realize that good ac"
500 fps behind a ball of .429- to .433- curacy with economy is your goal; if
inch. These will weigh between ll5 and you want magnum power, go to con-
120 grains. A range of 2.2 to 2.5 grains ventional bullets.
of Red Dot also will produce about Standard force primers are suggested
500-535 fps., as will 2.5 grains of Hi- with all round ball reloads. The idea is
Skor 700-X or three grains of Unique. to get them underway with the least

The big.44 Remington Magnum be- possible deformation. If the ball is
comes a real pussycat with three grains seated just a mite below the case
of Bullseye behind a .433-inch round mouth, a light pinch crimp can be ap-
ball, for about 500-550 fps., depending plied to hold the ball, and to help retard
on barrel length. A three-grain charge movement until there has been positive
of Red Dot is also suggested for the ignition. Handloaders should probably
round ball loading and, a similar experiment with reloads having no
velocity. crim p, too, so that they learn exactly

For those who want a light, economy whflt their gun/load combination fires
reload for the .45 ACp, they can get it best.
with a .454-inch-diameter ball of 135- In any case, there are ways to en-
143 grains behind 2.5 to three grains of hance your weekend plinking by
Red Dot for 525-575 fps. Equally good reloading innovations. And even if
in the same velocity range are 2.5 to accuracy isn't pinpoint perfect, you'll
three grains of Bullseye, 3.0 to 3.5 still have fun with ....
grains of Hodgdon's HP-38, or 2.5 to round balls. ~
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Please send me the free color brochure and price list

on the Cannon Safes. and the name of my nearest
dealer.

Address _

Name

City Stat"--Zip__

~CANNON®
~ SAFE, INC.

9358 Stephens Street
Pica Rivera. California 90660

(800) 242-1055 Outside California
(8001 222~05 Inside C~lifnrni~

$59900 F.O.B.Factory
Choice of custom
interiors available
from $99.95

Here's the safe built to take care
of all your worry-causing valuables,
from your tiny delicate jewelry to
golf clubs and guns. Then you can
leave the house for a worry-free
week-end or vacation.

And the Cannon gives you more
hard-steel protection for your
money than any other combination
lock safe. 740 pounds of steel, and
24 cubic feet capacity, with Y4-inch
of steel plate all around. Heavier
and thicker steel protection than in
models costing twice as much.

You'll appreciate the Cannon's
handsome, antique styling and
you can tailor your Cannon to your
exact needs.
Call today. Right now is the time to
be safe rather than sorry.

.45 LONG COLT
A cartridge that seems to be every

body's favorite-the .45 Long Colt
produces good results with the round
ball. A diameter of .454-inch gives the
best accuracy, although some experi
menting can be done with .451-inchers
in post-WWII barrels (the groove diam
ter of .45s was altered after the Second
World War and is now running around
.451-.452-inch, as opposed to the pre
war standard of .454-inch).

three grains of Hi-Skor 700-X. These
same loads will work well in the .45
Auto Rim cartridge.

By Don Zutz

H andgun shooters often ignore an
inexpensive load when they fail

to use round lead balls in plinking
fodder.

I have heard from some serious
handloaders who have developed sur
prisingly accurate round ball reloads
for their modern handguns. Various
size round lead balls are now available,
because of the demand by muzzle
loading fans, and it isn't difficult to find
a diameter suited to popular pistol
calibers.



.41 AVENGERTM
Instantly convert your 1911 to the hard
hitting flat shooting .41 Avenger by
installation of SSK's conversion kit. Kit
consists of a Match Grade .41 Avenger
Barrel, National Match type fitted bushing,
link, complete die set, and spring set.
SSK's Kit is available as a,"drop in" unit or
oversize for gunsmith fitting. Ballistically
the .41 Avenger combines the flat trajectory
of the 9MM with 30% more energy than a
.45 while retaining enough bullet diameter
to create effective wounds. The 185 grain
cast bullet at 1200 F.P.S. delivers out
standing accuracy, produces 590 F.P.E. and
astounding penetration. Jacketed .410
diameter bullets may be used. .45 ACP
cases are readily formed in the full length
sizing die for target loads. Bullet molds
available. Commander and Government
Model Kits, $230.00. 6" for 5" Slide,
$240.00. Match Grade 45 Barrels also,
$130.00 with bushing and link. Stamp for
information.

SSK INDUSTRIES
Route 1, Della Drive

Bioomlncdale, Ohio 43910

614·264-0176

MasterCard, VISA - C.O.D.'s Welcome

Handgunner award
is set for May 26

T he 12th annual Outstanding
American Handgunner Award is

scheduled to be presented at a dinner
May 26 in Milwaukee, in conjunction
with the annual meeting of the Na
tional Rifle Association.

The deadline for nominations for the
national award and state awards is Jan
uary 31.

The winner oflast year's Outstanding
American Handgunner A ward was J. D.
Jones.

The state awards were added to the
program for the first time in 1983.

Nominations and money for dinner
tickets ($35 per person) should be sent
to Outstanding American Handgunner
Awards Foundation, POB 153, Station
C, Buffalo, NY 14209.

Gun engraving tool
uses compressed air

There's a new firearms engraving tool
on the market, powered by compressed
air.

Called the GraverMax, it features three
pneumatic handpieces (can be used on
all types of metal), speeds up the
engraving process and runs cool and
quietly.

The GraverMax allows clean, sharp
cuts-even on tough steels.

A foot pedal controls the impact
power enabling the operator to create
both heavy relief cuts and delicate
shading. The rate is adjustable from 400
to 4,000 impacts per minute.

Design of the unit is said to allow
hand precision and artistry without hand
fatigue.

The handpieces accept most standard
gravers, so preferred tools can be used,
according to the manufacturer.

Retail prices start at $700.
For more information, write to

GRS Corporation, POB 748,
Emporia, KS 66801.

INFO 'QUICKIE'
The British Deane-Adams double

action revolver, patented in 1851, was
the first one of solid frame design.
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The mat-black OFF-DUTY has
an all-steel frame - just like all
Charter Arms' revolvers - and this
.38 Spl. is the best buy yet!

Not only can Charter boast of the
solid-steel frame construction, but
also of a "red-dot" front sight that
has been added on this new model.

That's not all. The price will
astonish you! Charter's unique no
sideplate design - combined with
constantly improving production
efficiencies - are the secret for
Charter's low-cost, high quality
product.

Compare other .38's for both
quality and price. Send for the free
Charter Arms catalog which also
lists many more "Points of
Superiority," and see for yourself
why you don't have to settle for an
alloy frame.

QiARTER ARMS
Dept AH-3

430 Sniffens La., Stratford, CT 06497
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Overall length 81/2"
Overall height 5%"
Overall width . . . . . . . . . 11,4"
Barrell length 51,4"
Weight (unloaded) 39 oz.
Weight (loaded) 51 oz.

liVE II YOUIIESI SHOI
19 HESlme11

It's a double-action 9mm pistol tha nothing short of a masterpiece.
It's everything you'll ever want in a h dgun. rt's all you'll ever need.

Power and capacity. The semi-auto ,tic GB unleashes 19 rounds
of devastating firepower on commandll

Speed and accuracy. With gas-delaye4 blowback action, you get
minimum recoil for maximum accuraqy-even rapid fire. And a self
illuminatin& three-dot sighting plane trings your target in line
even during poor lighting conditions.,

Quick handling and safety. When ti . g is critical, the GB can be
field stripped in fess than 10 seconds. assive firing pin and hammer
block safety keeps the weapon safe unt the trigger is actually pulled.
This system greatly reduces the possib' .ty of accidental discharge if
the pistol is aropped.

STEYR. THE IIIOVATIVE IA EII FIREARMS.
For more than 130 years, Steyr has co bined Austrian craftsmanship

and innovation to develop such benchtn ks as the famous Mannlicher
rifle and the world's first automatic pist';!.

That same tradition of excellence is bred into the Steyr GB. It's the
ultimate handgun.

For more information, contact your nearest quality sporting goods dealer or send $4 for a color brochure and Steyr Mannlicher arm patch to:
Department Steyr. Gun South, Inc .• P.O. Box 6607, Birmingham. Ai 35210
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By Len Davis

A nno Domini 1984 may well be The Year
fi of the 9mm Auto; thanks, in part, to
the Connecticut State Police.

This fine law enforcem~nt agency-I
know it's fine because I'm a CSP alumnus
and proud of it-last March swapped 956
Smith & Wesson revolvers (.357 Magnum)
for 950 Beretta Model 92SB double-action
autos (9mm).

It was an old-fashioned New England
type swap, with no cash involved. Both
parties benefitted; the state because the
new autos were worth considerably more
than the aging (circa 1974) revolvers and
Beretta U.S.A. because of the obvious
promotional value of the bid-winning
exchange.

The contract award to Beretta has drawn
fire from Smith & Wesson, a division of the
Bangor Punta Corporation of Greenwich,
Connnecticut, and the only other pidder.
S&W called "foul;' but to no avail.

The battle for the state police contract
will not be the last between the two com
panies. Both are eyeing the biggest hand
gun contract ever in the United States: an
order for 590,000 9mm pistols for the na-

Continued on page 63
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Connecticut State Police adopts the BereUa
Model 92SB double-action 9mm auto; sets
stage for upcomingfederal tests and possible
demise ofColt .45 as official military pistol.

CSP Captain Robert Root test-fires
his department's new duty pistol,
shown above. Other law enforce
ment agen~ies have adopted auto
pistols over revolvers, or are cur
rently considering their adoption.
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By Mike Dalton

'"' Then were the most shots fired at
VVYorktown; during the siege of 1781, or

at the 1983 World Shoot, in which nearly
200 top rank pistoleers competed from the
United States, South Africa, Canada, Eng
land, Austria, West Germany, Belgium,
France and Venezuela?

It's anyone's guess, but we do know that
more than 40,000 shots were fired in York
town last.year (September 1O-17)-none in

anger, all in the name of good sportsman
ship.

Yorktown, Virginia, scene of the sur
render of Lord Cornwallis to General
Washington, played host to the world's top
men and women handgunners, specialists
in IPSC (International Practical Shooting
Confederation) shooting.

Each competitor fired approximately
200 rounds, mainly with .45 autos; when

Rob Leatf1am shows his winning 10"" on
one of the stages of the Wor.d Shoot.

the smoke had cleared, Rob Leatham of
Mesa, Arizona emerged the winner, fol
lowed closely by John Shaw of Memphis,
Tennessee. (See scores of the top 20,
elsewhere in this story.)

Leatham placed 8th in the 1983 Steel
Challenge match, and 6th in the 1983
Bianchi Cup match. He won the 1983 IPSC
Nationals.

The course of fire consisted of 10 basic
matches and a man-against-man shootoff,
reserved only for the top 16 scorers in the
basic matches. All events were extremely
demanding and required a high degree of
diversified skill to handle them
successfully.

To give you some idea ofwhat it's like to
compete in a marksmanship contest of this
magnitude, we're going to follow the top
shooters, match-by-match. You will be
able to gain a better understanding of
competitive handgunning, and perhaps
become even more interested in practical
pistol shooting.

PATTERN DEVELOPS
From the first day, a pattern began to

develop as Shaw, Leatham, Mike Plaxco,
Ross Carter an? Rick Castelow began

Shooting over the Wailing Wall, as Rob
Leatham does here, requires much skill.
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posting their scores.
The first match was the Kansas Double

Speed Match, was named for the state
where the unique target system was de
veloped. In this contrast, the competitor
was responsible for actuating a steel plate
mounted on a lever that moved a "no
shoot" target in front of the "shoot" target
in approximately one second.

The competitor had to place two hits on
the shoot target before it was covered by
the pop-up (no-shoot) target. Two of these
units faced each competitor at 10 meters;
at 12 meters, a lO-inch round steel target
was hit to stop the competitor's time.

This contest was nothing short of intim
idating and placed tremendous pressure
on the shooters. When the dust settled,
Rob Leatham had the fastest times and be
gan his quest for the world title. The battle
was beginning to take shape as Shaw,
Plaxco, Carter and Brian Enos all regis
tered solid scores.

TOP 20
NAME HOMETOWN SCORE
Rob Leatham Mesa, AZ 97.87
John Shaw Memphis, TN 97.70
Mike Plaxco Roland, AR 95.53
Ross Carter Harrison, AR 94.58
Rick Castelow Madison, TN 93.57
Tom Campbell Huntington, MA 93.56
Ross Seyfried Roggen, CO 92.45
John Dixon La Porte, TX 91.80
Brian Enos Mesa, AZ 90.93
Mike Dalton Mi$sion Hills, CA 88.63
Bill Wilson Berryville, AR 88.55
Chip McCormick Austin, TX 88.10
Sidney Thome South Africa 87.87
John Sayle E. Liverpool, OH 87.40
Ed Brown Perry, MO 86.93
Bill Rogers Jacksonville, FL 85.23
Roger Stockbridge England 79.45
Mike Fichman La Crescenta, CA 79.19
Brad Butler Atlanta, GA 78.41
Peter Ploner Austria 77.78

In the Don't fence Me In stage, Rob Leatham injured a bad knee as he landed to
fire. Nevertheless, he picked himself up, gritted his teeth, went on to win.

Leatham's injury was so painful that he required a lift around the range in this
motorized cart. A range officer helps him board the cart for the next stage.

The next contest, the Wailing Wall, be
gan when the shooter engaged two targets
at 20 and 25 meters. He then ran to a plat
form and shot two more targets, weak
handed, at 7 and 10 meters. Next, he
moved to a window and fired at two more
targets at 10 and 15 meters. He then
holstered his gun, climbed a ladder to the
top of an eight-foot wall and engaged two
more targets and a steel plate, to stop the
time. The top shooters ran this course in
about 25 seconds. This should give you
some idea of their skill levels. The contest
was won by Plaxco, as he began to emerge
as one of -the leading contenders.

CRAWLS UNDER FENCE
The third contest, Don't Fence Me In, re
quired that the shooter fire at two targets at
30 and 10 meters. He then holstered his
gun, hopped a fence and fired two more
shots at a 20-meter target through a
wooden barrel at ground level. The com
petitor then crawled under a fence and

fired-while moving-at a five-meter
target; he went on to engage two more,tar
gets through a window. Finally, he ran to
the last firing position and shot a plate,
which stopped the clock. The best com
petitors ran this course in about 28 sec
onds.

Mark Moore of Georgia set the pace as
he posted a time of just under 23 seconds.
This match could have been a "Waterloo"
for Leatham, for he injured his knee hur
dlingthe first fence. In spite of his injury,
however, he hobbled through and fired
one of the better times.

His injury now posed some doubt as to
whether he could continue the match,
much less have a shot at the title.
Leatham's closest competition all put in
good runs, and it looked as if his lead was
beginning to erode as Shaw, Castelow,
Plaxco and Carter started to close the gap.

The Ultimate Mover was the next course
of fire and required the competitor to en
gage two stationary targets at 10 and 15

meters, and two moving targets at 15
meters. He then had to move to another
shooting area and engage the stationary
targets again, two more moving targets
and a stop plate. The top shooters fired this
course in about nine seconds.

STIFF-LEGGED SHOOTER
Leatham shot fast and accurately on the
targets and moved, stiff-legged, to the final
position to take first place in the event.
Plaxco, Shaw, Carter and Castelow also
shot this match well; so things really were
taking shape quickly.

The final contest before a "break" was
the Standard Exercises. They are to practi
cal shooting what compulsory "figures"
are to ice skating. The shooters fired at
ranges of from 40 meters to 10 meters,
against the clock and other competitors.
The course inv<;>lved weak-hand only,
strong-hand only, reloading skills and gen
eral freestyle ability. Castelow proved to
be the man to beat on this event; Leatham
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Brian Enos, Walli Louw and Rob Leatham (UoR) bask in the glory of fine scores.
Enos placed ninth in a field of nearly 200 shooters; Louw was high woman.

and Plaxco finished just behind him.
The ranges were then shut down and re

set for the final five submatches. At the
split, Leatham was first; Plaxco second,
Enos third and Shaw ninth.

The big question was can Rob Leatham
hang on to win the title with his badly in
jured knee? There was still one big
obstacle course to go, and two other
courses that required significant
movement. Since the accident, and during
the balance of the contest, Rob braced his
knee and had it under a doctor's care.

The first contest after the break was the
Devil's Hole, which consisted of three tar
gets fired at 4,5 and 7 meters; the 7-meter
target was partially covered by a "no
shoot" target. The action here was fast and
furious and required smooth mistake-free
operation, or time was lost quickly. This is
where Shaw began to make his move; he
won this contest, with Carter taking third
place.

HOLE IN WALL
The next contest was a semi-surprise

shoot, meaning it was not announced until
the day before the match began. It re
quired the competitor to fire two shots at
each of three targets, and then reload and
fire two more shots on each; weak-hand
only. This was then repeated, except that
after the reload the strong-hand was used.
What really made this match hard was the
fact that you had to shoot through a hole in
a wall at waist-level; some of the targets
were practically covered by "no-shoots:'
The distance was 12 meters.

This one was won by Carter, followed by
Shaw and Leatham. Things were really
getting tight.

Bubba's Bad Dream followed; it was the
one that really tested Leatham's knee. The
shooter started facing a wall; on the start

signal, he fired two shots at two targets at
20 and 25 meters. He then moved to the
right edge of the wall and fired two more
shots at a 35-meter target. After the 35
meter target, he engaged two more targets
at 10 and 15 meters. After another short
move, he engaged two more targets at 7
and 10 meters. He then reholstered his
pistol and crawled through a tunnel. After
exiting, he ran to a wall and fired two shots
at another target, and then dropped to a

Continued on page 54

THE WOMEN
'"I Talli Louw of the Republic of
VVSouth Africa is the 1983 IPSC

Women's Champion. She is a two-time
South African Women's Champion and
gives many of the male shooters in her
country serious competition.

Louw got off to a slow start at York
town, but picked up points quickly as
the match progressed. In the final tally,
she won six of the individual matches
and placed in the top three in two oth
ers.

Edith Almeida, also of South Africa,
won the 1979 and 1981 IPSC Women's
World Championship; she was the fa
vorite going into this year's contest, but
didn't shoot up to her potential. This
fact appeared to give Louw a more re
laxed composure, and her lead began to
mount.

Karry McClure of Canada and Lee
, Cole of the United States finished sec
ond and third, respectively.

Louw also led the South African
Women's Team to victory. She finished
60th overall in a field of nearly 200
competitors most ofwhom were men.

John Shaw holds his trophy for second
place and a tremendous score of 97.70.

1983 GOLD TEAM
T he 1983 U.S. Gold Team of Rob

Leatham, Tom Campbell, Mike
Plaxco, Brian Enos, Bill Wilson and
Ross Seyfried (team captain) had more
than 20 years of match experience. This
factor alone was enough to make them
the odds-on favorites to win the 1983
team title, which they did.

The team could easily be known as
the team of champions. Rob Leatham
was the 1983 U.S. National Champion.
Tom Campbell was the Massachusetts
State Champion and Florida State
Champion. Mike Plaxco was the 1982
U.S. National Champion and 1982
World Speed Shooting Champion
(Steel Challenge). Brian Enos was the
Arizona State Champion and 1983
Bianchi Cup Match Winner. Ross
Seyfried was the 1978 U.S. National
Champion and 1981 IPSC World
Champion, and Bill Wilson was the
1979 and 1982 Second Chance Cham
pion and six-time Arkansas Pistol
League Champion.

All have achieved the rank of Com
bat Master in practical pistol shooting.
The depth of this team was incredible;
to prove the point, they all finished llth
or better in the overall match standings.

What do these unique individuals do
besides shoot? Currently, it isn't
possible to make a living competing
professionally; that may change in a
few years.

Rob Leatham is a computer pro
grammer. Tom Campbell works for
Smith & Wesson in its research and
product development department.
Mike Plaxco is a gunsmith and de
veloper of the Plaxco compensator.
Brian Enos is a foreign car mechanic
and part-time gunsmith. Ross Seyfried
operates his own cattle ranch and Bill
Wilson is a gunsmith and developer of
customized .45 autos. (M.D.)
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DES MOINES

118311110lA POLICE
REVOLVER C IIPIDILIHIPI

Silhouette target, above, shows quality of NPRC marksmanship at 7 and 25
yards. Winning U. S. Secret Service Team, left to right: Aronzo Milbourne, Larry
Householder, Sam Yarosh, James Gilleland. Yarosh was high man with J489- JJOX.
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Held at the Iowa Law
Enforcement Acad
emy in Des Moines, it
was won for the sec
ond year in a row by
Officer Kerry W.
Hile. His score:
1491-1-09X; close be
hind was Frank
Glenn with a near
perfect 1491-99X.

By Officer Fred Romero
Los Angeles Police Dept.

I n what has become a classic duel be
tween top law enforcement marksmen,

727 shooters-representing federal, state,
county, municipal and industrial police
agencies-participated in the 22nd Annual
National Police Revolver Championships
held September 12-15 at the Iowa Law En
forcement Academy in Des Moines.

Beating out a strong field of record
holding shooters, Officers Kerry W. Hile of
the Columbus, Ohio Police Department
with a borrowedgun-won the national title
for the second year in a row with a score of
1491-109X. Hile nudged out second
place finisher Frank Glenn of the Arizona
Department of Public Safety by ten "X's"
for top honors in this prestigious event.

Hile's score last year was 1495-109X.
Many felt that the weather played an

important part in the final results. For the
past several years, rain and wind have
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plagued the Police Nationals in Des
Moines; 1983 proved to be no exception.
During the grueling four-day, five-gun
match, shooters fired in blowing wind,
steady rain, and clear conditions; all on
separate days. Those who didn't wither un
der the elements came out on top.

The first day of competition knocked
many hopefuls out of contention as
Matches 1, 2 and 3 were fired in a strong
crosswind. Up close, many shooters were
having trouble finding the W-ring. Back at
50-yards, keeping shots on the cardboard
proved difficult for some.

As if to keep the shooters off-balance,
Mother Nature produced perfect weather
conditions the second day. Taking
advantage, the front-runners concentrated

Continued on page 66



COURSES OF FIRE
Match l/standing without support:

Two stages, 12 shots each, fired double
action from a crouch position. First stage
fired from seven yards, second stage fired
from 15 yards; 25 seconds per stage, start
ing with loaded gun in holster.

Match 2/25 yards kneeling and standing:
Six shots kneeling, six shots left hand

and six shots right hand, both from behind
a barricade. All shots fired double-action.
Time: 90 seconds for entire course, starting
with loaded gun in holster.

Match 3/50 yards sitting, prone and
standing:

Six shots sitting, six shots prone and
12 shots standing from behind a barricade
(six with left hand and six with right hand).
All shooting single-or dou ble-action.
Time: two minutes, 45 seconds, starting
with loaded gun in holster.

Match 4/standing without support:
Two stages of 12 shots each fired double

action at 25 yards, standing without sup
port. Time: 35 seconds for each 12-shot
stage, starting with loaded gun in holster.

Match 5/National Police Course:
Stage 1: Seven yards; 12 shots in crouch

position in 25 seconds.
Stage 2: 25 yards; six shots kneeling, six

shots left hand and six shots right hand,
standing from behind a barricade. Time:
90 seconds, double-action.

Stage 3: 50 yards; six shots sitting, six
shots prone, six shots left hand and six
shots right hand froVl behind a barricade.
Time: two minutes and 45 seconds. Single
or double-action.

Stage 4: 25 yards; six shots standing
without support in 12 seconds; double
action.

Match 6/National Police Revolver
Course Championship:

This is an aggregate ofeach competitor's
score in Matches 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5.

Match 7/Four-Man Team Match:
Each team" member fires the Match 5

course.

Match 8/Two-Man Team Match:
Each team member fires the Match 5

course.

Match 9/shotgun:
(1) Skeet course: two rounds from sta

tions 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 for a total of 10 shots.
(2) Practical course: 15 yards from the

hip with five rounds of 12-gauge 00 buck
shot, fired at four B-27 targets in five sec
onds; 25 yards from the shoulder with five
rounds of 12-gauge 00 buckshot, fired at
four B-27 targets in five seconds;
25 yards from the shoulder with five
rounds of rifled slugs fired at one target in
10 seconds.

Match lO/Police Distinguished Match:
Same as Match 5, using only an

unmodified gun and ball ammo.

Match ll/President's Match:
Aggregate of Match 5 and Match 10.

Continued on page 67

MILE INTERVIEW

N ot since 1977 has a shooter won the
NPRC two years in a row for the title

of National Champion. For most shooters,
just competing in this most prestigious of
police matches would be a lifetime goal;
not so for Kerry Rile of Columbus, Ohio.

Rile, a 28 year-old member of the Co
lumbus Police Department, is the kind of
person you would expect to win. At first
meeting, you are struck by his quiet, confi
dent manner. Rile doesn't come on strong
about his past achievements or opinions,
instead he appears to be almost too "nice"
to be in the position he now finds himself.
But don't let his manners fool you; here is
a man who tackles the job of shooting with
a single-minded purpose: to do everything
as precisely as possible, to win.

We had a chance to talk with Rile right
after he clinched his second National
Championship. Rere are my questions,
and his answers:

Q: Kerry, how many years have you been
shooting in competition?

A: I've been shooting for about 4V2 years.
Q: What got you started?
A: My firearms instructor (Mike See) at

the Police A cademy saw that I had a talent
for shooting and encouraged me to look him
up after I graduated. I did, and he had me at
the range early every morning for practice.
The thing that impressed me in the begin
ning was the kind ofsupport I receivedfrom
the people I practiced with.

Q: We heard through the grapevine that
you won this year's match with a borrowed
gun; could you tell us about that?

A: Just before the Nationals, the forcing
cone in my gun split. I asked Harold
Koontz, our department armorer, if he had
an extra gun; he saidyes. Harold builds all
our match guns, so I wasn't really worried.
As it turned out, It was a pretty good gun.

Q: What kind of equipment do you use?
A: Harold builds our guns using a Smith

& Wesson frame and a 1 1/16 inch Apex
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Competitors firing at 25-yard line. PPC (Practica' Pisto' Course) shooting is a
challenging course of fire, and he'ps save an officer's life in a confrontation.
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8ar.ara Critcll'ow of 105 Ang.'.s
County SII.riH's Dept., lIigll woman.

barrel. My gun is fitted with a Bo-Mar rib, a
smooth combat trigger, a set-screw trigger
stop and a bobbed speed-hammer. For grips,
I use a set of Hogue Monogrips wrapped
with racketball tape.

Q: What about ammo?
A: A II my ammo is reloaded, using Preci

sion bullets on top of2.7 grains ofBullseye
powder. I also like Federal primers and
Winchester- Western cases.

Q: When you're shooting, Kerry, what's
important to you, what do you think about?

A: On one side ofmy shooting box I have
the words 'Sights Only'printed; on the other
side it says, 'Straight Through.' I know that
if I start looking at the target instead ofmy
sights, I'll shoot nines. The same goes for
staging the trigger. I try real hard to con
centrate on those two things.

Q: How do you maintain your concen
tration?

A: I don't think ofanything but what I'm
doing on the line. Before I go out on the line,
I try to stay away from negative things. I
don't like to hear people talk about how bad
they're going to do, or how bad they did. It's
easyfor aperson to convince themselves that
they're going to do bad; I don't want to do
that before I shoot.

Q: Many shooters would like to improve
their match scores; what advice would you
give someone to help them do that?

A: Practice, naturally. But more impor
tant, I think the best way to lose a big match
is to think of it as a big match. When I first
started shooting, I remember going to the
Detroit Regionals and saying to myself,
'This is it, this is the biggest thing there is.'
That hurt me. Now I tell myselfit'sjust an
other match, no matter how big it is. Think
ing about matches that way has helped me a
lot. (RR.)
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THE WINNERS
Overall winner/National Champion
Kerry W. Hile-1491-109X
Columbus (Ohio) Police Dept.
Second overall
Frank Glenn-1491-99X
Arizona DPS
Third overall
Sam Yarosh-1489-IIOX
U.S. Secret Service
High woman
Barabara Critchlow-1470-73X
Los Angeles County Sheriff's Dept.
Second high woman
Elizabeth Callahan-1468-83X
Washington D.C. Police Dept.
Distinguished match winner
Herbert W. Conley-592-34X
Vermont Fish and Game Dept.
Second Distinguished
Jerry Eason-592-34X
Grass Valley (California) Police Dept.
Third Distinguished
Paul S. Crossfield-592-28X
Fairfax County (Virginia) Sheriff's Dept.
President's 100 winner
Jerry Eason-1189-8IX
Grass Valley (California) Police Dept.
Second/President's
Jay M. Southam-1188-8IX
Salt Lake County (Utah) Sheriff's Dept.
Third/President's
Kerry W. Hile-1I85-79X
Columbus (Ohio) Police Dept.
Service revolver match winner
Charles Smith-419-34X
St. Louis Police Dept.
Second/service revolver
Walton A. McIlmurray-419-33X
Mount Morris Township (Michigan)
Police Dept.
Third/service revolver
Peter J. Strickland-419-30X

Macon County (Georgia) Sheriff's Dept.
Off-duty revolver match winner-
Jerry Eason-397-25X
Grass Valley (California) Police Dept.
Second/off-duty revolver
Victor N. Buccat-397-25X
McDonald Douglas Corp.
Third/off-duty revolver
Robert J. Landreth-397-24X
California Highway Patrol
Shotgun match winner
William J. Conreux-568
St. Louis Police Dept.
Second/shotgun
Roger B. Lowry-554
Colorado Division of Wildlife
Third/shotgun
Thomas E. Wright-553
EI Paso (Texas) Police Dept.
Four-man team match winner
U.S. Secret Service
2382-154X
Second/four-man team
U.S. Border Patrol/Gold
2370-140X
Third/four-man team
St. Louis Police Dept.
2370-133X
Two-man team match winner
Detroit Police Dept.
1191-8IX
Second/two-man team
Grass Valley (California) Police Dept.
1198-84X
Third/two-man team
Fairfax County (Virginia) Sheriff's Dept.
1187-72X
Match 1 Winner
Carl Kates-240-24X
McDonald Douglas Corp.
Second/Match 1
William Stenbach-240-24X
Michigan State Police

Continued on page 67



AN EDITORIAL

PaperJlOOIJS,Paper 'l'igers
lUI"Paper 'l'argets

By Jerry Rakusan
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They are hidden from the view and
minds of their countrymen, yet they

number in the millions. They are young,
old, male and female; they are the blue
and the white collar workers, and they are
the professionals. They represent every
walk of life, yet few of their friends recog
nize them as the sportsmen they are.

These are the active shooters of our
country; men, women and children who
participate in one of the many sporting
disciplines that use firearms as the
equipment.

Ah, the word firearms-guns, if you
will-what images it projects into the
minds of the non-shooting public!

"Beg your pardon, sir. Are you for or
against guns?"

"Guns? They ought to take all of them
away from everyone except the cops and
the military:'

"Beg pardon, sir. Are you for or against
ski poles?"

"What's wrong with ski poles?"
The general public's image of guns is

(Reprinted from Shooting Industry
I>ecember/1983)

projected onto the faces of these shooting
sportsmen, automatically turning all of
them into criminals, weirdos or psycho
paths. It is an image made not by the
shooting sportsmen, but by the media.
With relatively few exceptions, the spec
trum of the media has either a knee-jerk,
anti-gun reaction, or is totally ignorant
when it comes to the use of guns; other
than by the criminal, or the relatively few
unfortunates who are untrained in their
use and contribute to the accidental deaths
recorded as "firearms related."

Before we discuss the media and its pro
jection of the gun image to the masses, we
must first establish the fact that shooting
whether it be hunting, formalized target
shooting or just plinking at random
targetS-is a sport. According to the
dictionary, sport is described as, "some
thing that is a source of pleasant diversion;
a,pleasing or amusing pastime or activity:'

Even the most anti-gun media reporter
would be hard pressed to find a shooting
sportsmen who would not agree that his
sport is a source of pleasant diversion, or a
pleasing activity.

The correlation between shooting and

the other sports is readily apparent to us,
and must be made apparent to others.
Baseball is a sport; it requires skill and
dexterity, and it uses equipment-bats,
balls and gloves. Skiing is a sport; it re
quires skill and dexterity, and it uses
equipment- skis, poles, and special
clothing. Shooting is a sport; it requires
skill and dexterity, and it uses equipment
firearms, ammunition and targets.

The only reason that the masses are not
aware of the sport of shooting is because (.)
the equipment used are guns, and every- §
one knows that guns are bad. ~

For years, we have been trying to shake. is
that image, and for years we have been ~

thwarted by the liberal media which would ~

rather paint us with the broad brush of ~

criminality and death than use the fine CI)

strokes it takes to portray us for what we ~
are-a diverse people pursuing a pleasant 6
activity. ~

It is evident that the number of shooting 0
j:::

sportsmen and women is not increasing. If «
~someone cared enough to find out, it may Cii

even be decreasing. The reasons given are :3
both readily apparent and veiled in unac- :::!

Continued on page 56
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Writer backgrounds company, reve~ls pro
duction codes and reports glowingly on this
fine double-action, police Imilitary type pistol

THESTEYR
MODELGB
9 AUTO

Arms Company dabbled a bit in revolvers,
its main handgun interest was in auto
loaders. By 1909, the company was produc
ing 2,500 pocket pistols a day-of one
model!

Its most famous handgun was the eight
shot, stripper-clip loaded Steyr Model 1911,
which was also called the Steyr-Hahn and
the Model 12. It was produced from 1911
1919; at the height of World War One, the
company was turning out 4,000 a day.

In 1934, the Austrian Arms Co. merged
with a motor company with diverse inter
ests to become Steyr-Daimler-Puch AG.
Just four short years later Hitler gobbled
up Austria, took over the plants,
confiscated all the excellent Steyr Model
1911 pistols and rechambered them to 9mm
Parabellum for issue to his own growing
armies. These guns can be identified by the
stamping "08."

Turning the Austrian plants to the man
ufacture of other weapons and parts,
Hitler assigned certain code letters and
numbers to confuse the world as to where
all his illegal guns were being manufac
tured within Germany and the other coun
tries as they fell to the Nazi war machine.

keted in the U.S. by Stoeger but bombed
out because, being only double-action
type, it was before its time and most shoot
ers didn't understand the firing mode. Ad
ditionally, the caliber-while popular in
Europe-had nothing going for it in U.S.
shooting circles.

CODE DESIGNATIONS It was a long haul from the 1950s to 1983.
There were hundreds of codes and we What happened in those years? By now I

never really broke them all, even after imagine you, the reader, have looked at the
World War Two. If you have any surplus photos of the new Steyr and asked,
Nazi ordnance and it bears the codes 660, "Where have I seen that profile before?"
baz, or bnz, it was made at Steyr. Steyr's Yes, you have seen something like it.
Nibelungen Plant in St. Valentin was as- While the perfected Steyr GB was still in
signed code hhv, while kls stood for its its developmental stages, Rogak, Inc. of
plant in Warsaw. The code kur may have Morton Grove, Illinois came out with the
been either Steyr in Warsaw, or its Graz, "imperfect" and ill-fated L.E.S. P-18.
f\ustria plant. There were many things wrong with the

After the war, and free of Nazi oppres- L.E.S. P-18 since it was, in a sense, a pre
sion, Steyr-Daimler-Puch AG was slow to mature stillbirth. How the Rogak people
get back into production of pistols. Motor- obtained the prototype design is a story no
cycles, yes; pistols, maybe later. In the one seems to be'telling. The L.E.S. P-18 got
1950s it came out with a double-action- bad press right up to the funeral, and of
only .32 ACP (7.65mm) pistol. It was mar- course Morton Grove went on to its own
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By A I Pickles

I n final preparation for going out on pa
trol, I strapped on my gun belt. Among

other items, it held my loaded pistol in its
holster and two spare magazines in a car
rier. All told, there were 55 rounds of
ammunition-enough to handle almost
any conceivable encounter, even ifmy beat
were downtown Beirut, Lebanon.

One loaded pistol with two extra maga
zines equals 55 rounds, "How could that
be?" you ask. Because I am carrying a
Steyr GB, the world's most modern 9mm
double-action autoloading pistol.

If you are really into quality guns, the
name Steyr will quicken your pulse. Ifyou
are a novice, then you have mucho excite
ment awaiting you. But, first things first; let
me give you a brief rundown on the name
"Steyr."

Steyr is a city in Upper Austria at the
junction of the Steyr and Enns rivers that
empty into the Danube. Guns, in one form
or another, have been made in that area
since medieval times.

In 1831, a fellow named Joseph Werndl
. was born into a gunmaking family at a
time when guns were made slowly and
painstakingly, one at a time. By the time.
Werndl was a young man, production
methods in the family plant had not
changed much. Werndl, however, knew
there was a better way for he had heard of
a man who was pioneering mass produc
tion ofhandguns-a man named Sam Colt.
Young Werndl traveled to America where
he worked and learned all he could, at
both Colt and Remington -factories.

Returning to Steyr, he took command of
the family operation and, over the next few
years, turned it into the huge Austrian
Arms Company complex. To give you.
some idea of Joseph Werndl's modern
thinking, the plant he built was involved in
the development of the first commercial
selftoading pistol, called the Schonberger.
From that point on, although Austrian
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the military, of the Steyr GB. The pistol is
perfect in all respects, providing you are
willing to accept 9mm as a viable police/
military cartridge; with all that firepower,
it just might finally have arrived.

The Steyr GB double-action autoload
ing pistol is a fair handful of a gun. It
weighs 39 ounces unloaded and a heck of a
lot more with a full magazine and a round
in the chamber-maybe 11-12 ounces more.
Still, it is not an uncomfortable gun to
hold. This contradiction can be attributed
to its excellent grip design. In spite of a
large, staggered magazine within the grip,
the gals in my family can secure a good
hold and easily reach the trigger in its for
ward double-action mode: a remarkable
engineering accomplishment.

Overall length is 8Y2 inches with a 5\12
inch fixed polygonal barreL Height is 5Y2
inches and ~idth P,4 inches. The fixed
sights are excellent for combat use and fea
ture triple white dots, two in the rear and

Continued on page 52

provements. I don't think many, if any, of
those model designations got out into the
hands of gun buyers, I

This brings us to 1983 and the introduc
tion, particularly for law enforcement and

DE IN AUSTRIA
364 Ii ItXB2

Proofmarks on this GB indicate it was inspected at the Vienna Proof House, using
two different types of powder. Most European-made guns bear proofmarks.
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form of infamy: gun controL
Steyr made a few aborted introductions

called, as I remember, the Models Pi 18
and the G B80 but seemed to have pulled
back at the last minute to make further im-
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Ken Hurst, left, observes Jack Jones en
graving at his bench in Rustburg, Virginia.

MASTER FIREARMS ENGRAVER
By Len Davis
A firearms engraver of 1684 would feel
fi very much at home if he returned to
his workbench in modem times to cut a
Ron Power customized revolver; his only
real concern would be the hardness of the
metal.

When we consider all the trades which
together make a fine gun, only filing and
engraving use the same basic set of tools
that have been in use for more than 300
years.

Prior to the mid-20th Century, having to
fight tough steels was virtually unheara of.
Today, many steels are so hard that even in
their so-called "soft state" they are ex
tremely difficult to engrave.

As R. L. Wilson points out, in his excel
lent book, Colt Engraving, the engraving of
firearms "is a field bound by tradition."
Many pieces embellished today employ
the same scroll designs popular with crafts
men and clients of the 19th Century.

There is no modem art in gun engrav
ing. Animals, human figures and other
motifs are expected to be realistic, not ab
stract. Scrollwork, though itselfan abstrac
tion, is traditionally of vine styles, leaf and
floral designs, arabesques and banknote
scrolls.

Gauguin and Picasso, for example, have
had no effect on the decoration offirearms.

In American arms engraving, the domi-

His Company, in
Rustburg, Virginia,
employs 19 engravers
and is the largest
commercial firearms
engraving operation
in the world.

nant influence has been Germanic scroll
work.

Quality engraving, indeed, is the pinna
cle of skill and art in the world ofgunmak
ing.

One"modern-day engraver is Ken Hurst,
president of a firearms engraving company
bearing his name in Rustburg, Virginia; it
is the largest commercial firearms engrav
ing company in the world, even though it
occupies a relatively small building: 2,500
square feet.

Born in Greenville, North Carolina in
1939, Hurst lives and works in Rustburg, a
small town in the foothills of the Blue
Ridge Mountains, 10 miles south of
Lynchburg and 20 miles west of Ap
pomatox Court House, where Robert E.
Lee surrendered to U. S. Grant during the
Civil War.

Terraced hills in the area command fine
views of mountain, river and valley sce
nery, reaching to the Blue Ridge, 20 miles

Continued on page 59
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By Officer Fred Romero
Los Angeles Police Dept.

The secret dream of every shooter is to
find a gun that performs as advertised

for serious competition right out of the
box. Unfortunately, this usually is not the
case. Buying the gun generally is the first
step; then comes a whole list of needed
modifications and additions. Why can't
someone make a match-ready gun right off
the shelf?

Good news. If you're a .45 auto
aficionado who also engages in competi
tion, look no further. The Detonics Score
master has arrived, and it looks and shoots
every bit as good as the brochures said it
would.

The Scoremaster is ready for toe-to-toe
competition just the way it comes right out

This new semi-auto is
ready for toe-to-toe
competition, right out
of the box. And it's
expected to be seen in
the holsters of many
police officers. Cali
bers: .45 ACP and .451
Detonics Magnum.

of the box. No other modifications are
needed; everything that you would pay ex
tra for has already been included. If you
want, you can take the gun from the store
counter out to the range and use it in a
match the same day, with a clear cons
cience.

Manufactured in Seattle, Washington
by the same people responsible for the
Combat Master Series, the Scoremaster is
one of the finest examples of what a pro
duction gun should be. Touting such spe
cial features as a self-centering barrel,
dual-spring reco~l system, adjustable
match-grade sights, relieved ejection port,
extended magazine catch, beveled maga
zine well inlet, extended beavertail grip
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Officer Fred Romero fired this fine group at 25 yards, freehand. His load was a
Hensley & Gibbs bullet (#68) in front of 5.6 grains of #231.

safety, ambitextrous safety lock, and a
stainless steel finish you somehow get the
impression that Detonics is mighty serious
about this gun.

The test gun used for this story came
from the factory with three stainless steel
magazines, two extra front sight inserts
(red post and white post), and a well-made
nylon/canvas gun rug; the same package
that is available to the retail customer.

The Scoremaster is finely detailed and
closely fitted. It's also a sharp "looker;" the
dulled finish of the receiver and top of the
slide is nicely offset by the polished sides of
the slide. The trigger (adjustable for over
travel) felt clean and broke at about 3Y2
pounds. Size and weight are similar to the
Colt Government model; except for the
absence of a conventional barrel bushing,
the take-down procedure is the same as for
the ModeI1911A. Everything on the gun is
"comfortable," none of the extras seem
like an afterthought. But how does it
shoot?

SOUTHWEST PISTOL LEAGUE
Since the Scoremaster is designed for

IPSC-type shooting, we took it to the home
of the Southwest Pistol League-Wes
Thompson's Juniper Tree Range in Can
yon Country, California-for a thorough
shakedown. On hand to assist and view the
proceedings were Mickey Fowler, Mike
Dalton, and Mike Fichman of the SWPL,
and Edith Almeida of South Africa. All
were knee-deep in brass and hard at prac-
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tice, preparing for the IPSC Nationals,
when we arrived.

Benchrest results always look good on
paper, but actual hand-held results usually
prove to be more realistic. With this in
mind, I set a bullseye target up at 25 yards

for the first test. Using an IPSC major load
supplied by Fowler (H&G #68 bullet on
top of 5.6 grains of 231 powder), five shots
were fired offhand. Results were impres
sive: a 21/2 inch group just right of center.
Another target was set up at 50 yards. For

PISTOLSMITH EVALUATES leOREMASTER
By Louis .P. CiamiOo, Pistolsmith

The first in a series of tests, which com
prised our method ofevaluation of the

Scoremaster pistol, took place on the
range, where we checked for functioning
and handling.

Throughout the range test, the gun func
tioned well with no failures to feed or ex
tract and eject cases.

We checked all the recovered cases;
there was no case mouth deformation, or
any other dents or scratches, which might
be indicative of the case hitting the slide
during ejection.

The pistol, out of the box, had a length
ened and lowered ejection port, and an
extended ejector (as in the 9mm Colt
Government Model).

The gun handled well under recoil,
which can be attributed in part to the fact
that the gun seems to feel heavier toward
the front end than does the Colt Govern
ment Model.

The Detonics recoil reduction system
worked well to dampen and reduce felt
recoil. .

Sight acquisition during firing was quick
and easy, due to an excellent choice of
front and rear sights: Millett modified
ramp front and Bo-Mar BMCS rear.

The gun passed the range test with flying
colors. There were, however, some factors

that we felt could stand some improve
ment. The heavy trigger pull not only felt
heavy, but it was also inconsistent. There
was a considerable amount of creep, the
result of excessive side play in the trigger
itself. For a gun in this price range, the trig
ger should be a little more crisp, and the
weight reduced to a clean four pounds
(which, if done properly, should fe.el like
about 3 to 3th pounds).

The overall fit and finish of the pistol
was impressive. All mating parts were free
from rough areas and tool marks; it was
obvious that a definite amount of hand
polishing and finishing had been applied
in critical areas.

All parts were well finished. The atten
tion to detail, with regard to appearance of
the pistol, was one of its most outstanding
features. The pistol looked like what you
would expect a gun in its price range
($980) to look.

The second minor fault found with the
gun was first noticed on the range;

, however, since it falls into the category of
appearance, it will be mentioned here. Al
though the Bo-Mar sights are set down
into the slide, they are not quite deep
enough. Setting the sight deeper into the
slide, as well as melting it or rounding any
sharp comers, would not only improve the

appearance of the piece, it would also re
duce any chance of the sight snagging dur
ing times when a draw from under a coat
might be necessary.

DESIGN/CONSTRUCTION
The Scoremaster was obviously well

thought out in design and construction. All
parts were of excellent quality, especially
the frame which checked out right on the
money with regard to hammer and sear
pin location, hole diameter and parallel
ism of the two pins to each other.

The subject of parallelism is brought up
since this is a common shortcoming in
non-Colt Government Model frames.
Failure to maintain a parallel relationship
between the sear and hammer pin can
create enormous problems in producing a
good trigger pull by even the most skilled
mechanic.

As is our policy with all frames we take
in to accurize, we checked the Scoremaster
for hardness. The results were satisfactory:
the frame registered a hardness of 37c on
the Rockwell C scale.

The fit of the slide to the frame was quite
good, and we were only able to detect a
slight amount of movement.

The barrel was innovative in design and
did not utilize a bushing, since the diame-
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Here's a closeup of the Scoremaster showing its ambidextrous safety, combat
hammer, beavertail grip safety and rear sight. Note smooth lines.

Fleld.strlpplng Scoremaster Is simple-similar to Colt Government Mod.I .45. Not
vlslbl. h.r. are the clos. tol.ranc.s Impos.d by Detonlcs.

this distance, I used W-W factory ball
ammo. Feeling the eyes of some pretty re
nowned shooters on me, I planted the
sights rock-steady on the target using a six
o'clock hold. Five more shots were fired
and the target retrieved. All five shots were

ter of the barrel was quite large (.700 inch)
at the muzzle. The muzzle itself was
crowned with a recessed target crown, an
excellent feature.

Although the front lockup on the barrel
seemed good, in spite of the absence of the
bushing, the rear lockup was not quite
what we would have liked. By applying
downward pressure with your thumb to
the rear hood area of the barrel, you could
move the barrel a considerable amount.
Typically, movement in this area can be
detrimental to accuracy, which is par
ticularly noticeable at the longer ranges.

Standard features of the pistol, not
previously mentioned, include:
Ambidextrous thumb safety (Colt style,
not extended), extended grip safety,
Pachmayr grips and fiat mainspring hous
ing, Commander-type hammer, beveled
magazine well and extended magazine re
lease. (The release was not the button
head-type; consequently, without the but
ton to limit its movement into the frame, it
was possible to push it in and rotate it
slightly, causing the magazine release to
hang up and not retain a magazine).

The Detonics Scoremaster is a good buy,
considering the cost of having a custom
pistbl built these days. It is certainly head
and shoulders above any comparable

in the black within a 3% inch group. Not
bad for an out-of-the-box gUD.

After this opening ceremony, the Score
master was offered up for further testing by
anyone interested. The gun was quickly
grabbed from my hand and passed around

model out-of-the-box pistol currently
being sold.
Editor's note: The author, Lou Ciamillo,
owns and operates Maryland Gun Works

from shooter to shooter. For well over an
hour, many rounds were fired at a multi
tude of targets on the range. In spite of a
mixed bag of ammo in various loadings,
and a variety of different shooting styles,
there were no jams, no misfires or
malfunctions. Everyone present was im
pressed, including this dyed-in-the-wool.
revolver shooter. (Editor's note: Romero is
one of the finest revolver shots in the na
tion.)

As further evidence of the Scoremaster's
desirability as a match piece, we were sur
prised to learn that Fichman had been
using a pre-production Scoremaster in
competition all year. His gun, supplied to
him by Detonics, has been slightly modi
fied to his specifications. But other than a
few minor changes, it was the same gun we
tested for this story.

BEST DEAL AROUND
Dollar for dollar, the Detonics Score

master is the best deal around for the
combat shooter interested in serious com
petition. Almost everything that you
would order on a custom gun has been in
cluded at the factory-at about two-thirds
the price. The gun shoots and handles as
well as it looks. It's the first production
made semi-auto I've seen that I would rec
ommendfor field service by law enforcement
personnel. In the optional .451 Detonics
Magnum caliber-a beefed-up version of
the .45 ACP-the Scoremaster becomes

Continued on page 51

(26200 Frederick Road, Hyattstown, MD
20871). He is a charter member and treas
urer of the American Pistolsmiths Guild,
Inc. (L.D.)
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By James E. Fender
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Main parts, from top: slide, barrel extension / piston / gas regulator / barrel/front
rib, barrel extension block, recoil springs / guides, frame, slide lock stop,
magazine. Bolt is seen at rear of barrel extension, under slide, at top. (""'" b. Jim M.....'

~~~*:_CAM LEVER

The .45 Winchester Magnum ammuni
tion was on dealers' shelves long before the
Wildey pistol was available. This poten
tially embarrassing situation was allevi
ated when the Thompson/Center
Company of Rochester, New Hampshire
~aw the potential of the new cartridge and
began chambering its single-shot Con
tender pistol for the .45 Winchester Mag
num. Sales of the new cartridge were suffi
cient for Winchester to continue produc
tion, although only as com pleted car
tridges. Unprimed cases have never been
available, and the sale ofunprimed cases is
dependent upon the sales success of the
factory-loaded ammunition.

RESEMBLES .45 ACP CASE
Moore and Winchester both wanted an

autoloading pistol cartridge that ~ould
rival the ballistics of the .44 Remingtqn
Magnum and the .44 Auto Mag. Exter
nally, the .45 Winchester Magnum resem
bles the .45 ACP case lengthened .300 of
an inch. The case head has been consider
ably reinforced in the web to withstand the
additional pressures generated by the car
tridge, and the extraction groove has been
al tered significantly. It is possible to reload
the .45 Winchester Magnum using stan
dard .45 ACP dies, but I cannot
recommend the practice since inadequate
resizing of the fired, case results. The .45
Winchester Magnum also requires a dif
ferent shell holder than the .45 ACP.

Moore had his cartridge-the .45
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introduced the .45 and 9mm Winchester
Magnum cartridges. It was no small feat to
convince a major manufacturer of am
munition to produce cartridges before the
pistols for which they were designed be
came available, Winchester did market the
.45 Winchester Magnum in quantity;
however, the 9mm Winchester Magnum
has never been officially offered for sale.

SLIDE LOCK STOP

Cam lever engages / disengages
the hammer block for single
and double-action modes. Ad
;ustable gas regulator deter
mines volume ofgas for reliable
functioning of light, medium or
heavy loads. Ii is based on the
same pr;ncipie as the gas reg
!Jlators used on such rifles as the
FN/FAL and theMJ4.1f shots re
sult in s~rt recoil, open regulator.

G etting the Wildey gas-operated, semi
automatic pistol into production has

been a frustrating experience for Wildey J.
(Will) Moore and the financial backers of
the Wildey Firearms Company.

Moore first conceived the idea of a gas
operated, semiautomatic pistol in 1971,
when he was employed by the Swedish
gunmaking firm of Carl Gustav/FFV and
saw some crude prototypes developed sev
eral years earlier for a military project.

The Swedish prototypes were basically
concept models with a great deal of de
velopmental work yet to be done. Carl
Gustav/FFV was not interested in further
developing the concept, but Moore saw
promise in the idea and was free to con
tribute his efforts to enhance what patent
attorneys term "the existing state of the
art" in gas-operated, semiautomatic
pistols.

Moore did not perfect a totally reliable
gas system, although he did make a num
ber of improvements to the basic design.
He exhibited the improved design to sev
eral firearms manufacturers, but the
degree of interest that would justify an ex
isting company's producing the pistol
commerr;ially did not exist.

In 1975, after he had obtained a U.S.
patent incorporating his improved gas sys
tem, Moore established his own company
to produce and market the pistol he had
named for himself. He would spend the
next seven years demonstrating to skeptics
that a gas-operated handgun was feasible,
and solving, the innumberable headaches
entailed in getting the pistol into produc
tion.

Moore had been a sales representative
for Winchester for about 12 years; on the
strength ofhis prpmise to have his pistol on
the market by the late 1970s, Winchester
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* This is my favorite bullet/powder combination for the .44 Remington Magnum.
In my Ruger Super Blackhawk, with a 711z inch barrel, it i;ves velocities of around
1,350 Cps. (J.E.E)

Velocity
1,367

GAS SYSTEM FOULING
Depending upon the types of powder.

used, fouling can build up rapidly in the
gas system; a thorough cleaning of this
fouling buildup requires removing the gas
regulator from the barrel. To do this means
unscrewing three screws holding the front
sight rib to the barrel and pushing out the
rib. posts, which are loosely fitted into cuts
milled i.nto the top of the barrel. One has to
be careful not to lose the plunger spring
and plunger, and getting the rib posts to
stay in place within their slots, while jock
eying the sight rib into position so the
screw holes match up with the rib posts, is
an operation requiring three hands. Strip
ping, cleaning and reassembling the
Wildey takes at least twice as long as simi
lar operations for the Colt .45 Government
Model.

I obtained several hundred rounds of.45
Winchester Magnum ammunition in 1979,
against the day I could purchase a Wildey,
and also bought the necessary RCBS dies
and shell holder.

Before shooting the factory ammo, I
pulled the bullets from three cases and
weighed the charges. The powder is Infal
lible, a flake-type proprietary Winchester
Western powder not available to
handloaders. The powder bulked up fairly
well inside the case, but I was surprised to
see that the charges averaged only 14.1
grains. With empty cases of my own, hav-

Continued on page 60

of gas striking the piston and affects func
tioning. Once this particular problem has
been diagnosed, however, it is easy enough
to remove the front sight rib and stone any
burrs confining the plunger.

Sierra Blue Dot 20 CCI350 1,416
185-gr.

Hornady Blue Dot 20 CCI350 1,362
200-gr.

Speer WoW 296 24 CCI350 1,270
200-gr.

Sierra WoW 296 25 CCI350 1,351
185-gr.

•Sierra WoW 296 22 CCI350 1,216
240-gr.

Winchester-Western factory ammunition 1,280
(230-gr. RN with 14.1 grs. of Infallible)

VELOCITY TEST RESULTS
Wildey .45 Winchester Magnum serial # 1080, eight-inch barrel. Velocities obtained
on an Oehler Model 33 chronograph, 10 feet from muzzle.

Bullet Powder Grains Primer
Sierra Blue Dot 18 CCI 350
240-gr.

chronograph work that sharp edge really
bites. The frame is adequately contoured
to fit the right hand and perhaps a little
trimming with a Dremel tool will smooth
that edge for any left-hander who finds it
objectionable. But not much metal can be
removed, since the lock work is housed in a
cavity immediately above this sharp edge.

The Wildey magazine has a sharp lip on
the bottom and many shooters probably
are going to grind down, or pad, that edge
in some way since slapping a magazine to
insure it locks into the magazine well is one
good way to skin your palms. The lip can't
be ground down too much, because the
shooter has to use it to pull the magazine
from the magazine well. The magazine re
lease is at the bottom of the frame and
magazines must be withdrawn; they will
not fall free when empty.

Moore worked hard to keep the weight
of a loaded Wildey, with a lO-inch barrel,
below four pounds so it would qualify as a
production gun in IHMSA (International
Hangun Metallic Silhouette Association)
competition. Weight and cost considera
tions led to the use oflight alloys for parts
such as hammers and sight ribs. These al
loys may not stand up in normal use, and
both hammer and rear sight rib on my gun
broke while I was testing the pistol.

The gas regulator retention plunger,
which meshes into detent notches in the
gas regulator, is spring-loaded and housed
in the underside of the front sight rib. The
rib alloy is rather soft, and if the gas reg
ulator is screwed up tightly against the rib
the sides of the plunger cavity can be
squeezed inward, seizing the plunger and
allowing the gas regulator to rotate freely
around the barrel. This varies the amount

Winchester Magnum-but production
difficulties plagued the Wildey Firearms
Company, and scheduled introduction
dates slipped further and further behind.
The pistol's components were manufac
tured almost entirely by sub-contractors,
with quality control, final assembly and
testing conducted at Wildey's Cheshire,
Connecticut facility.

The company experienced considerable
difficulty in quality control, vendor delays
and design changes to facilitate manufac
ture. But Moore persisted, and the first
production gas-operated, semiautomatic
became a fact. Unfortunately, the net
effect of all the delays and uncontrolled
cost growths has been to inflate the price
greatly-with suggested retail of the first
production guns set at a whopping $1,200.
This is four times the projected cost in
1977, and double the company's suggested
mid-1982 retail price of $600.

The Wildey pistol looks complicated
and, in many respects, it is, although it is
actually mechanically straightforward.
The patented gas system consists of six
evenly-spaced small holes drilled through
the breech end of the barrel, an inch or so
in front of the point where the rifling be
gins. Gas generated by burning powder
bleeds through the holes into an adjustable
cavity formed by a sleeve, or gas regulator,
surrounding the barrel. This adjustable
cavity contains the gas momentarily, then
the expanding gas drives an annular short
stroke piston rearward against the slide.
The kinetic energy or the driving piston ac-

I celerates the slide backward; after a short
"dwell" travel, a cam groove in the under
side of the slide first rotates the cylindrical
bolt to unlock it, then carries the bolt rear
ward to extract, eject and cock the ham
mer. Twin recoil springs compressed by the
slide's rearward travel drive the slide for
ward to feed, chamber and lock. The gas
regulator, or sleeve, is adjusted by rotating
it around the barrel to enlarge or decrease
the gas chamber dimensions. Such ad
justability permits the shooter to regulate
the volume of gas for reliable functioning
oflight, medium or heavy loads, and is the
same principle as the gas regulators used
on rifles such as the FN/FAL and the M14.

FRAME SIZE
The huge firearm presents a problem for

people with small hands, as well as some
left-handers. Moore told me the frame size
was dictated by a decision to have a stag
gered magazine column for the 9mm
Winchester Magnum, and to have only
one frame size for both .45 and 9mm
Winchester magnums.

The Wildey's frame has a sharp edge on
the right rear, just at the point where the
web of a left handed shooter's hand grasps
the pistol. This sharp edge is just low
enough to bite into the web of the hand
when firing from the port side. I don't
know if others will experience this same
problem; it diminishes for me when shoot
ing from the standing position, but when
firing over sandbags for accuracy and
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IJ~I
JOHN

SPILBORGHS

P. O. BOX 40529
SANTA BARBARA

CA,93103-1529

SEND /100 FOR INFORMATION AND SA 10 PICTURE

VAN RIPER
CUSTOM HANDLOADS

(0hl0 ghootehs guppQy - -'I_'_"L_*. J

7532 Tyler Blvd., Mentor, Ohio 44060
1-216-953-8354

HARD CAST LEAD BULLETS-
SIZED & LUBED

9MM 120 GR. TFP . $27.50
30 CAL. 115 GR. SPITZER 27,50
38 CAL. 148 CR. WC. 28,50
38 CAL. 148 GR. DEWC 28.50
38 CAL. 158 GR. RN 29.50
38 CAL. 158 GR. SWC .29.50
38 CAL. 180 GR. FP 31.50
41 CAL. 210 GR. SWC 36.50
44 CAL. 225 GR. SWC 36.50
44 CAL. 240 GR. SWC 37.50
44 CAL. 240 GR. rEP 37.50
45 CAL. 185 GR. WC 31.50
45 CAL. 200 GR. SWC 32.50
45 CAL. 230 GR. RN 36.50
45 CAL. 255 GR. SWC 37.50

0.5.5. "COPPER·CLAD" BULLETS
9MM 120 GR. TFP . 35.50
38 CAL. 158 GR. SWC 40.50
38 CAL. 180 GR. FP 43.50
44 CAL. 240 GR. SWC 50.50
44 CAL. 240 GR. rEp. 50,50
45 CAL. 230 GR. RN 47.50

All prices per 1000-AII bullets bulk pocked 500 to 0 box.
Speciol wox type lubricont- # 2 Alloy

ALL ORDERS SHIPPED FREIGHT COLLECT AIID MUST BE ACCOMPANIED
BY F,F,L. QUALITY GUARANTEED DR YOUR MDNEY REFUNDED, DEALER

INQUIRIES INVITED.

.32 Long 9mm Para .38 Super
.38 Special .357 Magnum
.44-40 WCF .44 Special

.44 Magnum .45 ACP & AR
.451 Detonics Magnum .45 Colt

Quality loads for your fine handguns careful
ly assembled on Star equipment featuring ac
tual H&G hand-cast or Sierra Jacketed
Hollow Cavity bullets. This factory new
custom ammunition is designed for target.
hunting, and self preservation, and is well
tested in the forests of northern New Mex
ico. Dealers, Law Enforcement, and Shooters
send for list of specs and prices.

VAN RIPER AMMUNITION CO.
(505)758-3891 Carson, N.M. 87517

(505)758-9821 Ship & Receive:
Governor Bent House, Taos, NM 87571

INFO 'QUICKIE'
The first Colt cartridge revolver was

the Model 1872. It was not a solid frame
type, and did not have a topstrap. .

SPECIFICATIONS
Manufacturer: Detonics Manufactur
ing Corporation, 2500 Seattle Tower,
Third and University, Seattle, WA
98101.
Caliber: .45 ACP and .451 Detonics
Magnum.
Magazine capacity: 7 rounds; 8-round
magazine optional.
Barrel: 6-inch .451 Detonics Magnum;
five- or six-inch, .45 ACP. All barrels
are heavy match grade.
Weight: 4I ounces.
Dimensions: 51,4 inches high, 8% inches
long.
Sights: Low profile, full adjustable Bo
Mar rear sight;, serrated ramp front
sight, with interchangeable red or white
front sight post.
Grips: Pachmayr rubber wrap-around.
Features: Combat dual-spring recoil
system, self-centering barrel, advanced
ignition system, close-tolerance re
ceiver, slide and barrel (N ational
Match or better), match trigger with
overtravel adjustment, extended maga
zine catch, relieved ejection port, bev
elt:d slide stop, beveled magazine well
inlet, extended beavertail grip safety,
ambidextrous safety lock, full-loop ser
rated hammer, all stainless steel.
Options: Eight-round Super Combat
Magazine..

'Price: $985 (suggested retail).

even more intriguing for policework. The
dual-spring system utilized by Detonics
makes this gun a real treat to shoot, and
the extra front sight posts offered gives the
shooter every advantage in choosing the
right sight combination, without any addi
tional cost.

The only suggestions I would recom
mend to make the gun a bit better would
be the addition of a "squared-off" front
trigger guard (for the popular IPSC style
two-hand hold), and the option of factory
installed magazine "bumper-pads." Con
sidering what the Scoremaster comes with,
these are minor changes, easily made.

At the time of this writing, supplies are
somewhat limited; but the factory assures
us more of these guns will be made avail
able shortly. There is no doubt that as soon
as the word gets out, more and more Score
masters will be seen on the line in the
hands of knowledgeable shooters; also in
the holsters of a growing number~
of police officers. '"'

SCOREMASTER
Continuedfrom page 47

• Target, Police and Combat patented sights and full length •i rib sights for the competitive shooter. •
NEW COMBAT SERVICEI Your slide milled deeply for a

• BMCS BO-MAR rear installation $39.50. Sights extra. •

i BO.MAR •
• World's Fln8st Handgun Sights •
• at affordable prices Serrated blade ~ •
• Route 12, Box 405 Longview, TX 75605 214-759-4784 •

Send stamped self-addressed envelope for catalog

••••••••••••••••

YOU CAN BE AN EXPERT

I GUNSMITH IN LESS THAN
SIX MONTHSI STARr NOW AND EARN YOUR DIPLOMA

AT HOME IN YOUR SPARE TIME.
lOUR FAMOUS STAFF OF EXPERTS WILL TEACH YOU:

I
.BASIC/MASTER GUN REPAIR' CUSTOMIZING' CHOKES
• ACCURIZING • BLUEING' SPORTERIZING • SCOPES
• BALLISTICS SECRETS' HOW TO BUY WHOLESALE

I .RELOADING FOR PiSTOL AND RIFLE' SHOTGUNS
• HOW TO GET YOUR FEDERAL FIREARMS LICENSE

I PLUS MUCH MORE!
'PROVEN METHODS-CHARTS-EXPLODED VIEWS

I ACCREDITED & APPROVED BY STATE & NATIONAL
AGENCIES & BY THE VA. FOR GI BENEFITS

I OVER 40,000 STUDENTS SINCE 1946
MAIL TODAY OR CALL 16(2) 99Q.83461- - - ~ -pj8aseRuoouiiTriio <;;ho;TCa;t;;omea profesl

I
slonal gunsmith the QUICK, easy home study way. I
No obligation. No salesman will call.

I NAME AGE --I
ADDRESS _

I CITY· STATE -- ZIP --I
. MODERN GUN REPAIR SCHOOL DEPT, CG34

I • 2538 N, 8TH ST•• PHOENIX. ARIZONA 85008 I..._----------
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SUAW'S PRODUCTS and School
PRO SIlOOTERS CASE

STEYR MODEL GB
Continued from page 43

one on the front, for quick low-light leveJ
alignment. The dots are reportedly lumi
nous, but my eyes didn't pick them up well
in the dark, even after holding the gun un
der a high-intensity lamp. Steyr might ex
plore some of the better chemicals avail
able, because the basic concept is
excellent. '

HIGH MARKS FOR GB
Operation of the Steyr G B is referred to

as "gas-delayed." The bullet \las already
left the barrel by the time the action un
locks, and the slide recoils to perform its
functions; extraction', ejection and cham
bering a fresh round from the magazine.

I was impressed with this gun before I
ever got it out to the range for test and
evaluation. It)ooked good. It certainly felt
good. Its technology was state-of-the-art,
and it was made by people who have found
a way to mass-produce Old World crafts-

AMERICAN HANDGUNNER . MARCHI APRIL 1984

'A NATURAL POINTER'
While the grips are dull black in color

and made of high-impact plastic, the rest
of the gun-except the trigger guard-is
steeL Its finish is best described as "black
crinkled" and looks so great on a combat
piece, I wonder why no one has used it
before. The sides of the slide are of high
polish blue. The trigger guard is perfect for
a two-hand combat hold. Grip angle is 17
degrees-a natural pointer.

There is no safety lever. A double-action
does not need one, since it can be carried
safely with hammer down on a loaded
chamber. The critical controls-de-cocking
lever, slide lock/release and magazine
release-are all right where they belong,
within easy reach of the right-hand thumb.
They could not be better positioned for
right-handed shooters.

If you happen to be a lefty, I suggest you
learn to shoot right-handed; the pistol is
that desirable. I would not presume to say
that were it not for the fact that I am a lefty
who taught myself to shoot right-handed
before the invention of ambidextrous safe
ties for the Colt autoloaders. Conse
quently, when a situation or match calls for
left-hand shooting, I am 'way ahead.

The take-down lever is on the right side
of the pistol and permits disassembly in
only a few seconds.

The barrel is fixed, non-recoiling, and is
the cold hammer-forged polygonal type,
which lacks the sharp shoulders ofconven
tional rifling. This type is easier to clean,
since leading' is almost non-existent.

KTW, Arcane or American Bflllistic Co.
armor-piercing bullets should never be
fired in polygonal barrels. If you want to
punch body armor, other bullet options ex
ist. I will not discuss them outside of police
circles.

Tapes
Also Available

Video Training Tapes
John Shaws' "Techniques
of Combat Shooting" 50
min., $61.95.
John Shaws' "Combat
Shotgun Shooting" 30
min., $51.95

Please specify Beta or VHS

• Classes limited to eight people.
• All instruction by John Shaw.
• 4-day complete course pistol and

shotgun.
• Write for further details.

• Ambidextrous firing pin block safety
• Snag·free hammer
• 5'/," long; 4" high

School
Classes Now Forming at Mid
South Institute of Self-Defense
Shooting (MISS)

A. 9 Separate Compartments.
B. Two Removable 16" x 9" full pad

ded/zippered pouches for your
guns.

C. Made from durable Dupont Cor
dua nylon - Test weighted at 300
Ibs.

D. Size 18" L, 12" W, 12" H, 
3'/2 lbs. Color - Black only.

• Stilinless steel construction
for superior corrosion resistance

• Recessed fixed sights

THE DETONICS POCKET 9m
The World's Smallest Double-Action 9mm

Parabellum Automatic

$71.95
A Must For The All Around Shooter

A 26 OUNCE HANDFUL OF 9x19 POWER,

For further information on DETONICS' newest product, the Pocket 9TM, 9x19,

coAntact_your dealer or; DETONICS MANUFACTURING CORrORATION
a Subsidiary of Energy Sciences Corporation

2500 Seattle Tower. Seattle. WA 98101
D.ETON\C,S (206) 747·2100

$10.95 - paperback

$15.95 - Limited

The Book You Can't edition, autographed,
Afford to Miss! numbered, hardcover.

The complete guide to combat
pistol, shotgun & rifle shooting.

Send All Orders and Inquiries To:

Mid South Institute of Self-Defense Shooting
503 Stonewall
Memphis, TN 38112 (901) 725-1450

AN
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SOLID
BRASS

iOO
PIECE

MINIMUM

--~

11043-C Oroville Hwy. .'
Marysville, Calif. 95901 ,
Phone: (918) 742-15257

$11.75

NO
DIE
OR

ART
FEES
(801)

377',1583

VISA-

Free catalpg. German &
other militaria-helmets,
daggers. badges, arm·
bands. etc. (Dealers
please InqUire.)

.MILITARIA INTERNATIONAL
P.O. BOX 5551

CONCORD, CA 94524

Send decal Of letterhead to:PO box 1276-rrovo UT-S4603

357·DREADNAUGHT
Convert your S&W 27-28

Ruger Blackhawk & T.C. Blls.
Ballistically Equal to 357 Max.

COMPLETE GUNSMITH SERVICE
SAIN & DAVIS
307 E. Valley

San Gabriel CA 91776

12GAUGE STEBL LID
14GAUGE STBEL BOX

RUGGED ~EAVY·DUTY CAM LOCK
An affordable hidden storage box 'or your valuables:

HANDGUNS- MONEY -JEWELRY -CREDIT CARDS -

PACKMULEPRODUCTS

THE LEWIS LEAD REMOVER
SATISFACTION _ '
GUARANTEED

~ GUN SPECIALTIES INC.
~ College Park. Georgia P.O. Box 31

Revolver Cleaning Kit. Removes leading from Forcing
Cone. Cylinder, and Barrel. Available in either 38-41-44-45
cal. Brass cloth patches (Pk. 10) $2.30. Order direct or from
your dealer. Check or Money Order.

INFO 'QUICKIE'
The Beaumont 'revolver, made in

Great Britain in 1855, represented a
major advancement in lock work. It
was the first wheelgun that could be
fired both single- and double-action.

manship. I did not expect it to fail.
Without benefit of any break-in period,

I struggled to load the magazine with 18
rounds of the most diverse mixture of9mm
bullet types and loads possible-every
thing from stubby Super-Vels to uniden
tifiable foreign G I surpl us and much
in-between. No two of them were entirely
alike. I casually aimed the gun at a can
floating in the middle of my ranch pond,
about 50 yards away, and emptied the gun
in about four seconds. I have nQ idea under
which geyser the can sank, but the impor
tant thing is the gun never missed a bUrD. I
believe it would have fed empty cases,
without a bobble.

My next magazine contained 15 rounds
of Federal's 9mm 123-grain Me. In case
yoti are won<iering why only 15 rounds in
an 18-round magazine I'll admit that load
ing a full charge into the magazine is work.
I planned on doing a lot of shooting, so
made it easy on myself. Were I carrying the
gun on-duty, the magazines would be fully
loaded.

SUPER ACCURATE
With the Federal load I took up position

at 25 yards, assumed the Weaver stance
and emptied the magazine in about five
seconds. The IS-shot group measured ex
actly four inches and was dead-on point of
aim. Not bad for a guy who is beginning to
have a hard time reading license plates at
50 paces. Imagine what you could do!

Is the gun capable of "pin-point"
accuracy? You bet it is. Taking my time
with slow fire, five-shot strings (there are
three of them in a partly-loaded maga
zine), I was able to deliver groups under
one inch at 25 yards, and 2Y2 inches at 50
yards. It performed equally well with
every brand and bullet type tried, which is
highly unusual.

I have never before tested a gun with
which I couldn't find a modest fault or two.
Right now, I am holding the Steyr and ask
ing myself, "What's wrong with it?"
Nothing. Admittedly, I have not put the
gun through a "torture test," but then I
have never tortured a gun, routinely: .

I tend to fault the 9mm (9xI9) as being
an inferior combat cartridge; but with 19
rounds of ammo in the gun, virtually no
perceived recoil and the ability to dump
multiple shots in a torso in less than a sec
ond, I must pass in the negative comments
department.

Steyr-Daimler-Puch has produced a
perfect handgun for police/military use.

For more information, write Steyr, POB
6607 (Dept. AH), Birmingham, AL 35210
and ask for a free copy of ....
its brochure on the gun. ~

DEALER
INQUIRIES INVITED

eSTB.. 1976

ACCURATE
PLATING

& WEAPONRY
IHC.

- *,'''-:.-...., .
........~~~···:..4· .

';~:' -""'~~:
·~~·'···~"'11~"~-:.-......

1937 CALUMET ST.
CLEARWATER~ Fl.33515

Phone 813-733- v923
.. Accompli_h." wlth HHd .c!HOme ptaling.Wean like

Stainless. Hard liS Stalnle$1l.

SEND SAS.E FOR PRICE LIST-DEALERS INC. FFL

WE PLAn MOST ALUMINUM
"L1.0YS

OMBAT AND IPse SHOOTER
Extended Magazine Re·
lease Assembly for Colt .'45
type Autos. Replaces exist·
ing release. No drilling and
tapping. Available as a com
plete unit for $19.95 Dr just
the enlarged button and
screw for $9.95. Enlarged
button & screw comes in
blue or stainless. Replace·
ment catch comes in blue.
Nitex $4.00 extra.
Bianchi Holsters: Chapman #50/ In1'l #52. . .. 41.00
Bianchi 6·9 Bellar G. Davis #114 Belt 24.00
G. Davis Holsters: Realist #1145 or Usher #1045 67.00
G. Davis Holsler: California Challenger # 12,450 137.00
G. Davis Holster: Usher Lowcut # 10450 . 72.00
G. Davis Holster: Phoenix Special #11450 . 72.00
G. Davis Double .45 Mag Pouch. 21.00.. .. Single 13.00
Blocker Holsters: 151 or Fowler Speedmaster 69.95

(X-Draw/Strong side/5" or 6" BbI) (Basketweave add 10.00)
Blocker Double .45 Mag Pouch: Slant or Straighi .. 28.95
Blocker 151 Belt .. 28.95
Blocker 151 Belts or Double Mag Pouches in Basketweave . 35.95
Rogers/Plaxco World Speed Holster (5" /6" BbI) . 46.00
Rogers Hackathom Combat/Revolver/Compensator Model 46.00
Wilson Shok·Buff Kit (Gov't or Commander) 5.50
Wilson Shok-Buff Washers 1.00
Wilson Extended Ejector. . 18.95
Wilson Commander Hammer . 16.95
Wilson Trigger . 14.95
Wilson Beavertail Grip safety (Blue or Stainless) . 18.95
Wilson/Rogers or Pachmayr Competition .45 Magazine. 20.50
Devel 8 Round Magazine for .45 Auto. . 17.95
Devel8 Round Magazine Conversion Kit for .45 Auto . . 6.50
Breskovich Advantage Grip System for .45 Auto. 39.00
Breskovich Advantage Recoil System for .45 . 80.00
Colt 0( King Drop-in Wide Grip Safety (blue/stainless) 25.00
-<ing Extended Combat Safety (blue/stainless) 18.50
Swenson Ambidextrous Safety for .45 . 40.00
'Swensight" for .45 Auto . ~.95

John Shaw Pro Shooters Bag . 69.95
·'You Can't Miss" by John Shaw (2nd. Edition) . . 8.95
"Ufe Without Fear" by Mickey Fowler & Mike Dalton. . 9.25
Magazine Slam Pads: Black checkered neoprene. . .. 1.00
Quickloader Magazine Well . . . 6.00

BLUING-NI CKEL
HARD CHROME-GOLD

.45 CUSTOMIZING
COMPLETE GUN SMITHING

"STAINLESS - STEEL"
FINISH ~

DONALD K. JUDD. INC.

TARGET/COMBAT PISTOLSMITHING THE 45 ACP

GUARANTEED ACCURACY AND PERFORMANCE
COLT .•• S&W •.. RUGER

LONG SASE FOR DESCRIPTIVE PRICE LIST
P.O. BOX 50366 915·694·1766
MIDLAND. TEXAS 79710 NRA LIFE MEMBER

ALL ITEMS IN STOCK!

MASTERCARDIVISA ORDERS ACCEPTED!
Give number & Expiration Date

Phone orders Mon.·Fri. 4·10 PM EST
Jim 716·672-4218 Mike 716-627·3762

FREE SHIPPING ON ALL ORDERS
NYS Residents add 7% Sales Tax

Send for FREE CATALOGUE

DON JUDD 45 ACCURACY JOBS
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Rogers

Davis

El Paso
Mike Plaxco

Ross Carter

John Shaw

Rick Castelow
Tom Campbell
Ross Seyfried
John Dixon
Brian Enos

Rob Leatham Wilson
Accu-Comp.
Wilson
Accu-Comp.
Plaxco
Compensator
Wilson
Accu-Comp. Rogers
Pachmayr Special Blocker
S & W Prototype Rogers
Pachmayr Special Sparks
Clark piil gun. Davis
Wilson
Accu-Comp. Davis

Mike Dalton Clark pin gun. Blocker
Editor's Note: All were Colt 4S autos,
except Campbell's gun.

GUNS I HOLSTERS
OF THE TOP 10

ground-level window to engage the final
targets to stop the time.

GAP CLOSES
The situation was now really up in the

air as Leatham's knee did slow him down
considerably on the course. He missed a
shot, which gave him a low score on this
event. Tom Campbell flew through the
course in just under 30 seconds to win the
event. Plaxco, Shaw, Carter and Castelow
all took advantage of the situation by post
ing good scores to close some of the gap
Leatham had enjoyed.

The Son of Colorado course consists of
five targets and a stop plate. The targets
are placed at 5, 7, 15 and 20 meters, and a
6-inch stop plate at 10 meters. All were sur
rounded by "no-shoot" targets, with as lit
tle as one-third of the shoot target show
ing. This is another of those highly intim
idating matches in which many good shoo
ters met disaster.

Castelow faced the challenge and fired a
score that gave him a win in this event.

WORLD SHOOT
Continuedfrom page 35

The final contest of the basic ten, Slam
min'Doors, required the shooter to begin
seated at a table with his pistol on the top.
At the start signal, he burst through the
first door and fired two shots at two targets
while on the move. He then raced to the
next doorway, burst through it and fired
two more shots at a moving target 15
meters downrange and a stop plate. The
tricky part about this match was the fact
that three seconds after the start signal was
given, the moving target started its run and
was visible for only 'four seconds.

MAN-AGAINST-MAN
This one was: won by Rick Blyfield of

Kansas. Strong performances were posted
by Plaxco, Shaw, Carter and Castelow, en-

AMERICAN HANDGUNNER· MARCH/APRIL 1984

annual update service ,

• OBJECTIVE. COMPLETE •

"A very professional, detailed and impartial analysis
by a top graduate of all of the 'Big Four' schools!"

Only $7.95 plus $2.00 postage & handling

SEND NAME & ADDRESS WITH CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO:

PERSONAL DEFENSE FOUNDATION
BOX 30-V, ALBANY, NY 12260

120 pages, illustrated

t '., "

DeSantis manufactures a complete line of hol$$ers and
accessories, creatively designed to fill the specific

needs of gun 'enthusiasts and law enforcement persopnel.
'~ Available at your favorite Firearms or Sporting Goods Store,£ ~ or mail $2 for catalog, Dealer inquiries invited,

IY,...l.Z'~ HOLSTER & LEATHER GOODS Dept. AH·403aI. .1.~ ""55 JERICHO TURNPIKE· MINEOLA, NY 11501· 516-742·7900
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MASSAD F. AYOOB'S
•••• THE GRAVEST EXTREME"

plus $1.50 postage and handling

----GRAVEST EXTREME P.O. Box 122. Concord, N.H. 03301----

1Please check one: 1
10 Check or Money Order· $9.45 I
10 Charge my MC No. I

Name
Exp. date --------- I10 Charge my VISA No. Street I
Exp. date City I

II Bank on which account is drawn: S Z' Itate _Ip, _L J

abling them to set their positions in the
final standings.

The final day of the contest featured the
traditional man-against-man shootoff.
Duplicate sets of knock-down steel targets
were set up for both competitors. At the
start signal, both engaged the targets; the
first man to knock down all his targets and
hit his stop plate won a point. The first one
to win two out of three points then ad
vanced to meet other challengers. It went
on until only one shooter was unbeaten; at
that point, he became the winner of the
shootoff.

John Dixon of Texas was shooting ex
tremely well. So was Ross Seyfried of Col
orado. But when it came down to the Wire,
Shaw was just too hot to handle. During
most of the shootoff, recorded fast times
were between 4.8 and 5.2 seconds. Shaw
started shooting consistently in the mid 4's
and no one could stay with him. He was
hot. But Leatham held off a strong charge
by Shaw and Plaxco and went on to win
the 1983 World Championship, ~
at the age of 22. ~

Short barrel airgun
reduces shot time

Beeman's FWB 65MKI spring-piston
air pistol is now available in a short
barrel version, called the FWB 65MKII.

Many top shooters say the short barrel
pistol feels and handles better than the
long barrel model arid reduces shot time
(the time the pellet remains in the barrel
after the trigger is released).

Both the long and short barrel models
are the only air pistols that can instantly
switch from a recoilless match pistol to
one that is ideal for training purposes.

The MKII's patented "ride-the-rails"
recoilless mechanism has a 17.6 ounce
(500 grams) trigger pull. When a shooter
wants to practice his shooting skills, he
simply blocks the recoilless mechanism
to simulate recoil and sets the trigger
pull to a standard 39-ounce pull.

With two mainsprings for power, the
MKII produces a velocity of 525 fps.

A single, light stroke of the side lever
cocks and readies the pistol for firing.

The MKII is available in right- and
left-hand modes, with both adjustable
and standard grips.

Suggested retail prices range from
$495 to $585.

For more information, write to
Beeman Precision Arms, Inc.,
47 Paul Drive (Dept. AH),
San Rafael, CA 94903.

INFO 'QUICKIE'
The Colt Army revolver Model 1892

was the first wheelgun with a solid
frame, swing-out cylinder. The .38
Long Colt (pre-.38 Special) fired six
rounds, double-action. A modified ver
sion (1894) was used in the Spanish
American War and later in the Philip
pine Insurrection.
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ALPHA PRECISION, INC.
. CUSTOM

COMPETITION
HANDGUNS

PPC, IPSC, DUTY, TARGET,
SILHOUETTE AND SPORT

• COMPETITIVE PRICES· OVER 20 YEARS EXPERI
ENCE· PROFESSIONAL CRAFTSMANSHIp· ALL

WORK TESTED AND GUARANTEED
SEND $2.00 (REFUNDABLE) FOR INFORMATION:

ALPHA PRECISION, INC. Dept. 01
1231 Sunderland Ct., Atlanta, Georgia 30319

(404) 458-0477

SECOND AMENDMENT FOUNDATION calls It "Must
reading for anyone who keeps a firearm for self
defense." "Should be a mandatory purchase for
anyone buying a gun." (Shooting Industry
Magazine). "One of a kind." (LAW & ORDER). "17
chapters of streetwlse Information that every gun
owner needs. Ayoob pulls no punchesl" (GUNS
Magazine). "I learned more about use of deadly
force from this book than I did in law school."
(Practicing attorney) .
This book teaches YOU how to use deadly force
without being ravaged by a ciminal lustice system
that often seems to favor the lawless over the law·
abiding.

$7.95
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PAPER MOONS
Continuedfrom page 39

cQuntable abstracts.
Perhaps the most recognizable reason

for the decline on the shooting sports is the
"guns-are-bad" image. The growth of
every endeavor is dependent upon getting
young people interested. The next time
you attend a PTA meeting, propose that
your school institute a shooting program;
the reaction you get will provide at least
one answer to the question, "Why are the
shooting SP9rts not growing?"

All other reasons are just as valid, but
not as easily verified: the loss of places to
shoot; the anti-hunting push brought
about by the so-called Friends ofAnimals
and other pseudo-conservationists; the
high cost of equipment; and the state, local
and federal restrictions placed on the pur
chase and ownership of sporting firearms.

PAPER MOONS/PAPER TIGERS
The shooting sports do receive frequent

me'dia attention, but only in the firearms
and outdoor press. The activities of shoo
ters' are but a paper moon, hanging out of
sight of the people. We are-and have been
for many years-talking to ourselves;
patting ourselves on the back for our ac-
complishments, and complaining within
our own ranks when we suffer a legislative
setback. Such internal communication
does little to promote our growth, and
recognition.

The paper moon must be illuminated
for all to see; it must shine down among all
people with a truth that is evident to us;
and not hidden by a blanket of silence em
anating from the offices of radio, TV and
newspapers throughout the nation.

The media likes to talk about the "gun
lobby;' usually zeroing-in on the National
Rifle Association and its more than two
million member. There are many other or
ganizations on the federal, state and local
levels active in pro-gun work. It would be
foolish to say that their efforts are ineffec
tive, for no one can tell what the state of
the shooting sports would be without
them. The legislative efforts of the NRA,
the pro-hunting efforts of the National
Shooting Sports Foundation, and other
such endeavors are appreciated and do
much to further our objectives.

The membership of these pro-gun orga
nizations number in the millions, yet look
ing realistically at the effect they have had
on the major problem of the shooting
sports-improving their image to the
general public-makes them appear to be
paper tigers; the credit they get for being
the "powerful gun lobby" far exceeds the
potential power of their combined
numbers. "

There is no question that organizations
such as the NRA must exist, yet the fact
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compact Unit: Aluminum canister
designed to withstand years of use
contains 40 grams of silica gel. For
individual gun and camera cases,
tackle boxes, silver drawers etc.
Protects 3 cubic feet of enclosed
space. When monitor "window"
turns pink, unit can be easily re
activated in any oven.
$4.95 postpaid.

International Shootist Inc.
P.O. Box 5254
Mission Hills, California 91345
Ph. (213) 891-1723

____ STATE __ ZIP

TED BLOCKER'S CUSTOM HOLSTERS
PROUDLY INTRODUCES ...

2000 Gram Canister: This heavy
duty, self-contained unit lasts a life·
time. Reactivates indefinitely. Only
4" x 16", yet can protect 144 cubic
feet of enclosed space. Used on HYDROSORBENT WILL PROTECT:
naval vessels. Ideal for camper- Electronics Power Tools
trailer, large closets, darkroom, Guns Lab.lnstr.
gunroom, workshop. Steel con- Optical Equip. Film. Slides
struction with precision-cut side Cameras Clothing. Leather
breathers to silica gel within. Medicine Documents
Built-in indicator signals when unit Silver Etc, etc.

should be reacti- 1----------------
vated. (Reactivates I To; Hydrosorbent co..' Box 675, Rye, N.Y. 10580~
eaSily I". any oven.) Please send postpaid' Z
ThiS unit can pre- I 360 Gram Units $ 8.50 each
vent thousands of ,- .
dollars of damage - Compact Units $ 4.95 each (NY ReSidents add I
due to rust, damp- 1_ 2000 Gram Units $37.50 each 5% sales tax)
ness and mildew. I Please Print TOTAL ENCLOSED $ __ I,
A lifetime of pro· ,
tection. I NAM E I

$37.50 postpaid. I ADDRESS I
I

---I

Mike Dalton and
Mickey Fowler
say, "In today's
competition, this
is the 'State of the
Art' in leather
equipment. r-....·

L_
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Ted Blocker's Custom Holsters
P.O. Box 821
Rosemead, California 91770'1;'\£1
Ph. (213) 442-5772~:;,

• No electricity required
• Reactivates indefinitely

SlOP Rusl, Mildew with Silica Gel
Thai "DrinkS" Dampness From Ihe Air

This rig was designed and made for International Shootist Inc. under the expert gui
dance of Mike Dalton and Mickey Fowler to handle the most grueling demands of top
level practical pistol competition, and exceeds all I.P.S.C. requirements. This is the rig
you have seen used by the I.S.I. team lead by Mickey Fowler and Mike Dalton at world
class events. All LS.L rigs feature full contour double thick belt, holster includes 18
gauge steel liner, metal lined hip plate, sight rails, adjustable tension device, muzzle
rake for strong side or cross draw. Revolutionary Tef-Lok double mag pouch which has
teflon coated spring retainers. Holster can also be ordered for strong side butt forward
and is available for Colt Commander Mar'k ~ Gold Cup, Hard Baller, Brgn. H.P., Safari
Arms, Pin Gun, guns with 6" ot 7" long slide, guns with full Bomar Rib at no additional
charge. The competition rig as shown sells for $126.95 plus 5% shipping and handling
Calif. residents add 6% sales tax. This standard model can be delivered in less than 30
days. If ordering direct from Ted Blocker you may use Master Charge or Visa. Please
include your card number and expiration date.

Humidity and Condensation Are Ruining Valuable Equipment!

Once marred by corrosion, no oil,
rust remover or chemical can re
store the value of fine guns, instru
ments or other precision-finished
objects. Now you can protect them
with the same government spec
silica gel used on naval vessels.
(You are familiar with silca gel as
small packets of crystals packed to
protect new guns, cameras.) The
desiccant of choice by gov't and
industry. silica gel creates a shield
of dry air within any enclosed area.

360 Gram Unit; Ideal for eliminating
dampness. and humidity in large
gun chests, display cabinets,
safes, large sto'rage containers,
etc. Protects over 27 cubic feet of
enclosed space. Built-in indicator
signals when unit should be re
activated. (Reactivates easily in any
oven.) $8.50 postpaid.

that they are organized may be a deterent
to obtaining maximum effectiveness of
their numbers. Members pay their dues,
and sit back waiting for organizational ac
tion to sink in. The recent "1 am the N RA "
advertising campaign is a step in the right
direction, but I wonder how many mem
bers understood the concept. Each mem
ber who believes in the purpose of his or
ganization should realize that mere mem
bership does not ensure success. Each
member's sphere of influence may be
much smaller than that ofthe entire group,
yet efforts within that sphere are infinitely
more important, for they are conducted
person-to-person, and can be targeted to
ward specific areas in need of pro-gun
efforts. .

PAPER TARGETS
. Legislative action must continue on the

federal level. This has been ably handled
by the various national organizations. The
"Morton Grove" syndrome, however,
threatens the future of the shooting sports
to a much greater degree. That a small
community can mandate that the posses
sion of a target pistol is a crime, reinforces
the fact that when the majority of people
are unaware of the equipment used in the
shooting sports, target pistols, trap and
skeet guns and sporting rifles will be
grouped with all guns; remember, "guns
are bad;' therefore target pistols, trap and
skeet guns and sporting rifles are bad.

While the national organizations fight
the overall battle, it is incumbent upon iri~

dividuals and local organizations to put
out the fires that threaten their immediate
areas.

But there is more to the preservation of
the shooting sports than merely reacting to
anti-gun laws. Suchlegislation can pass
only if the majority of the people in a given
community are preconditioned to think of
all guns as a single entity, and all guns as
bad. Here is where image reversal and me
dia acceptance of shooting as a sport are as
important as the overturning of any single
anti-gun law.

We have fallen into the trap set by the
anti-gun faction-the trap that dictates that
when guns and crime are tossed in our
faces as a single subject, we must react in
kind. Our detractors seldom permit us to
project the image of the shooting sports
man into any argument. How many times
have you heard, "Handguns have no sport
ing value;' and how many times have you
seen that challenge go unanswered?

To affect an image reversal among the
non-shooting public, we must first affect
such a role reversal among ourselves. We
must completely divorce the criminal use
of firearms from the sporting use within
our own minds before we can hope to at
tain the same result among the rest of the
citizenry.

Have we not depended too much on the
crutch of the Second Amendment to jUS7
tify the recreational use of firearms? Does

Continued on page 58
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• SHOULDER ~.
• HOLSTER #7 ( Jr".
• for'r !.
• Double Action .L, •

• Revolvers.! •
• and Automatics , •· d.
• lawrence •
• The perfect spring shoulder lion Available at dealers or •

•
holster Iighlwelght. made by mall. •
wilh smooth unolled glazed Write for Free Catalog lor

•
leather lor mallmum com· all details on complete •
Ion and concealmenl Shown Lawrence line 01 over 100

•
with optIOnal under arm holster slyles and other •
strap lor weight dlStllbu· shOaling accessolles

• THE GEORGE LAWRENCE CO. •

lie•••• .I,.d,.gilt• .I
IPSC. PPC 6 SERVICE GUNS

tailored to your needs
w. R. MOORE
P.O. Box 17252

Pittsburgh, PA 15235
(send sase for prices)

THE VAULT
. WITH THE

RECESSED
DOOR.

ASK ABOUT
OUR NEW
FIRE SAFE
AND THE
NEW
BURGLAR
PROOF
CONCEALED
HINGE
SYSTEM

WRITE FOR
FREE
BROCHURE
OR CALL
TOLL FREE
ASK FOR
TOM.

1860 to 1900 period, holsters, cartridge
belts wrist cuffs and more. Faithfully re
produced using original gear as patterns
and made entirely by hand Many styles
to choose from. These are the finest and
most authentic reproductions available
today. Send $2.00 for a fully illustrated
catalog to:
Old West Reproductions Dept. AH

1840 Stag Lane Kalispell, Montana 59901

WHO'S TO BLAME?
The number of shots fired in anger,

which receive all the media attention, are
overshadowed a million-fold by those fired
in safely-conducted hunts and well-regu
lated sporting events. That the media cares
to ignore our sport is not entirely its fault.
We who have hidden our sport under the
cloak of darkness, for fear we would be
placed in the kettle of criminality because
we use guns, must take some of the blame.
The NRA emblem on the car window, or
the bumper sticker proclaiming "Guns
don't kill people ... :' is not enough.

Shooters recognize that making holes in
paper targets is not the purpose of our
sport; establishing a point of reference to
evaluate our performance is. Thus it
should be our aim to reverse the image
within the media; not to punch holes in its
crime statistics and sensational horror sto
ries, but to ignore their predisposition that
guns equals crime, extoll the shooting
sports for what they are, and project those
who participate as law-abiding citizens
with rights.to pursue a pleasant diversion.

There probably will be few who will ar
gue our points. But, as in ariy endeavor
where multitudes of people are involved,
there are certain to be many diverse ap
proaches ,as to how our goals should be
achieved.

Because the target is media recognition,
the target must be identified. Newspaper
editorS, reporters and columnists, along
with local TV and radio personalities, are
prime targets. Basic information on all
shooting sports must be made available to
them, on a regular basis. Most never read
what we produce, few will ever use it.
However, like the salesman who must
knock on many doors for a single sale, one
or two acknowledgements from the media
will be a significant breakthrough: a step
in the right direction.

Most of all, we must convince ourselves
that we are shooting sportsmen, and that
our games are legal, fun, educational, safe
and personally rewarding. When thinking
of sport, we must remember that there are
some who will look upon shooting as a vio
lent sport; but how many times have you
seen a shooter beaten to a pulp, hanging
over thc ropes in the boxing ring, or being
carried Crom the field with a horribly
twisted knee-as in football-or mangled
and burned, as in auto racing.

The violence others see in our sport is
only in their minds; we must .....
reverse the image. ~

not the very fact that there are millions of
us using firearms in legal, healthy pursuits
have more impact than twenty-seven
words which have been re-interpreted
many times over?

Is not the fact that millions of us handle
thousands of sporting arms and expend
billions of rounds of ammunition yearly,
with a safety record which is the envy of
every sport of nC) importance in our strug
gle for recognition?

SUPPORT THE
ADVERTISERS IN

THESE PAGES!

To help protect your right
to bear arms we all need
more people on our side.
Encourage your friends to

learn more about
handguns and shooting
sports from the pages of

The AMERICAN
HANDGUNNER. Send a

friend the enclosed
subscription card.

THE BIGGER
IIIY(THE

STRIIiGER
WE GET!
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#1245
California
Challenger

RAM·lINE, Inc., Dept. 1233A
406 Violet SI. Golden, CO 80401

•A Registered Trade Mark of Sturm, Ruger & Co., Inc

$9.95 ppd. Item No. MAK 1210
Ask your dealer or order by mall

G> RAM·L1NE'·

~ * 12SHOT *
MAGAZINE

FITS RUGER* MK I or II
PISTOLS

~

"EASY-LOAD",
NO THUMB
BUSTER DESIGN

•
FACTORY
GUARANTEED

•
PROOF TESTED

•
2 EXTRA ROUNDS

Many new products
for practical pistol
shooters and law
enforcement. Send
$1.00 for current
catalog.

VISA or MasterCharge Accepted.
~WI()
~ t DAVIS LEATHER COMPANY
'll i' P.o. Box 446, 118A La Porte Street,
~ ArArcadla, California 91006 (213) 445-3872

REASSEMBLE your Ruber MK1/11
pistol in 60 SECONDS! Send $1.00
for our "secret" instructions and a
Ram-Line™ Catalog.

• Your love of guns and shooting can
lead to an exciting career opportun
ity! Let leading Arms Experts train
you for a career in gun repair. Fed
Gun Law permits licensed trainees
to sell arms, ammo without Inven
tory. We show you howto save up to
25% and more on fine guns, acces
sories, gunsmith supplies! Start

, your own business; or prepare now
ACCREDITED BY THE BoO"" to be a "Gun-Pro". Get free facts

NATIONAL HO~lE ~ f'REE\ ab~ut Gun Repair and how we can
~T~O:"C~~ _.: train you to be a gunsmith. ~rNorth American School of Firearms, Dept. NH014 - - -.,

I ClIreers by Home Study 4400 Campus Dr., Newport Beach. C\ 92660 I
I Rush me your free "Gun·Pro"Career Kit- ~~e~~lf~~~:~r~~lbcall. ;
I NAME' AGE_I

: ADDRESS :

~~ -------~~-- ~~---~

GENERAL MANAGER JONES
Mainly self-taught, Hurst has been en

graving firearms for more than 20 years; in
that time, he estimates he has engraved
more than 1,000 guns, including those he
did when he was an employee of the Colt
Firearms Company Custom Shop.

His general manager, Jack Jones, has
been with him about five years. Jones, a
former owner ofa swimming pool business
told the American Handgunner: "Ken
taught me all I know about gun engraving.
He's a great teacher."

Jones, who was born in 1955, has been a
gun collector since he was 12.

"I own quite a few guns;' he said, "and
fire them for pleasure only, when I have a
chance."

Hurst said his company engraves about
2,000 guns a year, and that it takes from
20-40 each.

"Less time on commemoratives;' he
added.

He has engraved commemoratives for
Dan Wesson, Interarms, Walther, Beretta,
Harrington & Richardson, Ruger, North
Dakota State Police, Kansas State Police,
South Carolina Highway Patrol, South
Carolina Law Enforcement Officers Asso
ciation, Virginia State Police, the Sheriff's
Office in Waynesboro, Virginia and many
other organizations.

His work for individuals has spread to
such parts of the globe as Saudi Arabia,
Brazil, Lebanon, Australia, Panama, Iran,
Finland, Sweden and Germany.

HURST PROFILE
Continuedfrom page 44

to the west, where the Blue Ridge Parkway,
an extension of the Skyline Drive, is lo
cated.

It is a tranquil spot, where Hurst and his
engravers-he has 20, including himself
achieve the ultimate in detail and defini
tion, working at three-by-four foot
benches with hand-held hammers and
chisel-just as engravers did 300 years ago.

Hurst was educated at East Carolina
College and the Norfolk division of
William and Mary, where he majored in
structural engineering.

THREE BASIC CATEGORIES
Hurst designed his popular bright-cut

banknote scroll, which is seen on many of
the guns engraved at his shop, including
those commissioned by Ducks Unlimited
aqd Safari Club International.

Engraving orders come in three basic
categories: full, two-thirds and one-third
(design areas on gun).

Typical charges for an engraved Smith &.
Wesson auto, for example, are $543, full;

Continued on page 60

ONLY C-H
has 'em!

Grooves bullets
17 to 45 caliber

Works for
straight wall

. cases too
Ask your dealer, if he
doesn't have them, send $2
for complete C-H Reloading Equipment
catalog, $3 back on first order over $25

Bases only (less Leaf) $26.15
Plain Leaf 7.75
White outline Leaf . 1 1.40
Add $1.00 for postage & hdlg. N.M. residents add
sales tax.
Dealers please inquire. No collect calls, please!

Miniature Machine Company
210 E. Poplar Deming, New Mexico 88030

505-546-2151

Available in matt,
black oxide & satin
nickel finish.

MMC
Adjustable Combat Rear Sights
Available for Colt M-1911 & Descendents
(No.1 base), High Standard autos (No.2 &
No.4 bases). Ruger Std. autos (No.3 base).
Adaptable to other pistols too I

When ordering state
gun, base no., leaf no"
finish & width of notch

C-H TOOL & DIE CORPORATION
Dept AH, 106 North Harding Street

Owen, Wisconsin 54460

Custom kit provides everything you need to mount
the rib yourself. No machining or fitting. Profes
sional results in just a few minutes. Rib ramp is a
definite aid in aligning sights. Get yours now.
Available for all Ruger Blackhawks and the 6';'
super single six. S&W
model 19 4", Colt New TO 7W' $16.95
Frontier 6", Ruger Secu- OVER 71U' $19 95
r1ty SIX 4" and 6" 12.

FROM THE

'?~-~® CO., INC.

Box 2496. Hartford. CT 06101

...---_.~--- ..
Look No Further
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$442, two-thirds, and $332, one-third: one
of the "great buys" in the U,S. gun
business!

Among Hurst-engraved features are
subtle single-point shading, finely matted
backgrounds, authentic German oakleaf
scroll work and hand polishing (no buff
ing).

A breakdown of his work schedule looks'
like this:

Law enforcement orders, 45 percent;
gun manufacturers, 35 percent, and "oth
ers;' 20 percent.

Average turnaround time is three to five
weeks, according to Hurst, who is generous
with praise when it comes to the work per
formed by his associate engravers,

Arms engraving is an art form, many
centuries old, Hurst and his fellow
engravers are following steadfastly in the
footsteps of those ancient artisans who
took great pride in their craftsmanship as
they created intricate designs on guns-
all by hand- ~

held tools. ~

WILDEY PISTOL
Continuedfrom page 50

Editor's note: For more information on gun
engraving, write Ken Hurst Firearm En
graving Company, POB 249, (Dept. AH),
Rustburg, VA 24588. Telephone (Hurst
suggests you call, rather than write) 804
332-6440.

. ing fired a box of factory ammunition
through the Wildey, I found some good
starting points for reloads in the excellent
Speer # 10 manual. Since the .45
Winchester Magnum loads in the Speer
manual had been developed in the
Thompson/Center Contender, I started
out several grains below the powder
charges listed.

I wish I could say that the Wildey per
formed perfectly, right from the box;
however I experienced a variety of prob
lems. The instructions accompanying the
pistol said that to prepare the Wildey for
proper functioning the shooter must first
fire single rounds, turning the gas regulator
clockwise one click at a time, until the slide
stop engaged. I went through a box of fac
tory ammo without getting the slide to
lock, and there were numerous failures
trying to return the slide to battery, feed
cartridge's properly from the magazine and
eject the empty cases.

Clearing a jam on this big pistol re
quires tremendous effort to hold back the
slide while digging out a cartridge case,
which flipped 180 degrees because it did
not clear the slot in the barrel exten
sion and lodged head-first in the chamber.
I tried every position on the gas regulator,
without achieving reliable functioning.

The Wildey's frame, barrel and slide are
manufactured from stainless steel. I be-

TARGET WORKS
38 No. Harvard
Tulsa, OK 74115
(918) 835-4545

TARGET WORKS

Rt. 2, Box 22A • Keithville, Louisiana 71047 • (318) 925-0836

Jam~sC.Clark
PISTOLSMITH

SUPER SWAGED MAG WELLS
Your choice of medium ,size (as shown) or larger
cut into web. No welding-all work done with
heat and expander. Price includes work
performed on your gun, fitting, grips, and
reblueing. $75.00

Call or send for brochure of additional services:

CLARK .45 GRIP SCOPE MOUNT
also available

$31.00 plus $1.50 postage

(Please specify Aimpoint or scope.)
Available from Gil Hebard and Brownell

Dealer Inquiries Invited. Write or call for additional information.

COMPENSATOR-SWAGED MAG WELLS
Muzzle Brake built solidly on Match Grade Barrels. Two types available:
Round (as shown) or 5quare which is actually the same dimensions as
slide. Your choice of length of sight radius-6", 7", 8", 9". Will build on
your gun, Combat or Government slide. Included in price is your choice of
BoMar, Wichita, and Quick Draw front blade; slide tightening; blueing; test
firing. $375.00

CLARK AIMPOINT
SCOPE MOUNT
6 oz. aluminum mount made specifically for the Aimpoint.
Replaces left grip on the .45 auto and designed to put the Aim
point scope directly over the bore. Mount clears guns with rib
sights attached. Right or left handed. Mount has 2 extra pre
drilled holes with screws for positive anchoring. Liquid metal
anchoring kit supplied to be used at shooter's option. Use of
screws, metal kit or both, controls all mount movement. Complete
with full instructions. $43.00,plus $1.50 postage. ,

For further information and specifications, contact

Bob Greider
4625 Carrie Ann Lane
Abilene, Texas 79606

915-698-2006

• Highest Quality
Work

• Target IPSe or
Combat
Conversions

• Standard or Shooters Specifications

Greider's Custom .45 Shop

I

1
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16131 GOTHARD ST., HUNTINGTON BEACH. CA 92647

(714) 842-5575

t.....B-SQUARE CO.
1.',0. BOX lla1

fOIl'tWORTH. f.f~s
76109

""esson
S1t\"" 81 'lOaders
Auto

".,\·~~..O(\ ~
S((\il(\:CO((\tlO

~
3916S5995

Now your
Smith &Wesson Autoloader

can have a complete
Millett Sight System superior to the

. factory sights. The highly visible sight
picture increases your accuracy

and fast sighting capability - for
both match and duty use. Crisp click
adjustments and custom styling
will enhance'the function
and look of your gun. ~

sel\e~~sson fill'"

~
S((\il(\~CO((\tlO

AQOlr,oo~51.95

The front sights
for autoloaders come

,in a choice of either the white
or blaze orange bar. You have your
choice of rear blade and front sight
styles. The front sights require Millett

Dual-Crimp type installation.

See your local dealer or send S1 for
U.S. (S3-foreign) for complete catalog.

Colt • Ruger • Dan Wesson • Browning
Beretta • SmIth Be Wesson

Millett 1:11Sights

lieve the failures to function are due in
large part to "galling," or the increased co
efficient of friction caused when stainless
steel surfaces bear against each other.
Proper heat treatment of the stainless steel
usually eliminates this problem, although
in many respects the investment casting
and final finishing of stainless steel is more
art than metallurgical science.

I stripped the Wildey completely, de
greased the rails in the frame and slide,
and tried several lubricants, induding
Break-Free CLP and the MilSpec lithium
based grease I have always used on my
match MI and MIA target rifles. This did
not help.

Later, when I experienced difficulty with
my handIoads fully chambering, I thought
that my sizing die was not bringing the
cases down to the correct dimensions; but
putting a micrometer on both reloads and
factory ammo showed that the reloads and
factory-loaded cases were exactly the
same..

I continued to experience ejection prob- '
lems with empty cases only partially clear
ing the ejection ports. The Wildey actually
has two ejection ports, one in the slide and
one in the barrel extension. Only a very
small period of time elapses as the bolt car
ries the empty case rearward so the ejector
can kick the case free and have the case
pass freely through both ports. If slide and
bolt do not have sufficient momentum, the
port in the slide and the port in the barrel
extension do not line up properly and the
empty case is not ejected. If the slide and
bolt have too much momentum, the case is
only partially ejected and caught between
the rear face of the slide port and the for
ward face of the port in the barrel exten
sion. These malfunctions will occur in one
form or another unless gas pressure is
properly balanced by way of the gas reg
ulator. Even if the gas pressure is carefully
balanced, it can change as firing continues
and fouling builds up in the gas chamber.

Extraction forces are rather violent. I
found that the rim of the case was suffi
ciently burred in many instances during
the extraction process to make it extremely
difficult to get many of the cases to fit into a
shell holder. Some case rims were visibly
warped. These burred and warped case
rims appeared on my cases and on some
empty cases Moore had given me. It is too
early to state with any certainty, but car
tridge case life may be extremely short.

ACCURACY TESTS
I never did achieve the accuracy I knew

the Wildey is capable of producing. I
tested all my pistol loads at 25 yards over
sandbags, firing in lO-round groups. Sev
eral times I had five-shot groups well un-

,der two inches; but something invariably
would happen in the second string to open
the groups to three or four inches. Some of
these flyers were due to the fact that the
trigger block creates a lot of drag, even in
the single-action mode, and the pressure
needed to achieve trigger release varied.

Continued on page 62
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RR8.2
HANDGUN

COMBO
The amazing RR8-2
handgun combo opens
from a compact 4 Y..' to a
full 7%" stainless steel
cleaning rod. The RR8-2
handgun combo comes
complete with .22, .38,
.45 caliber phosphur
bronze brushes and
brass jags, and a delrin
bore guide in a heavy
duty zip-lock plastic
case.

Once piece solid stain
less steel cleaning. Rods
also available.

This is the first compilation of all federal
and state statutes in one volume, as well
as a reasoned brief against many of the
gun-control proposals and laws now be
ing widely discussed. It covers every
facet of gun law, from constitutional
guarantees to licenses, registration,
concealed weapons, waiting periods,
ammunition purchases, postal regula
tions, and crossing state borders.
IT IS UNAMERICAN NOT TO BUY THIS
BOOK.
The author, Alan Gottlieb is Chairman of
The Citizens Committee for the Right to
Keep and Bear Arms, and is also the
author of THE GUN OWNER'S
POLITICAL ACTION MANUAL.
211 pgs.
To order your copy. send $6.95 plus $1.50 postage
and handling to: GUNS BOOKS. Dept. 1A-3
591 Camino de la Reina. Suite 200.
San Diego. CA 9210R

NAME _

ADDRESS _

CITY STATE _ ZIP _

Write for our complete catalog of
Gun Maintenence Products.

RIG'" PRODUCTS. DEPT. AH-3
P.O. BOX 1990

SPARKS. NEVADA 89432.1990
© 1983 MITANN INC.

Perfect for Every
Concerned Citizen
THE RIGHT OF GUN OWNERS

·~
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GUN CLEANING CLOTH

LEAD BUILD-UP
Another factor was different burning char
acteristics of the powder when a hollow
point bullet cavity would jam against the
barrel extension, forcing the bullet deeper
into its cartridge case, altering the case's
internal dimensions. The manual exer
tions of clearing malfunctions and cham
bering fresh rounds on this big pistol alsp
took their toll on the ability to concentrate.

I put 373 rounds through my Wildey be-
fore the broken hammer and broken rear
sight forced me to suspend further testing.
I obtained some preliminary velocity fig
ures, which are shown in the accompany
ing table. I believe that the best powders
for the Wildey are those with medium
burning rates, such as Blue Dot. I tried
WoW 296 because this powder has always
given me superior results in the .357, .41,
and .44 magnums. However, with the
taper-crimped case, rather than the roll
crimp which can be put on revolver car
tridges, the .45 Winchester Magnum can-
not retain the bullet long enough for op
timum chamber pressures to build. Also,
WoW 290 fouls very rapidly.

In firing a properly functioning Wildey,
the shooter need only open the gas regula
tor to obtain additional pressure. A shoo
ter engaged in IHMSA competition could
lose some targets if his pistol malfunc
tioned, due to powder fouling. Clearing a
difficult jam and then adjusting the gas
regulator could really eat into IHMSA
time limits.

Traditional round-nose bullet forms as
sociated with ball ammunition, or trun
cated cone solids, fed best in my Wildey as
far as bullet shapes were concerned. I did
not get the chance to chronograph some
loads I had worked up using the Hornady
truncated cone solids developed for IPSC
competition, but these bullets fed as well
as factory ammo. I did however, experi
ence numerous failures to feed with ex
posed lead bullets; the hollowpoint cavity
would be caught by the bottom of the bar
rel feed ramp as the bolt attempted to strip
a cartridge from the magazine. Switching
magazines had no effect, but removing
some metal on the bottom of the feed ramp
with a Dremel tool may help. Until I get
my pistol back into shooting condition I
won't be able to test this modification,

UNDERSIZED FIRING PIN
In my pistol, the firing pin probably is a

bit undersized for the firing pin hole in the
bolt; even with factory ammo the primer is
slightly cratered. There were no other in
dications of excessive pressures, such as
flattened primers or tooling marks en
graved on the primer.

The Wildey is definitely a pistol for a
specialized market. It has been and con
tinues to be controversial. A gun dealer
friend took several Wildeys to va~iousgun
shows around the country, including the
big one in Las Vegas. Every person who
handled the 'Yildey thought that the pistol
was grossly overpriced. Others thought
that the pistol was too large and cumber-
some. Still others thought that the instruc-
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PATENTED

*>:< >:< Federal Firearms License
required for purchase or
Magnum Distributing will
arrange for transfer of gun
through a licensed firearms
dealer in your area.

SPECIAL
$499.00'"

AVAILABLE EXCLUSIVELY FROM:

Look lor It at your Local Dealer, or send M.95 & 1.00 P" H to:

Belltown, Ltd.-P.O. Box 74, Rt. 37, Sherman, CT 06784

1. Removing lead from the forcing cone, barrel and cy
linders is no longer a task. Simply cut a 1/2"xl/2
patch and wrap il around an old brush 01 the same cal
iber. A little scrubbing and the lead is gone. Follow this
with a clean {iun patch and that part is done.

2. To clean the lace 01 the cylinders simply wipe the
lead away.
3. lightly wipe the exterior with the WIPE AWAY
followed by a clean cloth and the job is finished.
With the WIPE AWAY, it is no longer a messy and time
consuming job to clean a handgun.

COLT®
THESE GUNS FUNCTION' COLT QUALITY
MADE EVEN BETTER. PERFECT FOR IPSC,
DEFENSE AND TARGET SHOOTING.

·WIPE AWAyTM

-BobZwirz
Eastern Editorial Director
Gun World And Annuals

JUST WIPE AWAY LEAD, BURN RINGS, & CARBON BUILD·UP
ON HANDGUNS, RIFLES & SHOTGUNS

... I can vouch for it really working. Just one or
two swipes of the cloth and leading around barrel
disappears.... - .

-Jerome Rakusan (Editor)
American Handgunner

Magazine
" .... For removing leading & carbon build-up
WIPE AWAY is the best that I have work~
with to date.·

THIS AMAZING CLOTH CLEANS, LEAVES A SPARKLING FINISH,
IS INEXPENSIVE & LONG LASTING

MAGNUM DISTRIBUTING INC.
CUSTOM GUN WORKS

1798 SHELLY COURT
MARIETTA, GA 30062

404/973·0883

CLICK! When you hear it, you can believe it.
The Wichita,•.45 automatic pistol target and

combat sight systems feature easy to operate
positive click elevation and windage adjust
ments. When you hear the click, you can
.believe it, so your shooting is more accurate.

In addition, these all-steel sights, designed by
renowned pistolsmith Ron Power, have been
ruggedly constructed. Each is made to withstand
the shock of service ammo and heavy loads
better than any sights you've seen before. And
they're legal for all ISPC and NRA competitions.

Visit your favorite dealer to see (and hear)
Wichita Arms target and combat sight systems.

.45 Auto Pistol Rear Target Sight $49.50

.45 Auto Pistol Rear Combat Sight $49.50

Wichita Arms /444 Ellis, PO. Box 11371, Wichita, KS 67211 / (316) 265-0661

COLT®
COMMANDER AND LIGHTWEIGHT COMMANDER. AVAILABLE WITH
SAME FEATURES FOR THE SAME PRICE.

~Registered trade mark
Colt Industries, Inc.

THE

MARTIAL ARTISTPACKAGE .45 ACP
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Shilen barrels are offered in two grades:"Lone St*r"
and "Match". They are made of a special 4140

chrome moly steel, button rifled with eight lands and
grooves, and stress relieved.

1% X 14" or 1%" X 28" unturned blanks; smaller diameters can be
made to customer sp,ecification.

Insist on the best - Insist on Shilen.
Dealer Inquiries are invited.

SHILEN RIFLES, INC.
205 Metro Park Boulevard _ ~nnis, Texas 75119 _ (214) 875-5318
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Now Available to

Free brochure

18717 E. 14 Mile Rd.
Fraser, MI 48026
(313) 792-0133

Custom Handguns

HANDGUNNERS

Custom
Pistols

/- J. MICHAEL PLAXCO
,.~ .' ,Highest quality workmanship by a champion
. _ .. ~ competitor:

• Member World Champion USA IPSC "Gold"
Pistol Team. 1982

• Twice Winner Mid-Winter Targetworld
Championship. 1980 and 1982.

• Third Place in USA IPSC Nationals. 1981
Developer of the Plaxco Compensator System

For more information and gun specifications:
J. Michael Plaxco. Rt. 1 Box 203
Roland. Arkansas 72135 501-868-9787

Caliber Groove Diameter Twist
22 R.F. .222 16"
22 C.F. .224 14"
9mm .355 16" .

~~ 38 .357 14"
""" .357 .357 18"

44 .429 20"
45 .451 16"

Proven leader in spring kits for
Handguns-Rifles-Shotguns
Sight Blades-Tools
Gun Care Products

tions furnished with the pistol were too
sparse for such a radically new system of
operation. And others wondered why the
gas regulator was not marked in some way,
so that shooters would have an idea of each
notch's relative value in regulating the vol
ume of gas. No one offered to purchase a
pistol from my friend for the suggested list
price.

Moore has left his position as president
of the Wildey Firearms Company. So I
passed on my comments to present officers
of the company.

The Wildey is a unique pistol, one with
some unique problems. But I believe it
represents a significant achievement in
both design and manufacture, and I would
like to see the company succeed.

The development and production of any
new firearm entails a myriad of decisions,
and the correctness of such decisions is
judged by time and the individual con
sumer.

The Wildey Firearms Company is aware
that additional refinements are needed.
Whether the company will make the
needed corrections remains to be seen.

Time and the consumer demand will de
termine whether the world's first produc
tion model gas-operated, semi-automatic
pistol has a future, or if this handgun will
be nothing more than a brief footnote in
the history of American
firearms development. ~

BERETTA/CSP
Continuedfrom page "32

tion's armed services.
Since 1979, the services have discussed

procurement of a new handgun to replace
the Colt .45 Government Model, the offi
cial arm of the U.S. military for more than
70 years. Tests were conducted that year,
with 9mm autos, but no action was taken.

In May of last year, the House Armed
Services Committee voted to move ahead
with the program, and ordered new speci
fications and more tests of the 9mm autos.

Contenders for the award-which is
expected to be made this year-will include
several foreign manufacturers which, like
Beretta, have set up plants in this country,
along with Colt and S&W.

DOUBLE-ACTION AUTO
The Beretta Model 92SB is a 9mm Para

bellum specifically designed for police and
military use. It is a double-action auto (one
of the main criteria with respect to possible
government adoption), highly respected
among shooters for its reliability and
maintainability. Its l5-round staggered
magazine doubles the firepower of a con
ventional .357 Magnum revolver-and the
present sidearm of the U.S. Armed Forces:
the Government Model .45 auto.

Continued on page 64
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Other features of the Beretta Model
92SB include a chamber-loaded indicator,
ambidextrous safety and magazine re
lease, hammer drop safety, trigger
actuated firing pin block, serrated front
and back straps and white-marked front
and rear sights.

By the time you read this story, most of
the I,OOO-member Connecticut State Po:
lice force will be armed with the 92SB.

Why did the CSP decide to look into
9mm autos to replace its .357 Magnum
revolvers?

It all began in May of 1981, when the
CSP named a new commissioner, Colonel
Lester Forst, a 21-year verteran of the force
and a person extremely knowledgeable in
the field of firearms

Within a few months after his appoint
ment, he began a review of the CSP's
weaponry and reported his findings to
other state officials.

Here are some quotes from his report:
"There has been an alarming increase in

the number of assaults on police officers
3,cross the nation, and particularly in the
East, where officers armed with revolvers
have been forced to face criminals armed
with automatic and semi-automatic
weapons.

ILL-EQUIPPED POLICE
"Many of the 1,200 police officers killed

in this country during the last decade died
because they were ill-equipped or out
gunned by their opposition ... the best
training in the world will not compensate
for a lone trooper carrying a six-shot re
volver when matched against an opponent
armed with a IS-shot semiautomatic pistol.

"This factor;' Forst continued, "is even
more critical in light of the fact the Con
necticut State Troopers ride alone. Assis
tance is often miles away;'

Forst closed his report with the follow
ing statement:

"In 1981, a trooper in a neighboring state
experienced the horror offrantically trying
to reload his revolver before his position
was assaulted. He made the supreme sacri
fice and died with an empty revolver ... it
is critical that we equip our troopers with
the equipment that best ensures their
safety;'

Having informed the state that his entire
force needed an update in weaponry, he
immediately established a list ofguidelines
for selecting a new duty gun. .

An intense testing program, Forst said,
would begin with emphasis on three crite
ria: firepower, reliability and maintenance.

Six pistols were tested by CSP range per
sonnel: the Beretta 92SB, the Browning
High Power 9mm auto, the Colt Govern
ment. Model, the S&W M439 and M45.9
a!1d the Heckler & Koch P7.

Three types of ammo used: jacketed
hollowpoints, full metal jacket projectiles
and the Winchester-Western Silver Tip
loads.

At the con'clusion of the tests, the
Beretta 92SB placed first in all three
criteria.

(1) Phenomenal molecular bond
guaranteed will not chip or peef

(2) Extremely Hard satin finish (70
Rock. "C") with super lubricity

(3) Excellent protection against
rust

(4) All internal and external parts
processed

~u-1fiine Qiuns, ~nr.
Dept. AH

1053 CAULKS HILL ROAD
HARVESTER. MISSOURI 63303
(314) 441-4500 (314) 447-4501

S & Wand COLT WARRANTY STATION
S & Wand COLT PARTS DISTRIBUTOR

BROWNELLS
Designed for

The Gunsmiths - Dealers - Hobbyists
Who Service the Needs of the Millions of

Sportsmen & Target Shooters in the U.S. Today
Dedicated to the principle that the man who works on guns deserves
the Best possible in supplies -Immediate service from in~stock

inventories ePersonal association with knowledgeable gun people
-Constant adjustment in product performance.

Custom .45 work. checkering. trigger
guard modification and accurizing. In
dustrial hard chrome. PPC revolver
work. barreling and installation of all
types of sights. Complete machine shop
for all of your needs.

1983 IPSC National
Champion Robert Leatham's
Metaloyed WILSON COMBAT
"Accu-Comp".

Write: Metaloy Industries, Inc.
Rt. 3, Box 211-0

Dealers please inquire Berryville, Ark. 72616

SELECTED FOR THE SELECT
For the trade are tools for every need -Chemicals for every application -Supplies for every operation
- Accessories for from crown to buttplate, to shoot, to servicer to repair, to re-build or build the Gun
"Electroless nickel plating "Wood carving tools "Engraving supplies "Hot and cold gun bluing
"Special glass bedding. Acraglas· Acraglas Gel.

Price $3.25* - FREE TO QUALIFIED GUNSMITHS/DEALERS (FULL & PART TIME). .
Serious Gunnuts & Hobbyists (Our new regular customers of the future): Ask. and we will send Federal Fireanns Licensing
procedures with your $3.25. catalog order. For the good of the entire shooting Fraternity we are anxious to help you get
started as a legitimate professional· full or part tim~ • or enhance your guncraft. The future fate of shooting in any area
depends on the activity of the .Iocal gunsmith. YOU can both serve and enjoy! *Ref~nded on

"Forei n: $4.25 BROWNELLi' Inc 200 s. GROV' first 30.00 order
~~ • MONTEZUMA, IOWA 50171

PYTHON BBLS: 8"-$94, 6"-$82

The ".dli( e:tafoy" Finish - Available Exclusively ,Thru

WILSON'S GUN SHOP
-.....---..:..,,.-:...,""'"0~~

JACK·s GUN SHOP
3911 W. Waters Ave.

Tampa. Fl. 33614
(813) 932-8824

6" &8" Python Bbl's fitted to K & N frame S&W
S&W Model 28 converted to 44SP & 45LC, etc.
K frame S&W converted to 25-20, 32, etc.
S&W N-frame-convertible to 45LC & 45ACP
S&W N-frame converted to K Round Butt
Ruger SA 357 converted to 44/40, 44SP, 45LC, etc.
Ruger SA fitted with 10" barrel, any caliber
Cylinders rechambered-Barrels relined
PPC guns built-Bull barrels fitted-Actions tuned
Electroless Nickel-Parkerizing-Reblueing

S&W rear sight with our front sight fitted
to Colt slide & other Combat Modifications!

W h£ £I ~ un QE 0 nII £r {) ion
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Immeqlate Shippmg with Cashiers Check or Money Order

Personal Checks must clear fir~t! Include $3.50 for shipping. Calif.Jesi(1ents include 6% tax.

A NEW LEADER FOR A FAMILIAR LINE
H4350 RIFLE POWDER

(817)265-0118

SASE for Catalog

NOT THIS!SEE THIS!

SILHOUETTE GUN SPECIALIST
King Tube Sight. XP Conversions, Silhouette Rifles.

Royal Hunter

3005 Monties Lane

Arlington. TX 76015

Priced at least 30% less than
the nearest competitor. H4350 will

use the same data as the IMR version
Packaged in the standard one and eight
pound containers, H4350 is now avail
able through dealers and distributors of
other fine Hodgdon powders

• Quicker target pick-up
• Clearer sight pictures
• Smooth styling~
• Fine adjustment ~ ...
• Low Profile 'j .......

$59.00 '
(Includes both. Ironl and rear sightsl

~~'tJ Buckhorn Combat
.45 Automatic Sight

~[!]

For the PPC Shooter
who wan'ts to shoot
plates and pins:

For the 1" diameter
bull barrel revolver

• Quick Interchangeability
with PPC ribs

• No hole drilling or
qunsmithing necessary

• Used at '83 Bianci Cup
by winning LAPD team

• Used by John Pride, 2nd
place winner '83 Bianc; Cup

Send $1.00 for new Brochure
refundable on first purchase.

TERN GUNSTOCK MFG. CO.
550 ValenCia School Road,

Dept AH, Aptos, California 95003
Phone: 408-688-5884

DODGDON powuncco:~
SHAWNEE MISSION KANSAS ~

PPC and pin gun revolvers - Combat .45 and Bull barrel J frame
Smith & Wessons built

JARVIS GUNSMITHING
4418 Larkstone Circle I Orange, California92669 I (714) 538-2603

When ordering spe.cify BIL L OA VIS or AR IS TOCRA T fib.

CONSISTENCY and PRICE
make this new rifle powder from
Hodgdon a leader for your re-Ioading
bench, The results of shooting tests
have shown this to be one of the most

,conSistent powders on the market today,

SUPPORT
THE

ADVERTISERS
IN THESE

PAGES!

The test report shows that the 92SB
"fired the entire 4,000 rounds without a
single misfire."

During exhaustive test-firing, the 92SB
was cleaned only four times.

One CSp lieutenant, who asked to re
main anonymous, told the American
Handgunner: "The 92SB is the easiest gun
to strip and maintain that I've ever used.

"And it has two safety features that none
of the other firearms tested had; this fact
played an important role in our decision;'
he added.

CSP armorers have trained at Beretta's
Accokeek, Maryland plant, situated about
30 miles from the Pentagon.

They have conducted two-day qualify
ing sessions for troopers at the state police
range in Simsbury, Connecticut.

State law requires that all troopers
qualify with the 92SB before they can
carry it on duty.

The transition to the 92SB has been in
credibly smooth, according to a CSP
spokesman.

He told the American Handgunner that
"the reponse by troopers to the new pistol
has been tremendous" very positive:'

"Scores are up across the board; this is
especially true of our female officers;' he
added.

The state police spokesman attributed
the improved scores "~o the gun's lower re
coil, lighter weight and the ease ofbringing
the gun back on target after each shot."

Said one CSP officer, who as~ed not to
be identified: .

"If I fired 200 rounds of magnum ammo
with myoId revolver, I would need Band
Aids for the sores on my hands; now I can
go through 2,000 rounds with this new
Beretta with no injuries:'

As we said, 1984 bodes well for the dou-
ble-action 9mm auto-maybe IIIIIM-
even at the federal level. ,~
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on the basics, and tried to make up for
their "tweekers" from the previous day.
Going into the last individual match, sev
eral Shooters were in contention for the ti
tle. But, as in all important matches, pres
sure took its toll, and lower than expected
scores were posted for most competitors.

On the third day, the team events were
held during mild weather conditions.
Vying for the four-man title were' many
highly-rated teams. U.S. Secret Service
shooters pulled through with another vic
tory, making them three-time winners of
the national team award. Their score of
2382-154X was slightly higher than that
posted by the U.S. Border Patrol, which
has won the title seven times since 1962.

PPC NATIONALS
Continuedfro.m page 36

INFO 'QUICKIE'
One of the strongest hinged-frame

revolvers eveor manufactured was the
Smith & Wesson Schofield Model 1875
Army, a six-shot, single-action type.

POLICE DISTINGUISHED MATCH
The two-man team event was won by

the Detroit Department with a score of
1191-81X. .

On the fourth day of competition, the
rains came for the Police Distinguished
Match, considered by many to be one of
the more important matches because it is
the only way for police shooters to earn
valuable points toward the coveted NRA
Distinguished Medal. Under NRA rules,
only an unmodified service-type revolver
(six-inch barrel, adjustable sights) can be
used. The ammo (factory ball) is issued
"cold turkey" to each shooter on the line.
In spite of the foul weather, several fine
scores were posted. The winner of the Dis
tinguished Match was Herbert W. Conley
ofVermont Fish and Game, with a score of
592-34X.

The NPRC also hosts a Service Revolver
Match (four-inch barrel, fixed sights) and
an Off-Duty Revolver Match (two-inch
barrel). And there is a separate Police
Shotgun Match, which tests the shooter's
ability with birdshot on a skeet course, and
"00" buckshot and rifled slugs on
silhouette targets. The winner of the shot
gun event was William Conreux, St. Louis
Police Department, with a score of 568.

PPC (Practical Pistol Course) shooting is
a challenging course of fire for the average
police officer. Even though the shooting
times used in PPC may be generous by
some standards, the overall quality of
marksmanship involved is high, and the
experience gained in shoulder-to-shoulder
competition no doubt will go a long way in
saving an officer's life on .....
.the street. ~

EXTENDED SAFETY
Positive safely operation with no more
·fumbles". Rounded corners e!iminate snag
ping on holsters orclolhing. Simple, drop-In
Installation. '32115ppd

THE ULTIMATE
IN COMBAT ACCURACY

The "Linkless" Colt System
For Info pack. Send 51.00 to:

JIM & PHIL'S GUNSMITHING
753 Gibson's Shopping Center

A!amogordo, New Mexico 88310
1,505-434·1388

PRICE COMBAT GUNS
CUSTOM .45 COMBAT WORK

Reliable - Accurate - Tast~ful1y
executed combat modifications

performed on the .45 auto.

PLEASE NOTE ...
All prices are for blue parts,
stainless finish available, please
write or call for prjc~s and delivery.

WIDE TRIGGER
Reduces felt trigger pull for better control.
Exclusive design is betler than atrigger shoe,

~~~p~~t i~~ra~la~~~~e;IS~n e~~i~a?:s i~~~~~~~e
safety. '32"ppd

Write for details and price list.
WESTERN GUN EXCHANGE

Gunsmith - Bud Price NEW ADDRESS: Open 9:00·5:00 Daily
24 years experience 119 COMMERCE ST. Closed Sunday
NRA Life Member COMMERCE, OK 74339 Phone (918) 675-4688

HANDGUNNERS!
Get A Grip On Beauty, Accuracy, Value

Custom grips at affordable prices.
• Rosewood • Pearl • Ivory • Grey •

• Black Horn • Ebony • StC!g •
Handcarvep or plain. Standard style replacements.
Oversized or wraparound Finger Position (cleared for
speed loader).

Finest quality materials and workmanship. Handfitted
to all current models of Colt, S&W, Ruger, Charter

@
Arms, Dan Wesson and'other models.

.• Priced from $20.95 and up. Order direct from your
~ dealer or send $1.00 for color catalog. 48-hoW delivery,
~ ~ most cases. Satisfaction guaranteed.

AJE, LTD., Dept AH-3 421 A Irmen Dr. Addison, IL 60101
Orders Only.: Toll Free (800) 323-6144 • Visa & MasterCharge accepted.

TO ORDER

EXTENDED SLIDE RelEASE

~~~~~~~gSI~~e~i:~~u'tr~~i~~p. ~r~~ciiFi;~~~
signed for the Hi-Power, simply replaces sian
dard release. '28"ppd

BROWNING HI-POWER COMBAT ACCESSORIES

send Money Order or Cashier's Check only. MaSlerCardMsa orders welcomed.
please supply complete card information including expiration date. Sorry. no COO
orders. Phone orders accepted for credit cards only. All orders prepaid via U.P:S.
in the continental U.S. Alaska and Hawaii, please add Sl.50 per item. Please fur
nish street address for deliVery.

AMBIDEXTROUS COMBAT SAFETY
Now right or left hand safetyo~erationforthe
Hi-Power. Exclusive design Will positively fit

:~~e:dO~gar;;tcg~~~~~.estruclable ~~~pa;
($5credltloryourorlglnal,unallered,Brownlng
safety)

COMBAT MAG. RELEASE
Sculptured magazi'ne release will not snag or

~~~g~e~c;~~e2~~:I~u~;~i~~~~ t~~n~~~,tl~ns~
drill and tap one hole. (inslallalion available for
S101 '21§ppd

CYLINDER & SLIDE SHOI\ INC••
240 W. 6TH ST. •
P.O. BOX 937 :
FREMONT, NEBR. 68025 :
Phi (402) 721-4277 :
PLEASE! nocallsafter 12:00noon C.S:r :•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

~gJegl1ps
"For The Perfect Mating Of Iron To Hand"

/"
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Patent
Pending

ShOf1 Cytinder P.P.C. Conversion u.s. Patent

Douglas 1·10 twist BBl 1,0lIl" Dla. 6" long
Square recess muzzle
Cylinder is shortened to function with 38 SIX·
H.B.w.e. on~

PPC, ISPC, DUTY. TARGET, • Reduced Leading
SILHOUETTE, AND SPORT • No bullet jump Fred SChmidt

- Reduced recoil rei: (004)7-
X-Ring Accuracy 5004 Signal Hill Rd.
Each gun individually built Mechanicsville, Va. 23111

CUSTOM 'SMITH PROFlU.

Here's the holster for the modern handgunner. We call it The
Professional because its made from the latest hi-tech mate
rials with holster smarts that go back to 1898.

The smarts give The Professional the fastest draw of any
holster in its class, because there's a thumb break-not just a
snap on the side. The break is linked to an adjustable strap
for maximum gun security. And, no snap on the side means
no snap metal inside the holster to scratch your gun. This is
our unique "Blake Break" system.

The Professional is tough, lightwe~ght and comfortable
to wear. Choose Camouflage or Black CORDURA' nylon ex
terior, with waterproof foam padding and nylon lining. 10
sizes to fit nearly all gans. 'Registered trademark, DuPont Co.

If not available at your dealer, order from factory. When ordering, state
make, model, bbl. length of gun. Add $2.50 per holster for hdlg. &
shipping. Get Brauer mini-catalog $1.00. Check or M.O., no C.O.D.
Missouri add 5% tax. Prices and specifications subject to change with
out notice. Money back if not satisfied.

lfe' ~~~~~!h~~~~:"~~:~~' Sme.1.9.

lJkrba <&Ult §!1UP
CUSTOM COMPETITION HANDGUNS

Third/Match 1
James W. Gilleland-240-24X
u.s. Secret Service
Match 2 winner
Steven C. Pearce-1l80-17X
La Porte County (Indiana) Sheriff's
Dept.
Second/match 2
Ed Janik-180-l6X
Fairfax County (Virginia) Sheriff's Dept.
Third/match 2
Sam Yarosh-180-l6X
U.S. Secret Service
Match 3 Winner
Joe Mora-238-13X
Texas DPS •
Second/match 3
Charles Starr-238-8X
Lincoln County (Nebraska) Sheriff's
Dept.
Third/match 3
Charles Young-237-IOX
U.S. Customs
Match 4 Winner
Frank Glenn-240-20X
Arizona DPS

Match 12/Service Revolver Match:
Stage I: Three yards double-action, six

shots with one hand. Time: eight seconds.
Stage 2: Seven yards double-action,

12 shots standing without support. Time:
25 seconds.

Stage 3: 15 yards double-action, six shots
standing without support. Time:
12 seconds.

Stage 4: 25 yards double-action, six
shots kneeling using a barricade for cover;
six shots left hand and six shots right hand
from behind a barricade: Time: 90
seconds.
Match 13/0ff-Duty Revolver Match:

Stage 1: Three yards double-action, five
shots, one hand. Time: six seconds.

Stage 2: Seven yards double-action,
10 shots (one or two hands). Time: 20 sec
onds (includes reloading time).

Stage 3: 15 yards double-action, 10 shots
(one or two hands). Time: 20 seconds.

Stage 4: 25 seconds double-action,
15 shots (one or two hands), five shots
kneeling (using barricade for cover), five
shots standing left hand and five shots
standing right hand, from behind a bar
ricade. Time: 90 seconds. (RR.)

Continued on page 72
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Buy One IDal1 Book, Get One Free!
Gun Digest Book Of

TRAP &SKEET
SHOOTING
By Art Blatt
Valuable information for both beginner
and seasoned shooter. In fac~ the chap
ters on the fundamentals of successful
trap and skeet shooting alone are worth
the price of the book! Plus there's test
ing and evaluating of up-ta-date special
ized trap and skeet guns. Inside tips on
how to improve shooting scores with prop
er tournament preparation. How to ana

.'i!lll......... Iyze your gun's pattern. How to cope with
bad weather and make it work for you.
How to make money on the handicap
systems. Special handloading techniques
to improve scores and reduce shooting
costs. Plus a roundup of popular acces
sories. 256 8'h" x 11" pages.

BOLT ACTION RIFLES f\
!~!!~~e~a~sdition ~~~
The most definitive work on all major
bolt action rifle designs. Eighteen new
actions have been added to this edition
and 18 others have been updated and
supplemented with new information. Ifs
a highly technical book, covering all of
the common military tumbolt actions and
many commercial ones, both foreign and
domestic, describing their history, their
construction, how they function, how they
are marked. Includes general and dimen
sional specifications, parts diagrams, take
down and assembly procedures, des
criptions of the various rifles and car-

#BA9036 bines based on each action and, where #TS7726
applicable, gunsmithing information. From$1395 Arisaka to Mannlicher, Mauser to ZKK $1095Brno, de Haas covers them all.
448 8'h" x 11" pages.

$13 95

1984 GUN DIGEST f\

~d"!~by~~j~~m~r ~~
The perennial best seller with over 40
feature articles by such greats as
Matunas on a handgun power rating
system, Hacker on muzzleloaders,
Bowman on the Colt Sharps, both
Simmons and Warner on the Benelli
76. Serven on collecting, Cooper on the
scout rifle, Lott, Sell and Ordorica on
rifles for serious shooters, Reynolds on
mini-revolvers - dozens more. Reports
on rifles, shotguns, handguns, metallic
sights. black powder guns. chokes and
brakes, scopes and mounts. Fully
revised and updated catalog section
featuring all firearms currently #G L8046
manufactured or imported in the U.S.
today. Special 8-page color section. $1195
4728'12" x 11" pages.

1984 GUNS
ILLUSTRATED
16th Edition
Edited by Harold A. Murtz
A look at the epitome of parabellums,
a "baby" Luger; an investigation of the
varmint rifle as a specialized gun in all its
applications; shooting comparison of
the WW II and current production
P-38's; much more. Gun tests on
the Thompson-Center T.C.R. 83 single
shot, Browning's new Lighting Bolt,
the Sterling Mark 6 Police Carbine, Bill
Ruger's Redhawk, Remington's new
Model Seven, many more. Extensive
catalog section of guns and accessories
with current retail prices and specs. 344
8'12"x 11" pages (including8 pages in full
color).

1984 GUN DIGEST
HUNTING ANNUAL
Edited by Robert S.L. Anderson
For the active hunter. the man who
wants to improve his hunting skills in
whatever game he pursues. Share the
hunting experience with the great
shooter/writers of today: Leonard Lee
Rue III. Ed Matunas. Frank Petrini,
Sam Fadala. Rick Jamison, Dick Eades,
Ted Gorsline, Gene Hill, Don Lewis, Jim
Woods, Hal Swiggett, John Amber, Clay
Harvey, Jack Lott - we've got 'em all
from Adams to Zutz'in this brand new
annual covering all the game from
aoudad to zebra and the firearms,
cartridges and loads needed to bring
them to harvest. A truly well-balanced
book that's sure to become a collector's
Item in this its first edition.
224 8'12" x 11" pages

Gun Digest Book Of

MODERN GUN VALUES
~1d~_4th Edition

By Jack Lewis
This updated and expanded edition of
the book that's become the standard for
valuing modern firearms is 16 pages
larger than its predecessor and covers
all non-military guns introduced between
1900 and 1981.AII guns are listed alpha
beticaily by manufacturer within their
proper sections for easy reference. In
cludes specifications, introduction and
discontinuance dates, helpful descrip
tions with large, accurate illustrations for
thousands of domestic and imported
firearms. All values have been fully up
dated to give,the gun owner a current
reference whether he's buying, selling,
trading or updating the value of his col
lection. 400 8 '12" x 11" pages.

USE COUPON ON OPPOSITE PAGE TO ORDER NOW!--~



Buy One IDa'l Book, Get One Free!

C
Send These,

FREEl

GUN DIGEST BOOK OF
EXPLODED FIREARMS
DRAWINGS,3rd Edition

Edited by Harold A. Murtz
Expanded to over 400 fire
anns. New drawings from Mar
lin, Interarm~ Weatherby,
Savage; the .....harter AR-7;
UZI's submachine gun. 448
8W'x II" pages.

#EX9336 $12.95
MILITARY SMALL ARMS
OF THE 20TH CENTURY
4th Edition
By Ian V. Hogg & John Weeks
Fully revised comprehensive
illustrated encyclopedia'. of

.small caliber arms used by
the world's armies today,
those used in two world wars,
and those sure to be used in the
'80's. 288 8W' x II" pages.

#ME9146 ..... $12.95

GUN DIGEST BOOK OF
AUTOLOADING PISTOLS

By Dean A. Grennell
History, operating principles
and firing techni9.ues for rim
fire, military/police, compe
tition, hunting, assault autos.
Value trends, reloading, hol
sters, full catalog. 288 8W' x
11" pages.

#AP4716 $10.95

PART I: AUTOMATIC PISTOLS
#FP8616 $10.95
PART II: REVOLVERS
#FR8626 $10.95
PART III: RIMFIRE RIFLES
#RR8636 $9.95
PART IV: CENTERFIRE RIFLES
#CR8646 $9.95
PART V: SHOTGUNS
#SR8656 $9.95
PART VI: LAW ENFORCEMENT
WEAPONS #LW8666..... $9.95

GUN DIGEST BOOK OF
FIREARMS ASSEMBLY/
DISASSEMBLY

By J.B. Wood
Field-stripping and complete
takedown and reassembly of
20 I popular firearms with
photos and text describing
each step. Each book con
tains 288-320 8W' x II"
pages.
ORDER INDIVIDUALLY

METALLIC CARTRIDGE
RELOADING Edited by

Robert S.L. Anderson
How-to articles by experts,
plus over 200 pages of load
table data on approx. 70 rifle
and pistol calibers. Emphasis
on modern rifle & handgun
cartridges, selected obsolete
ones. 320 8W'x II" pages.

#MC2706 $12.95

THE GUN DIGEST BOOK OF
COMBAT HANDGUNNERY
ByJack Lewis & Jack Mitchell
From the basics to compe
tition training and exercises.
Coverage ofthe Bianchi Cup,
the Steel Challenge and World
Championships with diagrams
and how to shoot courses.
288 8W' x 11" pages.

#CH8826 $10.95

Name _

Address _

City _



big-bore shooting, I wonder if the 7,500
guns will be enough. Those shooters who
do not already have their orders placed
with dealers may just be out of luck.

THE BREN TEN
From Dornaus & Dixon comes word

that in addition to the five models of the
Bren Ten auto pistol already announced,
the firm will have a sixth model at the
SHOT Show.

This will be the Special Forces model in
IOmm caliber. It will be identical to the
company's 9mm version, which will be
submitted for the Joint Services XM-9
tests.

There is a distinct possibility that this
gun will be submitted for the military tests
under the Colt name. This staid old com
pany is looking longingly at the 9mm Bren
Ten as the gun that could get it the coveted
military contract.

Speaking of the Bren Ten, Michael
Dixon tells us that Norma is now produc
ing IOmm ammunition and, using the new
Power Seal Rifling barrels, is getting !VB
inch groups from the five-inch test barrels
at 100 meters.

While it may not be ready for the SHOT
Show, word come from Pachmayr that it's
working on a single-shot conversion unit
for the MI911.45 auto frame, enabling it to
handle most-if not all-of the hot pistol
cum-rifle cartridges now being chambered
in single-shot silhouette and hunting
pistols. This conversion unit would replace
the slide and barrel assembly of the Gov
ernment Model Colt with a barrel and
some sort of bolt action. This is an interest
ing concept, which we will be watching
closely.

INDUSTRY INSIDER
Continuedfrom page 78

THE WILDEY PISTOL
Although the Wildey pistol and its .45

Winchester Magnum cartridge is not set
ting the world on fire, this cartridge-and
the continued quest for a high-velocity
big-bore caliber-remains a challenge to
many in the firearms industry.

Several magnum .45 revolvers are in the
offing. The long-touted .454 Casull single
action is in limited production by Freedom
Arms, awaiting the installation of several
new machines which will enable greatly in
creased production with closer tolerances.

Meanwhile, North American Arms is
playing with several prototype single
actions, utilizing an elongated .45
Winchester Magnum case in a super-.45.
At this writing, however, the gun is still in
the prototype stage.

We are looking for some new handguns
from FN; both the double-action 9mm
and the fast-action guns have been around
for some time, and we expect that these
two models will eventually replace the
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over a quarter million sold
MODEL

K-86

American Sales & Mfg.
Box 6n, Laredo, TX 78040

(512) 723-6893

H
1/3 MOON CLIPS

Use .45 acp ammo in place of A5 auto rim.
For Colt 17, S&W 2S and S&W 55 revolvers.
Allows storage in ammo belts & std. boxes.
Reusable indefinitely. For a FREE sample. send
a self-addressed. stamped envelope. CWe now
make Ruger 9mm clips.)

Clip Prices: 25 for S3.95; SO for S6.9S ppd.
RANCH PRODUCTS. PO. Box i45. Malinta. OHIO 43S3S

Handcrafted
from top grain

American Leathers.
(Not bonded.) 24 bullet loops,

fully lined, welt construction, leg &
hammer tie downs, 100% American made.
Whether you own a Blackhawk, Su
perblackhawk, Buntline, Virginian or other
revolvers, we have the right rig for you.
see your dealer or order by mail
45/8" to 6Y2" bbl. lengths $69.95
7Y2" bbl. lengths : 74.95
8" to 10Y2" bbl. lengths n.95
Add $3.00 for postage and handling. Texas
residents add State sales tax. Send cashiers
check or money order. Complete satisfac
tion guaranteed.

.~lSON~
.45

SHOP
2057 CLINE AVENUE

FAYETTEVILLE, ARKANSAS 72701
RICHARD L. WATSON - PISTOLSMITH

501-442-2967

WATSON COMPENSATOR SYSTEMS

Dept. AH-3 3577 East Tremont Avenue. New York 10465

~'"
SHOTGUN CHOKE GAUGE O.JJ+
DetermIne the choking 01 any 12. 16 or 20·gauge $2500shotgun Made 01 preCISIon ground steel with
hardened taper Measures 16&lO-gaugechambers Plus

NEW GUNSMITH CATALOG $2.00 ~\~o.

FRANK MI R. IN . (Esl.1936)

World's Largest Producer of Quality Gunbelt Rigs

HAND CANNONS - .41 AVENGERS
SSK Industries offers exceptional services and products which include .41

AVENGERTM Conversion Kits for the 1911 Colt, approximately 60 different
caliber Custom HuntinQ and Competition Barrels for Contenders including
the .375 JDJ and .45-70, XP-loo Competition and Hunting Conversions,
Custom 1'SOB Scope Mounts that stay on for handguns, Arrestor Muzzle
Brakes, high impact, self-sealing rubber Silhouette Targets, Rechambering
Services and many other services for discriminating handgunners. We
want and appreciate your business. Two stamps for information.

SSK INDUSTRIES Rt. 1, Della Drive, Bloomingdale, Ohio 43910
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z.
Call (805) 466-6266

Open 9-5 P.S.T.
Brochure available for $1.0Q

·100%
reinforced
nylon 
No cheap
plastics.

"The Advantage Grip System was part of my
equipment I used to win the Bianchi Cup and
the Steel Challenge. Its screw on weighted
grip reduces recoil by 17%. allows quicker
sight picture alignment and speeds. up shot to
shot recovery."

Complete Advantage Grip System with checkered walnut
stocks, $40.00 - Add $3.00 postage and handling. Calif.
residents add 61,7% Sales Tax. I ship immediately upon receipt
of money order or certified check. Allow 2 weeks for all other
checks to clear. Quantity discounts available. Dealer inquiries
invited. Write for additional information, brochure and mathe
matical calculations to prove the recoil reduction.

P.O. BOX 828, WHITTIER, CA 90608 (213) 695-4134

MODERN PRACTICAL and
DEFENSIVE SHOOTING

is being taught at the CHAPMAN
ACADEMY OF PRACTICAL SHOOTING.
Courses are now available for pistol,
rifle and shotgun. The courses have
been attended and praised by world
class competitive shooters as well as
law enforcement and military person
nel. For information write:

CHAPMAN ACADEMY
P.O. BOX 7035 • Columbia, MO 65205

(314) 696-5544

Made for:
-S& W:Sq. & Rd. ButtK, L& N; Rd. ButtJ
-COLT PYTHON (I-Frame)
- RUGER: Security-Six*, Police

Service Six', Speed Six'. '(POS11976 senal numbe'S 151 andabeve)

MONOGRIP® features include: Unique,
ONE-PIECE construction· Hogue's famed
orthopedic hand fit· Fully relieved for all speed loaders
Exclusive COBBLESTONE® finish

$189m~n~~~~~~: HOGUE ®
pluS $2.00 postage & COMBAT GRIPS
handling (California P. O. Box 2038
residents add 6% Dept. AH-3
sales tax.) Atascadero, CA 93423

PISTOLSMITH
I have 34 years experience repairing and building all types of sporting
firearms. Complete facilities for the type of work that is required.

Combat. Pin shooting· Target· Silhouette
COLT FACTORY WARRANTEE SERVICE CENTER

HIGH STANDARD SPECIALIST - ALL MODELS
SMITH & WESSON DOUBLE ACTION IMPROVEMENTS

A one man shop that cares. and a shooter who knows what the serious
shooter wants. All work is guaranteed.

CAMPBELL H. IRWIN GUNSMITII
Hartland Blvd., East Hartland. Conn.

Tel. (203) 653-3901 Zip 06027

MONOGRlp®
1

--Advantage Grip System competition proven

by MICKEY FOWLER

,,'CO<lllylh.,'''''.'.,.'''.nt...._br
m.ol>o".foco""", ...dcomp""

0::.:-.:.."':.":'.:::::- 0 :::,=:= -------
,." .., ...._'..... ""_.,00 :....~~J.~ ;:.:...-~~1.~.~~'

• 'DO COOO'l........ """"",,,,' _""001 ...--.rt...o ..... of ...e- ""05_ .... __--,----_..-..-- -_.__ ....._------

, _ _ .~ .. ~ , •.." ' ~,.", "<40'"""""" ~_ •
. ,,,,'-"'00""'" """·CiOOl ,·..• 'u .. .. _co-u.. ..

Dubbed the "TSOB;' it allows the use
of three rings with any handgun scope,
thus assuring a rigid mounting system
that minimizes scope flex in recoil.

The illustration demonstrates the
variety of scope positions possible.

Cost of the rib and installation is $140.
For more information write to the

company at Rt. I, Della Drive,
Bloomingdale, OH 43910.

A full-length ventilated rib scope base
for bull-barreled (untapered) single
action revolvers is now being produced
by SSK Industries.

single-action Hi-Power.
Charter A rms undoubtedly will be

showing its new .22 auto target pistol, and
final production versions of the .25 and
.380 pocket autos.

There are at least another five new guns
that will be at the SHOT Show, but we'll
just have to wait and see what they turn out
to be. I can say that from a preliminary list
of exhibitors there will be at least
three new companies
showing handguns.

SSK has ribbed scope
base for SA revolvers
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SUPPORT
THE

ADVERTISERS
IN THESE

PAGES!

-~IGHT BACK
.y . against

ATTACKERS!
Feel safe and secure wherever you go.....no
longer fear muggers, rapists. burglars! Leave
any attacker disabled and rolling on ground
in pain. Now possible with easiest, most
effective Self Defense system_vdevised!

DEFENSE c •

aOX 30309 DEPT. AH-3 SEND NAM~ AN ADDRESS
. . FORCDMPLETEFREEDETAILS!

TYLER'S "T" GRIP
-BETTER SHOOTING..IJIIII".
with this improved .
cost Aluminum Grip
ADAPTOR. For Colt,
S & Wand Ruger D.A.
Revolvers. DURABLE, PRAC
TICAL- EASY TO INSTALL.
THREE ATTRACTIVE FINISH COLORS.
POLISHED or BLACK $6.00; GOLD $6.50
.._- ---_._-

TYLER'S TRIGGER SHOE
Duroble light weight cost aluminum for Colts, S & W,
Ruger and other modern pistols, rifles and shotguns.
POLISHED or BLACK $4.50; GOLD FINISH $5.
AT YOUR FAVORITE DEALER OR ORDER DIRECT. Send
moke & model of gun. No C.O.D.'s please. Add $1.00
for Shipping Chorges. Fully Guoronteed. Genuine
Stag-Wood & Synthe'ic Gun Grips & Accessories.

Buck Knives-Hand-made Leather Holsters & Belts.

New! IVOREX® GUN GRIPS
MELVIN TYLER MFG. ANDDIST.

1326 W. Britton Rd.• Oklahoma City, Okla. 73114
Can toll free 800-654-8415 Outside Oklahoma

Experiment with new bullet designs without
spending a cent on special orders: Corbin
swaging equipment offers great versatility in
standard packages. Now you can afford to try .
new ideas, make standard bullets cheaper
and faster. Send $3 for Corbin Handbook, or
$3() for 6-book library, to:

INFO 'QUICKIE'
Truly monstrous hinged-frame, re

bounding hammer type revolvers were
made in Great Britain a little more than
100 years ago. Designed by Webley,
they came in calibers as large as .476;
Belgian manufacturers also produced
similar revolvers, such as the .45 Mon
tenegrin. Occasional freaks were made
in calibers approaching .60!

Second/match 4
Kerry W. Hile-240-l8X
Columbus (Ohio) Police Dept.
Third/match 4
James W. Gilieland-240-l8X
U.S. Secret Service
Match 5 Winner
Jay M. SOlitham-598-48X
Salt Lake County (Utah) Sheriff's
Second/match 5
Kerry W. Hile-598-43X
Columbus (Ohio) Police Dept.
Third/match 5
Frank Glenn-598-38X
Arizona DPS
High sheriff
Mark W. Thompson-1488-83X
Madison County (Indiana) Sheriff's
Dept.
High reserve
Jerry Eason-1485-96X
Grass Valley (California) Police
High retired
Tony Borgese-1484-87X
New York Transit Authority
High industrial
Stein Johansen-1481-77X
U.S. Embassy, Norway
High non-U.S. citizen
John Vaugn-1487-98X
Royal Canadian Mounted Police
High federal
James W. Gilleland-1489-108X
U.S. Secret Service
High state
Robert Landreth-1489-104X
California Highway Patrol
High county
Mark W. Thompson-1488-83X
Madison County (Indiana) Sheriff's
High municipal
Gerald Nisbet-1486-100X
Detroit Police Dept.
Second/municipal
Dennis M. Sundermeyer-1485-98X
petroit Police Dept.
High conservation
Eric Nuse-1476-77X
High Iowa resident
James Loveland-1468-74X
High Iowa woman
Robin Spraska-970-14X

PPC NATIONALS
Continuedfrom page 67

MEMBER
NRA
HHI

Lanark, IL 61046

Heavy Duty

Decapper~
(tool steel) •.. <:-.,.

.~«- <"';

Trimmer Accessory Case
For Collets, Pilots,

Reamers, etc.
Send 25([ for new catalog.

9 87 Lanark Ave.

~ Cfjunewf!'
9laaii/y .J1d«m f/u.ni-nf A flJjwdalty

CUSTOM BLUING
MILLETT SIGHTS

704/283-8789

NEW FROM FORSTER

BRASS
.223, .38 SPL

.45 ACP.
AND OTHERS

(512) 858-4441
THE BRASS WORKS

P.O. Box 315-H2
Dripping Springs, TX 78620

WHEN YOU WANT THE
LATEST INFO ON HAND'·
GUNS,GO RIGHT TO THE
AUTHORITY-AMERICAN
HANDGUNNER.
Use the Handy Order Card in
this issue to send for your sub
scription today.

WALNUT
TARGET
STOCKS FOR
RUGER MARK I
AND MARK II

$19.95
MAGNUM GRIPS

PO. BOX 801 S
DEPT. AH

PAYSON. AZ 85541

BRENT MULLIS
3518 Lawyers Road East

Monroe, N. C. 28110
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The only magazine devoted 100% to handguns!

It's the only magazine that
gives you regularly featured
articles on:*Pistolsmithing

*Reloading*Handgun Hunting* Self Defense*Combat Course*Customizing*Conversion Tips
* Siluetas*Cop Talk*Competition
*Test Reports
It's the only magazine

that gives you the opportu
nity to win a one-of-a-kind
Customized handgun each
issue, with its Custom Gun
Giveaway Contest.

If you own a handgun, you need AMERICAN
HANDGUNNER Magazine, it's written for the
competitor, sportsman, collector, hunter or
lawman. If you're one of these, or just enjoy
fine handguns, you can share in the knowledge
and expertise of men who excel in writing
about them in the AMERICAN HANDGUN
NER Magazine.

AMERICAN HANDGU E
There's nothing
else like it.
•••••••••••••••••••••••

SUBSCRIBE NOW
It's bi-monthly.

•••••••••••••••••••••••

-------------------------------------------------

If you want to gain a thorough knowledge of
handguns and their uses or about reloading or
pistolsmithing, to keep up with the latest
action SUBSCRIBE NOW TO AMERICAN
HANDGUNNER.

American Handgunner Dept. 117

P.O. Box 16439 San Diego. CA 92116

Yes, please send me the subscription ordered below. I understand
that I will receive the American Handgunner 1st Patch FREE for
my paid subscription.

o 1 year $11.95 0 2 years $19.95 0 3 years $27.95
Amount enclosed $ 0 Bill me. (\llow 4 to 6 weeks for
delivery. Foreign subscribers add $6.00 per year.

Credit Card charge: 0 BAC/Visa 0 MasterCard
No. Expiration date _
Name _
Address _

City State Zip _

CALL TOLL FREE!
800/824-7888, Operator 40.

Your name, address and BAC/Visa or Master
Card number and expiration date is all it takes.

(Above 800 number for subscription ordering only.)

GUARANTEE:You'll enjoy AMERICAN
HANDGUNNER. If you don't agree, we'll refund
the unused portion of your subscription in full, at any
time.

FREE!
This colorful all-fabric American Handgunner
1st Patch with each paid subscription.



HANDGUN
MARKET

Classified ads 50¢ per word per insertion, (35¢ per word-per insertion for 3 or more) including
name and address. Minimum charge $7.00 per ad. Copy must be submitted with payment in
advance. NO AGENCY DISCOUNTS. All ads must be received with advance payment by not
later than the 14th of the fourth month preceding date of issue. Example: Closing for Mar I Apr
84 issue (on sale Jan. 1) is Nov. 14th. Ads received after closing date will appear in the
following issue. Please type or print clearly. NO PROOFS FURNISHED. Include name, ad
dress, post office, zip code, city and state as counted words. Abbreviations count as one
word each. Mail to AMERICAN HANDGUNNER Magazine, 591 Camino de la Reina, Suite 200,
San Diego, CA 92108. •

ACCESSORIES

GUN ENGRAVING on your firearms, Customized Artwork
-monogram, ornamentation, hunting scene-whatever you
wish. No case hardened, Knife handles-no blades. Hand
rubbed walnut plaques for all your awards presentations.
Jewelry, Trophy and Gun work. Sundance Engraving, PO
Box 912, Reading, PA 19603

IVORY GRIPS-All Makes-Hand Carving. Free Colt
Medallions-Stamped addressed envelope for list. Gunart,
Box 22, Lakewood, NJ 08701.

GENUINE ELEPHANT IVORY GRIPS for Colt 45 auto
matics $110 per pair, satisfaction guaranteed. Send check to:
Ivorygrips, Box 830AH, West Dover, Vermont 05356·0830.
Void where prohibited.

ORIENTAL JADE PISTOL GRIPS CUSTOM MADE
FOR ANY HANDGUN. $1500. For information Call Color
ado 595-0302 or 1-800-525-3050.

IVORY: complete Scrimshaw and ivory supplies. Cabs, inks,
belt buckles, elk burrs, ivory handled knives. Pistol grips in
ivory and hardwoods, for SAA, .45 Auto, Rugers, Browning
high power. Raw ivory in slabs, tusks, and sections. For cata·
log, send $1 to: Midwest-Artan, Sec. 3, P.O. Box 325,
Thomasboro, IL 61878.

SPEED-LOADER USERS: SPEED-LATCHTM will help
you shave seconds off your reloading time! Available for
S& W K and L frames, also Ruger S~curity Six and the
Redhawk. Send SASE for descriptive literature to: FIRE
ARM TECHNOLOGY CO., Box 266, Massapequa, NY
11758.

IF YOU TAKE LIFE SERIOUSLY ... peruse our Procure·
ment Index featuring sPecialty equipmf!nt used by profes
sionals worldwide. Concealment holsters, electronics,
disguised and unconventional weaponry from under $20.00 to
over $2,000.00. The catalog is $3.00 from: A.S.P., Box 18595/
AH, Atlanta, GA 30326.

STAKING TOOL, for 45 front sights. Also works on Reming
ton shotguns and rifles. $29.95 PPD. Cody Shooters Supply,
Box 907, Cody, WY 82414.

TREADLOCK SECURITY CHEST. Fire-Resistant Safes.
Discount Prices. CAVALIER SECURITY, Box 12507,
Roanoke, VA 24026. (703) 992-3371.

JADE GRIPS for .45 Govt Auto $225.00 per set. Maze, 2124
Kittredge St. "I", Berkeley, CA 94704. Calif. residents add 6%
sales tax.

AR-7 ASSAULT RIFLE! We have 15 round magazines,
ventilated barrels and collapsible stocks. $1.00 for List. $25.00
per mag, 2 for $40.00. Ground Zero Survival Supply, P.O. Box
335, Croton, OH 43013.

SEMI MAC 10-11 TO FULL AUTO IN 5 SECONDS. Back to
UNALTERED SEMI-AUTO IN 2 SECONDS!
Introductory price, $22.00 ppd.; Parts, instructions; Survival
Accessories, Box 468, Waupun, WI 53963.

GUN OWNERS, BORE-BRITE for firearms uses available
light to examine gun bore. Solid lucite. Send $1.50 to: The
Quetico Trader, Box 1052, Northbrook, IL 60062.

Progressive loading tool by Berdon-a proven design-loads
pistol & rifle-versatile-low cost to change calibers & powder
charges-uses 7/8xl4 dies-5 year warranty on parts & labor.
Easy to use-accepts standard case feeders and indexers
made to last with strong durable materials. For info write or
call: Berdon Machine, Box 483-S, Hobart, Washington 98025.
(206) 282-2613.

BOOMERANG-Incredible Returns! Enjoy exciting sport.
You CAN do it! Unique gift for anyone. Order free catalog
now! Boomerang Man, 331·AH Park, Monroe, LA 71201.

NEW VIBRA-TEK brass polisher and cleaner, the reloader's
choice the world over. Only 20 minutes to clean once fire5
brass. Tumbler method takes 2 hrs. Economical, draws only
20 watts. Doesn't damage cases, cleans inner and outer sur
faces, even primer pockets. No moving parts or motor to re
place. Tumblers burn out in less than 18 months. LIFETIME
WARRANTY. Complete with media and extra tub for clean
ing with solvents. REGULAR VIBRA-TEK 100 30.06 capac
ity, 2 lbs. media $69.95. MAGNUM VIBRA-TEK 300 30.06
capacity, 5 lbs. media $138.00. Extra 5 lbs. media $13.75. All
prepaid. Hayden-Holmes Co., 1844 Arroya, Colorado Springs,
CO 80908. 303/634-8611.

RUGER MARK II OR MARK I walnut target stocks with
thumbrest, $19.95, postage paid. MAGNUM GRIPS, P.O.
Box 801-H, Payson, AZ 85541.

GUNS, RELOADING Tools, gun cabinets, gun cases, every
thing for the shooter at discount prices. Fast shipments. Free
catalog. Esman's, Pitcairn, PA 15140. Phone (412) 243-7515.

MAKE BULLET LUBE FOR AS LITTLE AS .20 PER
TUBE. Lube recipe plus plans for making mould $2. Or for
steel constructed mould, recipe, and instructions. Send $15
plus $3 shipping. Lightning Lube Co., P.O. Box 27, Dept. 20,
Osceola, Iowa 50213.

HAND GUN Caddys-All nylon molded, mounts under
tables, desks, dressers, bed boards, on metal, etc. Hardware
included, $10. postage paid. Check or Money Order. Specify
Cal.: B.G. & R. Inc. P.O. Box 141021, Coral Gables, FL 33114.

Hard-to-find Gunsmith tools and how-to books. Catalog
$1.00. Micro-Mark, Box 5112GM, Clinton, NJ 08809.

UZI MAGAZINES, barrels, extractors. 32rd mag. $17.00; 4 in
pouch $75. 4 3Ord. M-l c~rbine mags in pouch $21. Mags for
many other guns. Price list $1.00. Refunded with purchase.
3 weeks for checks to clear. Scherer, Box AH, Gilberts, IL
60136.

Bench Grinder 112" hp 6", Wheels industrial type $45.00.
Miller Tools, 303 Lancaster, Monroe, NC 28110. Money Back
Guarantee.

Gunsmith Files, 20 Assorted for $33.00. Miller Tools, 303 Lan
caster, Monroe, NC 28110.

AMMUNITION

BRASS CASES, Military, .38 special $40.00/M, (Comm
$45.oo/M); .223 $20.oo/M, .308 $30.oo/M; .45 ACP $85.oo/M,
match $90.00/M. FFL Required. Shipping UPS COD.
Mayfield & Co., (HG), Rt.l, La Salle, IL 61301. 815/223-0975.

.22 RIMFIRE EXPLOSIVE AND INCENDIARY AM
MUNITION: This Book Describes How to Prepare 9 dif
ferent Varieties of Special Purpose Ammunition. Transforms
the .22 Rimfire Cartridge into a Cartridge as Devastating as a
.357 Magnum. Send $9.95 to: MKBS-PUBLICATIONS,4111
Lincoln Blvd., Dept. H35G3, Marina Del Rey, CA 90292.

"VAPOR GUARD" Case to bullet sealing compound, also
provides more uniform bullet release. Mil. Spec. C-13783B
$1.00 Packet seals approx. 300 cases. Add $1.00 S/H in the
U.S. any quantity. H & H Cartridge Corp., P.O. Box 104,
Greensburg, IN 47240.

BRASS, .45ACp, $65/M, 9mm NATO military $65/M, South
African .223' live ammo-collector's dream, $9-box of 20
rounds. FFL needed. Freight collect: American Munitions,
P.O. Box 703, Madison Heights, Michigan 48071. 313/547-4781
after 7:30 P.M. All material is once fired and boxer.primed.

Free Catalog # 84: Reloading Tools, Dies, Bullet Moulds, etc.
for over 150 rifle, pistol, shotgun calibers, Safari Outfitters,
Baker, OR 97814-0931.

BOOKS

1984 REDBOOK OF USED GUN VALUES. Discover what
your firearms are worth in the most reliable source book ever
published. A comprehensive volume that covers rifles, hand
guns, and shotguns, it contains more than 3500 listings. Only
$5.95 postpaid. REDBOOK, Dept. HG, 591 Camino de la
Reina, Suite 200, San Diego, CA 92108.··

STATE PISTOL LAWS, latest pistol carrying, purchasing,
etc., regulations for all states and FEDERAL GUN LAWS.
Both booklets $4,00. POLICE EQUIPMENT CATALOG
$2.00 Schlesinger, Department E., P.O. Box 882, New York,
NY 10150.

"SURVIVALIST" Book Catalog. lOO's of titles covering
many subjects. Rush $1.00 Cash: I'll send free if you're broke,
BUT GET IT NOW. To: Ken Hale (205), McDonald, OH
44437-0395.

SHOOT A HANDGUN reveals the expert's way to use your
handguns safely, effectively and within the law. Learn how
and where to shoot, firearms responsibility, what ammuni
tion to purchase, and more. Special chapter on defensive
pistol shooting, plus a glossary of handgun terms. Only $9.95
postpaid. GUNS BOOKS, Dept. SH,591 Camino de la Reina,
Suite 200, San Diego, CA 92108."

1983 AMERICAN HANDGUNNER ANNUAL. Includes reo
ports on New Handguns for 1983, Airgun Review, Self-De
fense Hangunning, 500 Best Places to Shoot Across the U.S.
plus much more! Only $4.95 postpaid. HANDGUNNER
ANNUAL, Dept. HG·3, P.O. Box 85201, San Diego, 92116."

IN THE GRAVEST EXTREME by Massad Ayoob. How
and when to use a gun, authoritively written by an active
duty policeman. For your copy, send $7.95 (includes postage)
to: GUNS BOOKS/Dept. CA,591 Camino de la Reina, Suite
200, San Diego, CA 92108."

TRACKING by Jack Kearny. A blueprint for learning how
by an unchallenged authority and author of the U.S. Border
Patrol course. His skills have led to scores of people lost in the
wild and solved criminal cases. $8.95 + $.75 post. HAND
·GUNNER BOOKS/Dept. TR, 591 Camino Reina, San
Diego, CA 92108."

NO SECOND PLACE WINNER by Bill Jordan. A fascinat
ing book about gun fighting and the equipment to use, from
loads to leather. $8.50 + $1 post. HANDGUNNER BOOKS/
Dept. NS, 591 Camino Reina, San Diego, CA 92108."

1984 GUNS ANNUAL AVAILABLE NOW! Exciting articles
for the guns enthusiast including: Black Powder Review, Ac
cessories for Military and Assault Rifles, a Book Length Re
port on How to Buy Used Guns, Airgun Review, plus a com
prehensive Handgun, Rifle and Catalog section. Only $4.95
postpaid. GUNS ANNUAL, 591 Camino de la Reina, Suite
200, Dept. "GA-4, San Diego, CA 92108."

FEDERAL GUN LAWS-Covers machineguns, silencers,
rules and regulations pertaining to all aspects of dealing in
firearms and ammo-20 pages. . ... $3.95. CONCEALED
WEAPONS PERMIT BOOKLET, How to receive one
...... $2.50. YOUR OWN STATE GUN LAWS, Know the
regulations and laws in your state $1.75. STATE GUN
LAWS for all FIFTY STATES, A very detailed booklet
...... $4.95. S.G.S.E., P.O. Box 780-AH, Mocksville, NC
27028.

New updated catalog every two months! The best new books
on weaponry, the martial arts, self-defense, survival, and
creative revenge. $1.00. Paladin Press, P.O. Box 1307-BC.
Boulder, CO 80306.

REMINGTON 1100 EXOTIC WEAPON SYSTEM is now
available. Seventy close-up photos illustrate how to convert
your 1100 semi-auto into a selective-fire assault shotgun.
9 x 12, softcover, 96 pages, $14.00 postpaid. Paladin Press,
P.O. Box 1307-BA, Boulder, CO 80306.

GUN OWNERS-KNOW YOUR RIGHTS. Your State Gun
Laws, all published City Ordinances, selected Federal Laws,
nationwide toll free telephone numbers. Send $4.95. Inter
state Enterprises, Dept. AH, Box 19466, Houston, TX 77224.

LUGERS WORLD'S finest quality; listing: $1.50; subscrip
tions: $5.00. R. Shattuck, 6661 Castle, Birmingham, MI
48010.

OUT-OF-PRINT Books Found. Send Wants. BookLook, 51
Maple Avenue, Warwick, N.Y. 10990.

FREE WHOLESALE CATALOG, Guns, Scopes, Reloaders,
Supplies. ALPINE RANGE SUPPLY, Rt. 7, Box 356, Ft.
Worth, TX 76119.

FULL-AUTO! Complete illustrated manual on selective fire
conversions for the following weapons .... HK 91193, AR-15,
Mac 10-11, Mini-14, MI Carbine. Only $10.00 postpaid. J.
FLORES, Box 14-S, Rosemead, CA 91770. Free Catalog.

"HOME IS WHERE You Park It," new revised edition, is a
must for those considering RVing as a lifestyle. Send $8.95 to:
Kay Peterson, Box 2870-MCCAG, Estes Park, CO 80517,
Money-back guarantee.

USED WESTERN paperback books. Great selection. Send
Stamp for catalog. Howling Wilderness, Dept. W, Box 242, EI
Toro, CA 92630.

INCREDIBLE PUBI-cations catalog. Supressed inventions,
survival. superbrain function secret, etc. (stamp). Fry's Pub
lications, 22511 Markham, Perris, CA 92370.

SWITCHBLADE KNIFE BOOK-Latest edition, over 80
photos, where to buy, prof. printed; $8.00 ppd: TANZ, Box
14221, Pittsburgh, PA 15239.

THE LUGER l'ISTOL: Complete step by step disassembly
procedure booklet. Facts and drawings. Parts listing and
helpful information for German Luger Lovers. $4.75
postpaid. Bunnell Systems, Box 426B, Dalton, PA 18414.
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HOMEMADE MACHINE GUN PLANS. Comprehensive,
detailed, easy to follow 24-page oversize booklet. Machine
shop unnecessary. Send $6. WILDCAT PUBLICATIONS,
Dept. XXXA, 7 Michigan, Dundee, IL 60ll8.

The Ruger 1022 Exotic Weapons System is a conversion sys
tem you can bet your hfe on! Over 60 explicit photos, plus
machinist's drawings and gull-scale templates, show you how
to transform your Ruger 1022 into a selective-fire, close-com
bat gun you can trust. Order Now! 9x12, softcover, 86 pages,
$14.00 postpaid. Paladin Press, Box 1307-BBX, Boulder, CO
80306.

INTERSTATE TRANSPORT OF PERSONALLY
OWNED FIREARMS $1.50. Rights when traveling with a
firearm. QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS PERTAINING
TO FEDERAL FIREARMS LAWS AND REGULATIONS
$1.75.102 questions answered by Federal Experts. FEDERAL
LAWS AND REGULATION $2.95. ALL OF THE ABOVE
$4.95. Interstate Enterprises, Dept. AHP, Box 19466,
Houston, TX 77224.

COIN'S FINANCIAL SCHOOL. Most popular book on gold,
silver and money ever published. Send $5 to: Omni Publica
tions, Box 216, Hawthorne, CA 90250.

THINKING ABOUT A SHOOTING SCHOOL? Before you
spend $1000 and not get what you're looking for, read "Shoot
ing Schools: An Analysis." It's the finest, objective compari
son of America's top 10 schools. A most detailed evaluation,
frankly discussing the strong and weak points of each. Writ
ten by a shooter who's been to them all! 100 pages, illustrated.
Off the presses in December. Pre-publication sale $7.50
postpaid. Personal Defense Foundation, Box 7035-H, Albany,
NY 12225.

Thor and Odin Live! Discover modern Germanic Pagan
religion! Send $1 to: Wotan, 3125 19th, Suite # 297-E,
Bakersfield, CA 93301.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

"LEARN GUNSMITHING." Yavapai College is a fully ac
credited community college with V.A. approval. Excellent fa
cilities, experienced instructors, great mountain climate
makes this the place to learn gunsmithing. Write to Yavapai
College, Attn: GUNSMITHING INSTRUCTOR,BOO E.
Sheldon, Prescott, AZ 86301, 602-445-7300.

MAKE MONEY AS PART-TIME GUN DEALER ... How
to receive your Federal Firearms License . .. $2.00 75-Top
Gun Wholesaler's Directory. $2.00. Your State Pistol Laws
... $2.00. How to receive a Concealed Weapon Permit. $2.00.
All four Publications $5.00 ppd. Moneyback Guarantee.
KEVCO HA, Box 1630, Bakersfield, CA 93302.

BE A GUN DEALER, Official Federal Firearms License Kit,
Application Forms, Instructions, Wholesale Sources of Fire
arms, Ammo & Accessories. The Most Complete kit
Available. You can Start'Selling Guns & Ammo for Full or
Part-time Income Today. Send $4.95 to: S.G.S.E., PO. Box
780-AH, Mocksville, NC 27028.

BECOME A GUN DEALER: Professionally prepared kit
includes official forms, covers licensing, purchasing, records
everything! List hundreds of top wholesalers. Guaranteed!
$4.00. Business Consultants, Dept.-H, PO. Box 1232, Union
town, PA 15401.

BE A LICENSED FIREARMS DEALER Full or part time
income. We tell how to start your own Firearms Business at
home. No cash outlay for inventory. You take gun orders,
then buy one gun or many wholesale by mail. We send SAME
DAY your order received: LATEST Official Federal Applica
tions Forms, complete instructions. UPDATED Wholesale
Directory, 800 Numbers, practical dealer tips, discounts on
business cards, rubber stamps, dealer supplies, diamonds, and
more. Most complete kit available. PLUS FREE GIFT
Burglar Alarm Warning Decals. Send $5.00. Interstate En
terprises, Dept. AH-4, Box 19466, Houston, TX 77224.

BY NEXT WINTER you can be established in business,
making good money. Private Security is a prestigious, reces
sion-proof profession, not a get-rich-quick scheme. Every
thing needs guarding today-everywhere-cities, small towns,
boondocks. We'll show you how to start and operate a suc
cessful guards/patrolmen agency, even though you have
little cash and no diploma. Others have done it; you can do it
too. Complete step-by-step manual only $6.95. SecuriTech
H, Box C, Vashon, WA 98070.

BE A FIREARMS DEALER-Buy wholesale-No
investment needed-Full or part-time. Send for OFFICIAL
FFL KIT with BATF application and our carefully
researched 1983 GUN DEALERS GUIDE with: Complete
instructions/requirements, BATF numbers, Valuable hints,
150 + wholesalers, Manufacturers, Gunsmiths, etc. Be as
sured our publication is no "rip-off." It's all you will need.
Sent same day. $7.50. Thank you. RK ENTERPRISES, 2616
Las Positas, Santa Barbara, CA 93105.

BE A PROFESSIONAL BONDSMAN! Exciting, lucrative.
No investment, training, work from home full/part-time.
Free report: THE BAILBOND GUIDE, Box 802-A3, Baton
Rouge, LA 70821

WOODWORKERS-Turn $4 Material Into $39.95. Exciting
Home Busines. No Selling. Grow Big Fast. Starter Guide Re
veals Secret. Free Details. Pine Shop, 78-K, West Peterboro,
NH 03468.

TATTOOING EQUIPMENT. Colors, Machines, designs,
everything needed to start you in business. Send $1.00 for
catalog to: S & W TATTOOING, Box 263 AH, East
Northport, NY ll731.

PROTECT YOUR INVENTION. Registered Patent At
torney. Free Preliminary Review of your description. Box
392-AH, Milwood, NY 10546.

Battery Rebuilding Tools, Instructions $326.00. Manual
$65.00. Training Available. SUN BATTERY 10415 98,
Sebring, FL 33870.

ALASKAN JOBS: For complete information, send S.A.S.E.
to: Alaskan Job Services, Box 40235-A, Tucson, AZ 85717.
Immediate Response! NO GIMMICKS!!

BUMPER STICKER PRINTING DEVICE. Cheap, Sim
ple, Portable. Free details: Bumper, PO. Box 22791(DL),
Tampa, FL 33622.

Jobs! Skilled! Unskilled! Free training! Exclusive reports for
the Big Money Jobs! Details! Energos, Box 5003-P, Palo Alto,
CA 94303.

COLLECTORS

Authentic Indian Jirrowheads, artifacts. We have the best.
Free list. Large S.A.S.E.: Morris', Box 4771, Anaheim, CA
92803.

INDIAN ARTS and crafts and mountain man supply cata
log. 100 pages, fantastic, illustrated, $3.50 postpaid. Flathead
Indian Museum, Box # 460, St. Ignatius, MT 59865.

Badges & Patches send $1.00 for list or $6.00 for 12 monthly
list ... Baird's Collectables, Dept. AH683, Box 444, Los
Alamitos, CA 90720.

Soldier, Chess, Cannon molds and castings, Illustrated cata
log $1.00. With metal soldier $2.00. Coastal, Box 44-H, Cedar
Grove, NJ 07009.

PEARL GRIPS-Wholesale prices-Colt Single Action
Oversize $76.46 plus $2 postage: Safari Trading 7711 Rose
mead Blvd. Unit # 31, Pico Rivera, CA 90660.

EMBLEMS & INSIGNIA

TOP QUALITY ALL-FABRIC PATCHES FOR YOUR
JACKET OR CAP! Guns Team Member Patch: $3.50,
American Handgunner 1st Patch: $3.50, 25th Anniversary
Guns Collectors Patch, $5.00. Special-all 3 patches only
$ll.OO postpaid. GUNS Patches, Dept. HP, 591 Camino de la
Reina, Suite 200, San Diego, CA 92108."

OFFICIAL SHOOTERS CLUB OF AMERICA all-fabric
patch and decal-$3.00 postpaid! GUNS Patches, Dept. APS,
291 Camino de la Reina, # 200, San Diego, CA 92108."

QUALITY PATCHES, DECALS, custom made. Low prices,
FREE Catalog. Universal Emblems, Box 7271, North
Bergen, NJ 07047. 2011869-9316.

CUSTOM EMBROIDERED EMBLEMS-FREE Catalog
and price quotes. Highest quality GUARANTEED-Lowest
prices, NO Minimum. Money Back Guarantee. Send
Sketches to: Stadriah, 61 Jane Street, New York, NY 10014.

EMBLEMS CUSTOM EMBROIDERED: loom, hand
made, or bullion, minimum ten. Handgunner Embroidery
Corporation, 1929 E. 52nd, Indianapolis, IN 46205,
(317) 257-1424.

THE BELT Buckle Business, Dept. "A:' Box 4170, Jackson,
MS 39216. (601) 353-9239. Solid Brass, Sterling, Gold. Illus
trated catalogue $1.00 (refundable).

"I LOVE GUNS." Bumper Sticker. $2.00. PW., Dept. AH, Rt.
2, Box 125-A, Prudenville, MI 48651.

CUSTOM MADE CLOISONNE ENAMELED PINS,
MEDALS & CAPS BADGES. Send SASE for FREE
Brochure ... FOREST VIEW ENTERPRISES HG, 4744 N.
Grand Avenue, Covina, CA 91724. (213) 966-7589.

FIREWORKS

Distributors wanted for new food products, (Not Dehy
drated) appealing to campers, backpackers, and survivalist.
Your own business, Income depends on effort. DALTON, Box
2162, Williamsport, PA 17703.

FIREWORKS-Fun, safe, top quality, lowest prices.
Illustrated catalogue $1.00; Pyro-Sonic Devices, Box 711
AH3, Grand Haven, MI 49417.

FIREWORKS Supplies, DISCOUNT LOW! LOW! prices.
Tubes, plugs, shells, mortars, tooling, much more. SAMPLE
KIT $3.98 or SASE for price list. NORMICO INDUS
TRIES, 1025 Jefferson Street, Suite 100, Santa Clara, CA
95050.

GREAT LAKES FIREWORKS Company Brings fireworks
to your door!!! New Illustrated catalogue with many
wholesale prices. Send $1.00 Refundable to: GREAT LAKES
FIREWORKS COMPANY, PO. Box 5324, Cleveland, OH

,44101.

Fireworks-Order direct, Send $2.00 for a catalog to: Spark
Fireworks, 8669 Lake Road, Seville, OH 44273.

MAKE YOUR OWN-complete fireworks supplies. $5.00
catalogue. Empire Supply House, 2320 West Blood, East
Aurora, NY 14052.

SILVER SALUTE-special! $22.00 per gross, Kit. Empire
Supply House, 2320 West Blood, East Aurora, NY 14052.

Fireworks-Firecrackers, rockets, Roman candles, bottle
rockets, MUCH, MUCH MORE! LOW PRICES, Quick
delivery, HIGH QUALITY. Delivered to your door
throughout the United States year-round. Illustrated cata
log $1.00. EAGLE FIREWORKS, Dept. AI, Box 800,
Clackamas, OR 97015.

ROCKETS, COLORED SMOKE DYES, for signalling, sur
vival applications. MBO Salutes, Fireworks-you construct,
More! Catalog $1.00. NorStarr, Box 5585, Pocatello, ID
83202.

Salutes and Cannoncrackers home made. The Best! Simple
easy methods, my secrets revealed. Details: Brown Diver
sified, Box 53, Fishers, Indiana 46038.

CHEMICALS for every purpose. Technical grade potassium
chlorate, nitrate, sulfur, acids, others. Also books and for
mulas, Catalog $1.00. D & R Enterprises. Box 14741,
Cleveland, OH 44ll4.

FOR SALE

COLT .45 AUTO PISTOL. COMPLETE MANUAL. More
than 100 pages, 80 photos and illustrations. Details on
disassembly, repair, construction, and marksmanship. $6.50
Catalog $2.00. MONEY ORDER or CREDIT CARD ONLY.
SURVIVAL BOOKS, lll06 Magnolia Blvd., North Holly
wood, CA 91601. (213) 763-0804.

FREE BROCHURE. Pistol-lighters, pistol-lighter
flashlight. Authentic looking styles. From $3.95. Selmer,
Dept. B, Box 239, Stratford, CT 06497.

Alaska-We now have in-stock bonded core .375 and 9.3mm
bullets. Send 20¢ stamp to: C.H.P, Box 3147, Kenai, AK
996ll.

SUNFLOWER DISH cloths, soft, knit, absorbent, 100%
cotton cloths, in six different colored stripes, for your own use
or to use as money makers for your club. Sangamon Mills
Inc., Cohoes, NY 12047.

CROSSBOWS Magnum Power by Barnett International
Direct Discount Catalogue, $2., all goods shipped prepaid
UPS from my Michigan warehouse; Delivered price: Com
mando, $329.: Wildcat, $179.; Panzer, $219.; Write J.N.Y.
Exports; Box 2322, Station A, London, Ontario, CANADA
N6A 4E3.

FOR SALE: War relics, militaria, head gear, edged weapons,
field equipment, medals, badges, military books and records,
etc. Send .5()¢ for latest lists. (Also interested in buying
militaria.) Globe Militaria Inc., RF.D.1, Box 269, Keene, NH
03431.

NAZI REGALIA. Send SASE for Free List: NSDAPAO, Box
6414-AH, Lincoln, NE 68506.

GUN PARTS

MAKE YOUR OWN HI VELOCITY lead alloy CAST
BULLETS, the only practical way; with 2 copper 30 cal
rotating bands you make yourself. Jacketed velocities,
SILHOUETTE PISTOLS, at II cost. Send SASE & 2M for
literature and sample band from a Barnes Die: Barnes
Driving Bands Die Co., PO. Box 3343, Escondido, CA
92025-0590.

FULL-AUTO CONVERSION LICENSE KIT-Includes
ALL Federal forms, complete instructions necessary for
LEGAL Conversion. Convert your semi now! $4.95 .
SURVIVAL CONSULTANTS, PO. Box 1232 (H), Union
town, PA 15401.

GUNS FOR SALE

We will sell ANY gun at 10% above wholesale cost. We also
pay cash for used guns. For quotes, call (evenings/weekends)
or write: BULLSEYE ARMS, 701 N. 20th Street, Banning,
CA 92220 (714) 649-3235.

1921 Colt Thompsons and other fine automatic weapons for
sale. $1.00 for list. Selective Fire, Box 1111, Conyers, GA
30207-11II; 404/922-4207.

ANTIQUE ARMS LIST: Colts, Remingtons, S&W's;
Holsters, grips, parts, misc., $2 for list of 300 pieces; Douglas
R Carlson, 1379-73 St., Des Moines, IA 503ll.

ADULT AIRGUNS. World's best models. Great for hunting,
match shooting and plinking. Guaranteed lowest prices. Send
$1.00 for catalog to: Wild Bill's Imports, PO. Box 5206-H,
Huntington Beach, CA 92615.

BRONZES-REMINGTON, SIGNED $450. LION-SNAKE
SIGNED BARYE $350. Write: 1129 Brady, Davenport, Iowa
52803.

GUNSMITHING

OCTAGON BARRELS, rifle or pistol. All centerfire calibers.
Custom tapered or half octagon-half round. Chambering for
any cartridge. Write KOGOT, John T. Pell, 410 College,
Trinidad, CO 81082.

GUNSMITHING Inc. quality work, fast delivery; SPE
CIALTY WORK PERFORMED, 111 Marvin Drive,
Hampton, VA 23666, Ph. (804) 838-8091.
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LATHES-MILLS-TOOLS Attention Pistolsmiths: the
compact 5" lathe has 133A" between centers, 5" swing, full
range of thread pitches and with the vertical attachment,
milling is performed right on the lathe. Other selections:
Unimat 3", Compact 8", Compact 10" and Super 11" lathes.
Jet lathes and mills. Sherline bench top mill. Measuring and
cutting tools. Tell us your requirements. Catalog $1.00. Blue
Ridge Machine and Tool, PO. Box 536-N, Hurricane, WV
25526, (304) 562-3538.

THE PROTECTOR: .22 cal pen-type pistol you construct
from hardware store materials and only basic tools. New
copyrighted design, only $4.95. Write now: Entium (AH),
Box 1650, Carolina, PR 00628-1650.

SMITH AND WESSON obsolete firearms-repairs,
restorations, original parts, barrel-lining: Complete services
form the PROFESSIONAL: Send SASE to: Liberty Antique
Sixgun, Dave Chaicoine, 19 Key Street, Eastport, ME 04631.
(203) 357-1893.

Repair Work, Custom Tuning and Timing on S & W
Revolvers. SATISFACTION GUARANTEED. Write or call
for prices: Ensley's Shooting Supply, Rt. 2, Box 225,
Louisville, TN 37777. (615) 970-GUNS.

Pistol & Rifle Barrel Reboring & Rifling. Cylinder
chambering, Pistol conversions from .357 & .41 to .44 or 45 L.
Colt, also chambering in new .357 maximum. Top quality
work, guaranteed. S.S.A.E.: Redman's Rifting & Rebaring
Shop, RR I, Box 330-A, Omak, WA 98841.

INSTRUCTION

FUNDAMENTALS OF COMBAT PISTOLCRAFT. N.P!.
is now accepting applications for the instruction of qualified
students in the basic practical skills of modern defensive
pistolcraft. For information and applications, send $1.00 to:
Northeast Pistol Institute, Dept. 714C, PO Box 453, Union,
NJ 07033.

BUY FIREARMS, AMMO WHOLESALE! Federal
Firearms License Application Kit (forms, suppliers, instruc·
tions), $5. Operating A Profitable Business (full time, part
time), $7.50. Both, $10.00. PFRB/8, Box 2800, Santa Fe, NM
87501.

U.S. ARMY MARKSMANSHIP UNIT: Used To Train
Army Pistol Shooting Teams. A Great "How to Shoot
Manual." $5.00: GROUND ZERO, PO. Box 335, Croton, OH
43013.

Ruger 10/22 Selective fire conversion plans, complete with
easy to follow instructions. $10. Campbell's, Box 900923,
Dallas, TX 75390-0923.

DEADLIEST FIGHTING SYSTEM! The feared and
formidable Chinese Back Cobra style of oriental combat.
Fight like a wild animal. With advanced dynamic medita
tions to develop the unstoppable mental state & powers.
Fully illustrated $9.95 + $1.00 P/H. Check or money order
to: Green Dragon Society, 6810 N. Sheridan, Dept. A8,
Chicago, IL 60626.

Survival Training Via Cassette or letter. Individualized or
Family oriented. Planned according to your objective. Infor
mation $1.00. Garback, Box 133, New Paris, PA 15554.

KNIVES & SWORDS

Apache Arrowheads, 10 for $5.00. Free catalog only with
order. Councel, 1239 HM, Apache Junction, AZ 85220.

KNIVES: All types. Also Historic weapons. Unbeatable
prices. $2.00 for color catalogs. Delntinis, 107 Summit Ave
nue, Staten Island, NY 10306.

30% OFF ALL GERBER KNIVES! GUARANTEED Super
Low Prices! Send SASE for Catalog. KNIVES, Dept. AH, 52
Edmund, Uniontown, PA 15401.

Unusual Knives, Survival items. Catalog $1 (Refundable).
Real World, Box 335-H, Branson, MO 65616.

KNIFE-Tiger lock blade opens to a big 8". Stainless steel
blade, beautiful hardwood handle, $11.95. G B Trading Co.,
PO. Box 1088-B, Bullhead City, AZ 86430.

LEATHERCRAFT

NEW LEATHER COMPANY has craft supplies. Send $1.00
for complete catalog (Refundable). The Leather Factory,
Dept. AH 983, PO. Box 2430, Chattanooga, TN 37409.

MILITARIA

Discount special forces manual. Explosives-boobytraps
survival-incendiaries-silencers-machine guns-demoli
tion-unconventional warfare, many other titles. Send $1.00
for descriptive brochure. CASSADAY PRESS, 8690 Aero
Drive, Suite MlA-184, San Diego, CA 92123.

Solid Bronze Oval "CSA" Belt Buckles. $12.95 each Postpaid.
Three or more, $10.95 each Postpaid. Baxendale's, 4114HG
Sneed, Nashville, TN 37215. (615) 297-1975.

RARE MILITARY AND POLITICAL FILMS on video
cassettes. Third Reich, Soviet Army and Vietnam Era. Send
$1.00 (refundable) for illustrated catalog. INTERNA
TIONAL HISTORICAL FILMS, PO. Box 29035, Chicago,
IL 60629.
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LEATHER FLIGHT JACKETS. USN G-1. USAAF A-2.
New US manufacture. Closeout prices. Send SASE. Per·
egrine, POB 96, Yorba Linda, CA 92886.

MILITARY SURPLUS.

JEEPS, CARS, pickups from $35. Available at local govern
ment Auctions. For Directory Call 805~687-6000. Extension
921, call refundable.

Military Surplus-Chemical/biological warfare equipment,
military clothing and equipment, SASE for catalog; JR
Sales, Box 4253H, Lancaster, CA 93535-4253.

MILLIONS OF SURPLUS BARGAINS! Many 1% original
cost. Jeeps included! "Nationwide Government Buyer's
Guide/Directory"-$2.00 (Guaranteed). DISPOSAL, Box
19107-MV, Washington, DC 20036.

G.!. SURPLUS and Camping Equipment. 34 page catalog
$2.00. Special: O.D. or Camouflage Vietnam Jungle Boots
$24.99 with copy of this ad. Sizes 6-13 regular or wide. Red
Bank Army Navy, 12-E Monmouth Street, Red Bank, NJ
07701.

MISCELLANEOUS

SHORT-RUN CUSTOM BELT BUCKLES WITH YOUR
LOGO MY SPECIALTY. SOLID SANDCAST SILICON
BRONZE ALL HAND FINISHED. BUCKLES BY MIKE,
1225 MANZANITA, DEPT. AH, LOS ANGELES, CA 90029.

NINJA CATALOG ... Nightsuits, handelaws, footspikes,
calthrops, blowpens, shuriken, and reference materials for
the Shadow Warrior. Send.$1.00 to: Ninja Supply Systems,
Box 282221AH, Atlanta, GA 30358.

MILITARY & MARTIAL ARTS-!.D. Cards & Certificates.
Airborne, Special Forces, C.I.A., Police, etc. Brochure $1
Kenwood, Box 66, Dept. H, Long Green, MD 21092.

PASSPORTS, DUAL CITIZENSHIPS available from Cas
tellania. Information package $5.00. Box 40201, Pasadena,
CA 91104.

UNEXPECTED RELEASE Beer and Beef Chili with
mouthwatering variations plus special gift! Send $1.00 to: A.
Bellamy, Box 549, Lancaster, CA 93534.

MILITARY INSIGNIA SPORTSWEAR-catalogue as
advertised in (solider of fortune, gung-ho, leatherneck, new
breed, combat illustated, shotgun news) illustrating our
complete selection on (t-shirts, sweatclothing, jackets)-we
also feature "Knives for Life" from Cold Steel Inc., and
military/civilian achievement certificates-only $1.00
Military Graphics, Box 228HM, Dunkirk, MD 20754.

FREE! World's Leading Novelty Catalog. Things You Never
Knew Existed. 1600 Novelties, Jokes, Tricks, Science, Sports,
Hobbies. Johnson-Smith, C-6522, Mt. Clemens, MI 48043.

COLT SINGLE ACTION, Pre-War parts & repair Services.
Hammers &Triggers rebuilt. Blk. Powder replacement parts
available. Parts correctly fitted. Send STAMP for free list.
John Kopec, PO. Box 157, Whitmore, CA 96096.

ATTENTION GUNDEALERS & SURVIVAL STORE
OWNERS-Sell SOLDIER OF FORTUNE & SURVIVE.
Inquire about our quantity discounts on these two adventure
magazines. Write to: Dealer Program, P.O. Box 693, Boulder,
CO 80306. Or call1-800-525-0504.

Hatcher's formula of Relative Stopping Power for handgun
cartridges-Simplified! Calculate stopping power for your
own gun and loads with these simple instructions. Indispen·
sable for the handloader. $2.00 Post Paid from: FireFall, PO.
Box 247, Walled Lake, MI 48088.

KNUCKS: Genuine brass paperweights, not cheap alumi
num, sameday delivery. $7. prepaid: Mathews Police Supply,
PO. Box 1754, Mathews, NC 28105.

FREE BOOK CATALOG! Privacy, Tax, Credit, Divorce,
Employment problems? Our books have solutions, Write:
Eden Press, 11623 Slater, Box 841O-GC, Fountain Valley, CA
92708.

NAZI War souvenirs and daggers! Illustrated catalog $10,
bill (refundable). Disco, Box 331-H, Cedarburg, WI
53012-0331.

THE FLINTKNAPPER of WEST GERMANY Manufac
turer of superior quality cut and milled agatefl.ints. 11 sizes
available from .47"x.55" up to .95"x1.18". DEALERS send $1
cash for price list and sample. THE FLINTKNAPPER,
Dept. AH, D-5441 Trimbs, WEST GERMANY.

NEW! BURGLAR ALARM WARNING DECALS. Protect
your guns and valuables. Designed by us. Cus~om made for,
us. Available only from us. BeautIful qualIty. 4 Decals
$2.00.-10 for $3.50. Interstate Enterprises, Dept. AHD, Box
19488, Houston, TX 77224.

, GUNSITE INC. Self-Defense Center. Indoor Underground
Shooting Range. 12 Firing Positions-.22-.44 Mag-Guns &
Supplies· Armed and Unarmed courses' Security Training
Upon Request . Personal Protection Services . Certified
N.RA. Pistol Instructors' Certified Black Belt Instruction'
2458 Boston Post Road, Guilford, CT 06437. (203) 453-1570.

Inventions, ideas, new products wanted for presentation to
industry and exhibition at national technology exposition.
Call toll free 1-800-528-6050. In Arizona call 1-800-352-0458
Extension 831.

LEE Jeans. Factory outlet work clothes, shoes. Bargains on
new shirts (low as $5.95), jackets, boots, gloves, coveralls.
Send $1 for catalog. SARA GLOVE CO., 16 Cherry Avenue,
Dept C-121, Waterbury, CT 06704.

MERCENARY. Could YOU do it? To find your potential,
send $8.95 to: AZRAEL SERVICES LTD, PO. BOX 543,
STREATOR, IL 61364.

"WORLD CHAMPION MARKSMAN AWARD" Fool your
friends with this authentic looking detailed diploma, great
gift too! $5.00 with name printed on. Esseh Hawaii, 45135
Namoku Street, Kaneohe, HI 96744. •

DEALERS WANTED: BUCKLES, 44 INSERTS, SEND
SASE to: B & J, PO. Box 14oo90HG, Nashville, TN 37214.

ATTENTION GUN OWNER: Keep a permanent record of
your guns in the event of loss or theft. Attractive 4"x6"
hunters yellow "FIREARMS RECORD CARD" contains
space for photo and all specifications of your gun. 5/PK.:
Send $1.50/PK ... Ken Seals, 105 Brokenbridge Road,
Yorktown, VA 23692.

BUMPER STICKERS-I (Love) shooting; I'd loather be
shooting; Silhouette shooting knocks me down; Shooters do
it for the kicks. $1.25 each or Four for $4.00: Dan Hillyer,
Dept. G-7, 20180 Catalina Dr., Castro Valley, CA 94546.

VIDEO Tapes-VHS or BETA-Exciting gun camera and
aerial action! Unless you were there, you've never seen
anything like it. Send self addressed stamped envelope for
catalog and prices, to: DOT Enterprises, Stratford Center,
Suite 43H, 127 S. Stratford Rd., Winston Salem, NC 27104.

FANTASTIC SPACEAGE ELECTRONICS LASER
WEAPONS, more Survival writer discovers secret
sources for laser pistols, listening devices. ultrasonic pain
field generators, paralyzing self-defense protectors, true I.R.
see-in-the·dark viewers, absolute security systems, bug de
tectors, voice scramblers, micro-transmitters, electronic
tracking devices, ultra-sophisticated detection and sur
veillance equipment, police broadcast unscramblers, many
more too "hot" to print! Send $1.00 for giant catalogues:
AMERICAN, 15015 Ventura Blvd., Dept. HG-l, Sherman
Oaks, CA 91403.

CHEWING-SMOKING Tobacco!! Do you chew-Smoke?
Free samples-Twist, Snuff, pipe and pouches-prices.
Guaranteed satisfaction. FREDCO'S, Dresden, TN 38225.

BID ON CARS, TRUCKS, VANS, Confiscated from crimi
nals. Auctioned by U.S. Government. Minimum bid $50.00.
Bid by mail. Buy for your own use or resell for profit. We send
same day: Instructions, application, tips, etc. $4.95. Inter
state Enterprises, Dept. AHA, Box 19466, Houston, TX
77224.

MERCHANT MARINES, seafaring adventure and employ
ment. Maritime adventurer gives sources unknown to you. 27
page Directory to fulfillment, just $10. CARDINAL INTER
NATIONAL, Box 67, Centerville, VA 22020.

LOANS FOR GUNS, any worthwhile cause. Grants, Busi
ness Capital. Free Publications! All Guaranteed Dollar
complete list: Information. Winone, Route Three, Box One
Forty Seven, Candler, NC 28715.

"HELP FIGHT CRIME-SHOOT A BURGLAR" and
"RUSSIA SUCKS" bumper stickers, $2.00 each. Also
"ILLEGALLY PARKED" stickers for inconsiderate drivers,
8 for $4.95. Add .5()¢ postage and handling. Texans add 5%.
Flying Dutchman Enterprises, Dept. A, 13033 Wirevine,
Houston, TX 77072.

CIGARETTES 30¢ PACK? Yes! Kings, Reg, Filter,
Mentholated. Buying A-dress/Details $1.30-Richard
Meyerhoff, 252 North 6th Street, Brooklyn, NY 11211.

ADAM & EVE'S shop-by-maiI48-page catalog allows you to
choose from a vast assortment of adult products, in the
privacy of your own home. Featuring the world's largest
collection of high-quality books, birth-control products, lin
gerie, and marital aids. All with an unconditional money~
back guarantee. Send $1 to: ADAM & EVE, Box 900, Dept.
AH-2, Carrboro, NC 27510.

REAL ESTATE

REMOTE LAND: 40, 80, 160 acre parcels in Britisj> Colum
bia. Mountain creeks, remote lakes, abundant moose and
deer. Good fishing. $8000 and up. Further info: NIHP Land
Ltd., 789 W. Pender # 790, Vancouver, British Columbia,
CANADA V6C IH7.

SOUTHWEST VIRGINIA-Free catalog. Blue Ridge
Mountain land, farms, homes. Wetherbee Realty, Box 84-H,
Woolwine, VA 24185. (703) 930-2155.

LAND-FOR-TAXES! For Almost Nothing, Complete
Instructions. $2.00: Grandcees, AHT, Hamilton, GA 31811.

SURVIVAL

SURVIVALIST BOLAS: Take game, large or small, like the
Argentine Gauchos. Silent, powerful, effective. A unique
hunting or defensive weapon. Finest quality materials. Send
$19.95 plus $3.00 shipping & handling to: BOLAS, PO. Box
1521, Ypsilanti, MI 48197. Not sold to anyone under 18 years
of age.

BALLISTIC TYPE FABRIC woven from Dupont's Kevlar
Fibers, is now available. For full details and order forms, mail
$1.00 (Refundable on first order) and a self-addressed
envelope to: Comber Eng., Dept. A, PO. Box 161, Campbell,
CA 95008.
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for our
Combat
Combat

WILSON COMBAT No. 34 Extended
Combat Ejector, precision
machined from 4140 stock & heat
treated RiC 38. 100% positive
ejection. Minor hand fitting
required $19.95.

WILSON COMBAT No. 2 SHOK·
BUFF@ Shock Absorber Kit (l·HO
recoil spring & 2·poly fiber
buffers) specify Govt.·Gold Cup or
Commander model $5.95. -

WILSON'S GUN SHOP
ROUTE 3, BOX 211·Dl
BERRYVILLE, ARKANSAS 72616
PHONE 501·545·3618

Send SASE for price sheets or $2.00
illustrated catalog of Custom
Modifications and complete line of
Accessories.

WILSON COMBAT No.
47 Wilson·Rogers .45
Match Magazine, 7 rd.
stainless with rounded
follower & removable
base. Integral base pad
$21.95.COMBAT No. 66

Grip Safety (blue or
requires frame fitting

WILSON COMBAT No. 3 High
Visibility Combat Sight $25.00.
No. 30 with 3 dot sighting system
$32.00. We will install within 2
weeks for a $20.00 labor charge.

WILSON
Beavertail
stainless)
$19.95.

Add $2.50 postage and handling per order, COD's
welcome. NO credit card orders please. Ark. resi
dents add 4% sales tax. Dealers send FFL for
dealer prices.

All M.D., cert. check and COD orders processed
within 2 business days.

WILSON COMBAT CUSTOM ACCESSORIES

" r1 ~
Q

Called the Pack Rat, the rugged box
features a cam-locked, 12-gauge steel lid
and is of welded construction.

It comes in two sizes. One measures 10
inches long, six inches deep and a little
more than six inches wide; the other is 12
inches long, four inches deep and eight
inches wide. Both models have a heavy
one-inch lip all around.

The actual openings on each box are
one-inch smaller, on all four sides.

The boxes are excellent for securing
handguns on the road, because they can
be locked and hidden from view.

Suggested retail prices start at $29.95,
plus shipping <;harges.

For more information, write to Ralph
E. Verre, vice president, Helder
Manufacturing Comany, 1l043-C
Oroville Highway (Dept. AH),
Marysville, CA 95901.

AMERICAN HANDGUNNER· MARCH/APRIL 1984

Steel box facilitates
vehicle handgun stash

A 14-gauge steel box designed to hide
handguns or other valuables under the
floor of a vehicle-or other hiding
places-is offered by the Helder
Manufacturing Company of Marysville,
California.

WANTED: Early 1910 Mouser 25 caliber side latch pistol.
Will pay top dollar for pistol serial #1 to 5000. Please rush
reply with price and serial number. Wm. Ruhnke, P.O. Box
120, St. Louis, MO 63166.

Inventions. ideas, new products wanted for presentation to
industry and exhibition at national technology exposition.
Call toll free 1-800-528-6050. In Arizona, call1-800-352-Q458.
Extension 831.

WANTED: Old Toy Trains and Buddy L. Top Values paid.
Thomas Sefton, P.O. Box 1871, San Diego, CA 92112.

WANT TO PURCHASE

THERMONUCLEAR EFFECTS ANALYSIS. Specify lo
cation, Summary $4/Comprehensive $10. USZA, 4620
Thousand Oaks #207, San Antonio, TX 78233.

HOMESTYLE BEEF jerky recipe, $3.00 S.A.S.E....
Beverly, Box 2855, Scottsdale, AZ 85252.

"WARNING, GUN SECURED PROPERTY, STOp, NO
TRESPASSING." Stop sign decals to stop theft. 5 all
weather for doors, signs, etc. $4.95, 12 to sheet for windows,
home, RV, etc. $4.95. SAVE all 17 for $7.95. Order today,
check/MO to: Colwar Industries Inc., P.O. Box 281, Dept.
HM3, Bayonne, NJ 07002.

SURVIVAL BOOK dealers wanted! Discounts to 60%! Book
list $2.00 (refundable with $10.00 purchase) to: Technology
Group, P.O. Box 93124, Pasadena, CA 91109.

BUILD A COMBAT RANGE for less than $20. Details &
instructions plus target catalog. Send $2.00 to: FIRST SHOT
CONFIDENCE, P.O. Box l903O, Dept.l23AH, Houston, TX
77224.



see in Dallas in the way of handguns and
accessories.

Manufacturers seldom release informa
tion on their new products before the show,
so much of this column is based on rumor
and gut feeling.

I will be disappointed if I don't see a
Smith & Wesson .45 auto pistol in one or
two configurations. Tom Campbell, who
works for S&W, has been shooting a
handmade S&W .45 for several years, so
one would expect that there should be a
production .45 in the offing.

One of the hottest revolvers on the mar
ket today is not really a new gun in new
caliber; it's the S&W M24 in .44 Special. A
S&W spokesman told the American
Handgunner that the company's entire
production run 0[7,500 guns has been sold
out to distributors, though not all of the
production has been completed. With the
many fans of the old .44 Special cartridge,
and a renewed interest in it for mild-recoil

C011tinued on page 70

£

JERRY RAKUSAN

BREN TEN 9MM AUTO, UNDER COLT
NAME, MAY BE M1911 REPLACEMENT

T he Dallas Convention Center in Janu
ary hosted the largest trade show in

the world devoted to shooting equipment.
We will have a full report on the new

items displayed at the show, but since this
column was written several months before
the show opened, the best I can do here is
to give you some idea of what I expect to

•

INDUSTRY INSIDER

Dept. AH-034 • P.O. Box 9573
Philadelphia, PA. • (215) 744-0100
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Get offer details and required official rebat€;
certificate at your participating Winchester
dealer.

Offer good only on 50-round boxes; limit
one rebate per name or family address
Offer available February 1, 1984, through
April 30, 1984.

Stock up now, and save.
Winchester Super Excellence1M assures you the top quality and top performance
for all your sporting needs.

$2.00 back per box up to $4.00 when you
buy the following cartridge sizes: 25, 32,
380,38,357 or 9mm, excluding Silvertip®
Hollow Point pistol cartridges.

OR
$3.00 back per box up to $6.00 on all
other cartridge sizes (256, 30, 41, 44, 45),
excluding Silvertip® Hollow Point pistol
cartridges.

THE AMMUNITION COMPANY
© 1984 Olin Corporation, Winchester· Group, East Alton, IL 62024
Printed in USA
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